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People and Furniture – that‘s the title of this 
catalogue. And with good reason. For us, people 
are always at the centre of interest. Quality, top 
functionality and the original high-class design 
of our products only make sense because of you. 
It‘s your requirements that inspire us every day. 
Time and time again, we put a lot of passion  
into developing new, innovative products for  
our clients and together with them – tailor-made 
and to-the-point.

As a family company, we‘re in a perfect position 
for this. For thanks to our flat hierarchy and  
short decision making processes, we are able  
to realise our clients‘ wishes in a fast and 
individual manner, and put all our experience, 
creativity and flexibility into their service. For us 
this also comprises making responsible use  
of our resources. A sound environment is 
indispensable for us all. That‘s why we pay a lot 
of attention to the sustainability and 
environmental friendliness of our products.

This has made us one of Europe‘s leading 
manufacturers of high-quality contract furniture. 
You can find our products wherever people take 
pride in discerning furnishings – in public areas 
of offices and administration, in congress and 
event halls, as well as in hotels and restaurants, 
cafeterias and care institutions. Featuring a 
contract furniture portfolio consisting of a wide 
range of design variants, materials, colours and 
fabrics. This product portfolio – made by people 
for people – is what we‘d like to present to you 
on the following pages. 

Kind regards from Rheinau 
Helena, Rolf, Marc, Philip and Tina Brunner

WelCoMe 
at Brunner.





» People come first,  
with all their needs and wishes.  

And we design  
the matching furniture «
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Content from a to Z
 

 Seating
 
 96 a-Chair
 296 alite
 412 banC
 520 buena nova
 428 Collar
 80 Crona
 356 Crona bar
 432 Crona lounge
272 drive
 90 dreSS
358 due
106 fina
 368 fina bar
 376 fina Club
 454 fina lounge
226 finaSoft
118 fina wood
340 firSt ChoiCe
 326 firSt ClaSS
 334 firSt line
 336 firSt plaCe
 302 fox . fox pluS
 352 golf
 462 grato
 470 havana
282 hero
 442 hoC
342 linoS
 126 milanoClaSSiC
 128 milanoflair
 130 milanolight
 136 milanolight Comfort
 460 milanolounge
 236 milanoSoft
 156 plaZa ClaSSiC
 158 plaZa Steel
 444 plot
150 prime
192 ray
 474 Sonato
 406 Spring
 498 taCeo
256 tempuS
262 too
 266 too 2.0
 316 tool 2
 510 torraS
394 twin
 140 verona
 402 we_talk
 438 wellano
 486 window
 
 

 tableS
 
 198 4laSt
 200 4leSS
 164 a-table
412 banC
290 baSiC
 520 buena nova
 428 Collar
432 Crona lounge
186 CroSS
324 CroSS.flip
 358 due
210 fina ConferenCe
 204 fina flex
 454 fina lounge
 462 grato
 470 havana
442 hoC
126 milanoClaSSiC
 130 milanolight
168 pivot
178 Sleight
 180 Sleight ultralight
 474 Sonato
258 Spira
 250 State
 498 taCeo
 240 torino
174 truSt
 394 twin
 404 we_meet
 402 we_talk
486 window
 
 
partition

 94 butterfly



 3 PrEFAcE

 6 conTEnT

 10 conTEnT SorTEd bY TYPE oF ProducT

 16 comPAnY

 16 HISTorY

 making the impossible possible.

 20 FAmIlY

 responsibility for more than one generation.

 22 locATIon GErmAnY

 Quality from the heart of europe.

 30 cuSTomEr orIEnTATIon

 Feeling the excitement of our customers.

 40 QuAlITY

 uncompromising perfection.

 44  InnovATIon

 Fresh ideas, and really useful.

 46  brunnEr ImProvE!

 continuously optimising processes.

 48 SuSTAInAbIlITY

 more than just a good intention.

 54  dESIGn

 Premium says it all.

 60 FuncTIonAlITY

 Sophisticated down to the last detail.

 64 vArIETY

 Always the right solution.

 72 IndIvIduAl SoluTIonS

 Getting right to the point.

 76 ProducTS

 The more of possibilities.

 78  universal . Chairs

 80  cronA

   Stable lightness.

 90  drESS

   There’s movement in the office. 
dress supports active sitting.

 94  buTTErFlY

   The Perfect Frame for Talks. 
butterfly – the dynamic partition.

 96  A-cHAIr

   variety thanks to modularity – the new standard for  
different areas of application.

 106  FInA

   light with many strengths. A comfortable chair  with a 
slim moulded wooden shell.

 118  FInA wood

   Exciting and innovative. The stacking chair with that  
special charm.

 126  mIlAnoclASSIc

   Pure design with formal edges. The classic in the  
milano family.

 128  mIlAnoFlAIr

   Pure design with mesh backs. The transparent addition  
to the milano family.

 130  mIlAnolIGHT

   Pure design: filigree and versatile. chair with patented 
moulded wooden shell.

 136  mIlAnolIGHT comForT

   Pure design with extra comfort. upholstered chair  
with closed arm-rests.

 140  vEronA

   contemporary styling for all occasions. chairs and  
benches with a moulded wooden shell.

 150  PrImE

   memorable design for large spaces. linear stacking chair.

Content conTEnT From A To Z  

please open.
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 204 FInA FlEx

   A touch of class for any conference.

 210  FInA conFErEncE

   Great variety of combinations.  
The high-quality conference table system for any occasion.

 226  FInASoFT

   Slim and comfortable. High-quality conference chair –  
as swivel chair or cantilever chair.

 236  mIlAnoSoFT

   Pure design with noticeably gentle forms.  
The representative model in the milano family. 

 240  TorIno

   new interior design possibilities. A versatile table range.

 250  STATE

   versatile, adjustable, electrifiable.A modular table concept.

 256  TEmPuS

   comfort in top form. An imposing conference chair.

 258  SPIrA

   variable, timeless, functional. The representative table  
for discerning demands.

 262  Too

   The office chair that adjusts automatically.  
A functional office programme.

 266  Too 2.0

   The transparent office chair that adjusts.  
A functional office programme with mesh back.

 272  drIvE

   Ergonomic and versatile. A high-quality office programme.

 156  PlAZA clASSIc

   Timeless excellence. Four-legged chair with  
wood / steel frame.

 158  PlAZA STEEl

   comfortable functionality. Four-legged chair and  
cantilever chair with wood / steel frame.

 162  universal . tables

 164 A-TAblE

  delicate and in Perfect Shape. 

 168  PIvoT

   Functional innovation. The nesting table sporting  
intelligent technology.

 174  TruST

   lightweight and sturdy. The four-legged folding table.

 178  SlEIGHT

   Patented mechanism, easy handling. The ultimate  
innovative folding table with practical added value.

 180  SlEIGHT ulTrAlIGHT

   The lightweight among stacking tables.

 186  croSS

   Flexibility through functional design.  
A versatile table range.

 190  offiCe . ConferenCe

 192 rAY

  Fine from all sides.

 198 4lAST

  robust variety just in case.

 200 4lESS

  clean slate.

 202  4SurE

  For everyday use without being quotidian.



Content

 280 event

 282 HEro

   made for large venues. High stacker, no high roller.

 290 bASIc

   Attractive design, functional, and featuring many  
intelligent details.

 296 AlITE

   beautifully lightweight. Innovative lightweight  
stacking chair.

 302 Fox . Fox PluS

   The series of many possibilities.

 316 Tool 2

   The lightweight large venue chair with its many versions.

 324 croSS.FlIP

   Firm and flexible. The stand-up table that folds and rolls.

 326 FIrST clASS

   new ideas for large rooms: Stackable row chairs with  
interlocking frames.

 334 FIrST lInE

   new ideas for big venues: vertically stackable with  
arm-rests and frame-linking.

 336 FIrST PlAcE

   new ideas for large rooms: vertically stackable with  
interlocking frames.

 340 FIrST cHoIcE

   Those who Have the choice will choose the best.  
first choice – quality and versatility all in one.

 342 lInoS

   In wood or plastic. A comfortable chair for large or  
small rooms.

 352 GolF

   The comfortable design classic. Stackable row chair.

 

 354 Cafeteria

 356 cronA bAr

  Fresh design offering lots of comfort  

 358 duE

   Sophisticated and surprising: shapely cafeteria series.

 368 FInA bAr

   The robust and puristic cafeteria complement.

 376 FInA club

   Elegant and comfortable – the ideal club chair for any 
tasteful ambience.

 384 Hoc

   As if made all of a piece – straightforward design,  
open all around.

 394 TwIn

   colorful, lightweight and weather resistant: Sturdy plastic 
chair for indoor and outdoor use.

 402 wE_TAlk

   new possibilities for spontaneous break-outs. Table,  
barstool and bar bench.

 404 wE_mEET

   A table with many possible variations.

 406 SPrInG

   comfort for guests. Fully upholstered solid wood chair.

 410 lounge

 412 bAnc

  The perfect kit - universal, but always unique.

 428 collAr

   design to meet the most discerning demands.  
collar – self-confidence and style.

 432 cronA lounGE

  nicer waiting. 

conTEnT From A To Z  

please open.
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 526 teChnologiCal CompetenCe

 528 numErA

   Everything in Sequence. 
numera – it’s time for a new generation.

 530 ESn

   comfortable, economical, straightforward: the electronic 
seat numbering system.

 534 GlIdErS And cASTErS

   For any floor and any situation: glider versions and  

functions. 

 536 STorAGE SYSTEmS

   Flexible, space-saving, secure. Storage systems for tables 

and chairs.

 538 FIrE ProTEcTIon

   Your safety is our standard: materials and functions  
for events.

 540 HYGIEnE

   A clean solution: hygiene is a top priority in care homes 
and hospitals.

 542 AddrESSES

 549 PlEASE noTE

 550 ImPrInT

 438 wEllAno

   The modern re-interpretation of the classic wingback 
chair. clear design, yet cosy.

 442 Hoc

  Solitaire or modular seating landscape.

 444 PloT

   Sitting as you like it – with the modular loungescape for 
contract settings.

 454 FInA lounGE

   Slim and cushy – the easy chair for relaxed waiting.

 460 mIlAnolounGE

   Pure design for relaxation. The comfortable expansion  
of the milano family.

 462 GrATo

   comfortable and full of combinations: flexible waiting 
furniture programme offering many possibilities.

 470 HAvAnA

   A discerning classic. The sophisticated upholstery range.

 472  Care

 474 SonATo

   The elegant combination of comfort and functionality.

 486 wIndow

   State-of-the-art technology to meet the highest  standards. 
care series in moulded wood.

 498 TAcEo

   Functional, ergonomic, homely. care series for the  
discerning.

 510 TorrAS

   conclusive comfort and functionality.

 520 buEnA novA

   Elegant functionality. Solid wood furniture for living areas 
and cafeterias.
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 comPAnY

 3 PrEFAcE

 16 HISTorY

 20 FAmIlY

 22 locATIon GErmAnY

 30 cuSTomEr orIEnTATIon

 40 QuAlITY

 44 InnovATIon

 46 brunnEr ImProvE!

 48 SuSTAInAbIlITY

 54 dESIGn

 60 FuncTIonAlITY

 64 vArIETY

 72 IndIvIduAl SoluTIonS

 76 ProducTS

 SEATInG

 

 Four-lEGGEd cHAIrS mETAl FrAmE

 96 A-cHAIr

 296 AlITE

 106 FInA

 340 FIrST cHoIcE

 326 FIrST clASS

 334 FIrST lInE

 336 FIrST PlAcE

 302 Fox . Fox PluS

 352 GolF

 282 HEro

 342 lInoS

 126 mIlAnoclASSIc

 128 mIlAnoFlAIr

 130 mIlAnolIGHT

 136 mIlAnolIGHT comForT

 236 mIlAnoSoFT

 156 PlAZA clASSIc

 158 PlAZA STEEl

 150 PrImE

 316 Tool 2

 140 vEronA

 SlEd-bASE cHAIrS

 80 cronA

 106 FInA

 368 FInA bAr

 302 Fox . Fox PluS

 342 lInoS
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 cAnTIlEvEr cHAIrS

 272 drIvE

 106 FInA

 226 FInASoFT

 302 Fox . Fox PluS

 236 mIlAnoSoFT

 158 PlAZA STEEl

192 rAY

 262 Too

 266 Too 2.0

 140 vEronA

 SwIvEl cHAIrS

 80 cronA

 272 drIvE

 106 FInA

 226 FInASoFT

 302 Fox . Fox PluS

 256 TEmPuS

 262 Too

 266 Too 2.0

 
 

 conFErEncE cHAIrS

 272 drIvE

 106 FInA

 226 FInASoFT

 236 mIlAnoSoFT

 256 TEmPuS

 bAr SToolS

 412 bAnc

 356 cronA bAr

 358 duE

 368 FInA bAr

 118 FInA wood

 442 Hoc

 342 lInoS

 130 mIlAnolIGHT

 150 PrImE

 140 vEronA

 402 wE_TAlk

 PlASTIc cHAIrS

 96 A-cHAIr

 106 FInA

 336 FIrST PlAcE

 302 Fox . Fox PluS

 342 lInoS

 316 Tool 2

 394 TwIn
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 Four-lEGGEd cHAIrS woodEn FrAmE

 520 buEnA novA

 358 duE

 376 FInA club

 118 FInA wood

 474 SonATo

 406 SPrInG

 498 TAcEo

 486 wIndow

 EASY cHAIrS . coucH

 412 bAnc

 520 buEnA novA

 428 collAr

 432 cronA lounGE

376 FInA club

 454 FInA lounGE

 462 GrATo

 470 HAvAnA

 460 mIlAnolounGE

 444 PloT

 474 SonATo

 498 TAcEo

 438 wEllAno

 486 wIndow

 bEAm SEATInG SYSTEmS

 302 Fox . Fox PluS

 140 vEronA

 

 cArE ArmcHAIrS

 498 TAcEo

 510 TorrAS

 486 wIndow

 STAndInG AId

 90 drESS

 PArTITIon

 94 buTTErFlY
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 TAblES

 FoldInG TAblES

 290 bASIc

 178 SlEIGHT

 180 SlEIGHT ulTrAlIGHT

 174 TruST

 nESTInG TAblES

 324 croSS.FlIP

 168 PIvoT

 240 TorIno

 conFErEncE TAblES

 210 FInA conFErEncE

 204 FInA FlEx

 258 SPIrA

 250 STATE

 240 TorIno

 cEnTrAl column TAblES

 412 bAnc

 186 croSS

 358 duE

 168 PIvoT

 474 SonATo

 258 SPIrA

 498 TAcEo

 240 TorIno

 394 TwIn

 404 wE_mEET

 486 wIndow

 

 STAnd-uP TAblES

 186 croSS

 324 croSS.FlIP

 442 Hoc

 168 PIvoT

 240 TorIno

 402 wE_TAlk

 Four-lEGGEd TAblES

 198 4lAST

 200 4lESS

126 mIlAnoclASSIc

 130 mIlAnolIGHT

 174 TruST

 woodEn TAblES

 520 buEnA novA

 358 duE

 442 Hoc

 474 SonATo

 498 TAcEo

 486 wIndow

 SIdE TAblES

 412 bAnc

 428 collAr

432 cronA lounGE

454 FInA lounGE

 462 GrATo

 470 HAvAnA

 498 TAcEo

 240 TorIno





»We put a great amount of creativity 
into excellent furniture,  

just as we do our  entire experience 
and a big dose of passion.«
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HISTorY

Making the  
iMPossiBle PossiBle.

»The passion for excellent furniture, the will and the ability to make everything 
possible for our customers: these are the fundamental values we have been 
building on right from the very start.«

serving our Customers right from the start.
It all started with Helena and rolf brunner not accepting the  
word “impossible”, rather recognising it as their opportunity to go 
their very own way. It’s the year 1977 when their former employer 
declines a customer order. “unfeasible,” is his verdict. but with the 
right idea, well-founded know-how and a used vw bus, the two of 
them dare take the first step into their future: they fulfil this order on 
their own. Today, the name of brunner is uniquely representative 
for one of the leading brands of contract furniture in Europe.  
A success story that tells of the deep understanding of excellent 
contract furniture. of what this furniture has to fulfil in order to live 
up to the aesthetical and functional requirements, and to surpass 
them. And it tells of the self-image to always realise the optimal 
result in the interest of the customer. Today, the tradition that 
Helena and rolf brunner began, is a tradition that we fill with life 
every day, consistently. To fulfil orders placed by our customers 
that at first glance may seem impossible is a challenge we love to 
meet. Anytime.
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suCCess doesn’t Come simply by itself.
what rolf and Helena brunner started with great passion,  
lots of courage, and the talent for improvisation, proved to be 
the starting signal for a company that has been developing 
continually. So today, about 400 people are working for the 
brunner brand. In our state-of-the-art production facilities, we 
use ground-breaking technologies to develop and manufacture 
top-class contract furniture for customers around the world.  
but in spite of all the changes: the entrepreneurial ambition to 
fulfil customer requests and to surpass them, still drives and 
moves us like on day one.

Rolf Brunner during the 
opening speech in 1978.

Our first production  
hall, and impressions  
from manufacturing.

The 1998 print ad in 
“Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung” is a sign of class, 
making a clear statement.
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FAmIlY

resPonsiBility  
For More than one 
generation.
»Brunner – the name represents a family-owned company  
which devotes all its passion to excellent quality.«

With eaCh other for eaCh other.
For about 40 years now, the brunner family has managed their 
company in a result-oriented spirit, always ready to take decisions, 
focussing on goals and in sync with the highest ethical standards. 
And always conscious of the big entrepreneurial responsibility 
towards the region, partners and customers, employees and 
suppliers. Having said that, the success-oriented corporate culture 
is based on a fair, friendly and open way of dealing with each 
other, characterised by mutual appreciation and responsibility.  
For quite some time now, the second brunner generation has 
grown to become an indispensable part of the company:  
dr marc brunner has been managing director of this family-run 
company, together with Helena and rolf brunner, since 2004. 
In 2013, his brother Philip became Head of Sales. And Tina brunner 
is working in Sales in munich. So even today you can rest assured 
that in this culture of common responsibility, the future will bring 
along products that have the wherewithal to convince people and 
make them enthusiastic because of their long-lasting quality, their 
functionality and their innovative power.
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locATIon GErmAnY

Quality FroM the 
heart oF euroPe.

»We exclusively manufacture in Germany.
To be precise: in Rheinau (Baden).«

made in germany.
we regard this “seal of approval” as a promise of quality we  
extend to our customers. And at our rheinau location, we work 
every day to truly and reliably live up to this promise. Here, we  
find ideal conditions: highly skilled and trained personnel, 
competent suppliers and high-quality wood from regional forests 
and sustainable forestry – we do make good use of the many 
advantages that Germany as a manufacturing location has to offer. 
And this is exactly what our customers benefit from: you can not 
only expect to get top quality from us, but you can completely 
and assuredly rely on it.
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Our communication  
centre is an invitation to 
experience the Brunner 
brand with all senses.  
It is a generous, spacious, 
central meeting point  
for customers, employees  
and visitors. It serves as 
exhibition surface, training 
centre, administration 
building and think tank  
all in one.

loCation With a point of vieW.
conviction is something you can show. with the expansion of  
our international activities and the next generation entering the 
management of our company, the new corporate headquarters 
takes shape in 2005 – the brunner communication centre. we 
understand it to be a clear vote for Germany as a location to do 
business. now and in the future. It was developed in cooperation 
with the renowned architectural firm of Schneider+Schumacher, 
and now it represents an open corporate culture that combines 
aesthetics and functionality in a way that makes eminent sense.
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With high-tech and artisanry.
The highest quality – that’s the only benchmark for manufac- 
turing our contract furniture. In order to achieve this, we count 
on state-of-the-art technologies. And the artisan skills of our 
employees. For without their precision and love of detail, no 
table and no chair will leave our factory.

Our production 
facility in Rheinau –  
room for the 
perfect interplay of 
committed 
employees and 
groundbreaking 
technology.

Company . Location Germany







»We are happy only when  
our customers are enthusiastic.«
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cuSTomEr orIEnTATIon

Feeling the  
exCiteMent oF our 
CustoMers.
»It is our aim to fulfil customer expectations by exceeding them.«

visions beCome reality – doWn to the last detail.
before contract furniture can become perfect, there are very 
specific requirements, personal desires and ideas to be met. That’s 
why we are by our customers’ side right from the very start. 
Together, we will screen the boundless possibilities of our 
programme and select the solution that’s just right. And just in 
case this really incredible variety of models and variants should 
not reach its target – then we will design entirely new chairs for 
the project at hand, develop the matching table or modify an 
existing model accordingly. And it is just this maximum flexibility 
that helps us master every challenge and make sure the solutions 
we develop for our customers hit the mark.
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everyWhere aCross europe.
whether it’s in concert halls, hospitals, congress centres, universi-
ties, office buildings, hotels or cafeterias: all across Europe, you will 
find chairs and tables made by brunner wherever discerning 
people get together or work together – small wonder, for we have 
long since achieved an international top rank among contract 
furniture manufacturers. And thanks to a consistently high level of 
quality, innovation power and customer-oriented flexibility, we 
will continue to do everything we can to keep playing right up 
front in the future.

At Bildungscampus 
Heilbronn: A-Chair 
all-rounder and trust folding 
tables.
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individual ideas for serial produCtion.
Just like at day one, we will not accept the term “impossible”.  
That’s why we realise even extraordinarily discerning customer 
demands – with full commitment. For it’s not rare that a model 
will later move into serial production which initially had been 
developed very specifically to fulfil the ideas and notions of a 
client. A case in point: the chair series prime is based on plans of 
architect Porfessor Fürst which he developed for the re-design  
of the cafeteria of the ruhr-university bochum. A similar case  
is the wallraff-richartz museum in cologne, where we realised  
the design of Professor ungers. A chair that went into serial 
production and has since become a sought-after design classic. 
Extraordinary and spectacular: the Freiburg university library 
project. not only has it inspired us to create a new product, it  
has also added a new, very successful category to our product 
portfolio: the modular lounge furniture system banc.



industry and serviCes Culture and arts

BWM Group, Munich, DE
Total Deutschland GmbH, Berlin, DE
Bosch Siemens Hausgeräte, Berlin, DE
Kooperativa Vienna, Prague, CZ
KPMG, across the UK
Credit Suisse, London, UK
EADS, Paris, FR
L’Oréal, Clichy, FR
Air France, Roissy, FR
La Roche AG, Vienna, AT
Rolex SA, Biel, CH
Novartis Pharma AG, Basel, CH
Klingel – K-Mail Order GmbH & Co. KG, Pforzheim, DE
Robert Bosch GmbH – Power Tools, Leinfelden, DE
Läckerli Huus AG, Frenkendorf, CH
PWC, Prague, CZ
GDF Suez SA, Wilhelmshaven, DE
Porsche AG, Leipzig, DE
Deutsche Bahn, Hamburg, DE
Adobe, London, UK

Gesellschaftshaus Palmengarten, Frankfurt, DE
Porsche Museum, Stuttgart, DE
National Theatre, London, DE
Neue Sammlung – Pinakothek, Munich, DE
Wallraf-Richartz-Museum, Cologne, DE
Musée du quai Branly, Paris, FR
Musée du Louvre, Paris, FR
Kurhaus Baden-Baden, DE
Deutsches Theater, Munich, DE
Orangerie Erlangen, DE
Schloss Esterhazy, Eisenstadt, AT
Casino Kursaal Interlaken, CH
Rennbahn Iffezheim, DE
Schirn Kunsthalle, Frankfurt, DE
Musée Olympique, Lausanne, CH
Schloss Weinberg, Kefermarkt, AT
Kurie Diözese Rottenburg, DE
Spielbank Berlin, DE
Stadionul Lia Manoliu, Bucharest, RO 

top addresses.
Perfect contract furniture will complement the architecture that 
surrounds it. It will give sense to the rooms it was conceived for.  
This is the standard we set for ourselves in order to offer top level 
individual solutions. And this gets noticed. more and more frequently, 
all across Europe, the name brunner appears inseparably linked to  
top architectural achievements, impressive locations or exciting 
events.
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trade shoWs and Congresses hotels and restaurants

MCH Messe Basel, CH
ICS-Landesmesse Stuttgart, DE
Congress Schladming, AT
Paris Expo, FR
QNCC-Qatar National Convention Centre, Doha, QA
CCIB, Barcelona, ES
Espace Grimaldi, Monaco, FR
Palais de Congrès, Paris, FR
Royal Festival Hall, London, FR
Ferry Porsche Conference Center, Zell am See, AT
Messe und Kongress Innsbruck, AT
Stadthalle Dingolfing, DE
Hotel Congress Einstein, St. Gallen, CH
Messe Dresden, DE
EmslandArena, Lingen, DE
Eurogress, Aachen, DE
Messe Luzern, CH
Brent Civic Centre, London, UK
Doha Convention Center Tower, QA
Messe Ulm Donausaal, DE

Rezidor Hotelgruppe, worldwide
Maritim Hotelgruppe, worldwide
Brenner’s Park-Hotel & Spa, Baden-Baden, DE
Kameha Grand Hotel, Bonn, DE
Hotel Pilatus-Kulm, Kriens/Lucerne, CH
The Thief Hotel, Oslo, NO
Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten Kempinski, Munich, DE
Holiday Inn, FR
Accor Hotels Sofitel-Mercure-Pullman, FR
Sporthotel Stock, Zillertal, AT
Hotel Herrengasse, Vienna, AT
Hotel Les Trois Rois, Basel, CH
Campus Hotel Hertenstein, Weggis, CH
Sport-Jugendherberge Sportpark Duisburg, DE
Bayer Kasino, Leverkusen, DE
Steigenberger Hotel am Kanzleramt, Berlin, DE
Schlosshotel Dresden, DE
Waldorf Astoria Hotel, Berlin, DE
Chateau de Mery, Méry-sur-Oise, FR
Geneva Hostel, Geneva, CH



administration and publiC institutions eduCation and KnoWledge

Bundeskanzleramt, Berlin, DE
German embassies, worldwide
Innenministerium Stuttgart, DE
Landtag Brandenburg, DE
UN Campus, Bonn, DE
Ministère des Finances, FR
CCI, Paris, FR
Bundesministerium für Inneres, Wien, AT
Wirtschaftskammer Steiermark, AT
Arbeiterkammer, Salzburg, AT
Kreishaus Detmold - parlamentarischer Bereich, DE
Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung, Berlin, DE
Hans-Sachs-Haus, Gelsenkirchen, DE
Bayrischer Landtag, München, DE
Landratsamt Weilheim, DE
Schloss Bellevue, Bundespräsidialamt, Berlin, DE
JVA Heidering, DE
Palacio de Congresos de Palma de Mallorca, ES
Mairie Phalsbourg, FR
Rathaus Schorndorf, DE

Oxford University, UK
Max-Planck-Institut, across Germany
RWTH Aachen, DE
Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, DE
Universitätsbibliothek Potsdam, DE
Bibliothèque Universitaire Paris XII, Créteil, FR
Kings College, London, UK
Technische Universität, Graz, AT
CFEL, Hamburg, DE
Paulsen Gymnasium, Berlin, DE
Ruhr-Universität, Bochum, DE
North Carolina State University, USA
Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Darmstadt, DE
Institut Sainte Philomène, Strasbourg, FR
Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg, DE
Universität Ulm, DE
Hochschule Reutlingen, DE
EPFL-École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne, CH
KIT-Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, DE
Humboldt-Universität, Berlin, DE
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travel and traffiC health and Care

Skylink Flughafen, Vienna, AT
Flughafen Stuttgart GmbH, DE
Airport Cork, IE
CCI de Brest, FR
Cairo International Airport Seasonal Terminal, EG
Airports de Paris, FR
ÖBB Hauptbahnhof Salzburg, AT
Airport Innsbruck, AT
MS Waldstätter, Lake Lucerne, CH
Hurghada International Airport, EG
Orio al Serio International Airport, Milan, IT
Stockholm-Arlanda Airport, SE
Aeropuerto de Cancun, Mexico
Nottingham East Midlands Airport, UK
Baden-Airpark, Karlsruhe, DE

Charité Berlin, DE
Zentrum für Psychiatrie, Friedrichshafen, DE
Universitätsklinik Düsseldorf ZOM II, DE
SISS Centre Hospitalier Neuro Pschiatrique, Ettelbruck, LU
Asklepios Kliniken, across Germany
Schwarzwald-Baar-Klinikum, Villingen-Schwenningen, DE
Hôpital Georges Pompidou, Paris, FR
Otto Wagner Spital, Vienna, AT
Rehabilitationszentrum, St. Radegund, AT
Bürgerspital Basel, CH
Hôpital de la Tour, Geneva, CH
Gräfliche Kliniken Jena, DE
Servior Cipa Op der Rhum, LU
Senioren Pflegezentrum Bingen, DE
Klinikum Stuttgart, DE
Isar-Amper-Klinkum, Munich, DE
Centre Hospital du Nord, LU
Agaplesion Markus Krankenhaus, Frankfurt, DE
Seniorenhof Reichenberg, DE
Reha Klinik, Damp, DE

Company . Customer orientation
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QuAlITY

unCoMProMising 
PerFeCtion.

»Quality can be perceived at first glance, you feel it, and it’s definitely worth it.«

Creating values.
right from the very start we are concentrating on developing  
and producing high-quality contract furniture that pays off for our 
customers – in functional and in aesthetic terms. In particular 
thanks to the longevity even with intense use. For this, we 
exclusively use high-quality, hard-wearing materials which we 
process with skill, love and care, so that they will remain 
convincing and exciting even in the long run.
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The art of upholstering 
a chair is a craft just as 
demanding as it is rare. 
Our highly qualified 
specialists use all their 
knowledge and skill, 
their sure instinct and 
experience, to assure 
perfect quality in all 
respects.

alWays giving the best.
when you promise top quality, you take on a big responsibility – 
for flawless materials, for perfect workmanship, and for your 
customers being willing and able to use the products for a long 
time. we gladly take on this responsibility. Guaranteed. because 
absolute reliability is an elementary part of our corporate culture. 
This promise is kept by continuous quality assurance and  
quality checks of all our processes. but it is our highly qualified, 
passionate employees who really make it happen, who are true 
masters of their trade and who do their part every day so that 
whatever leaves our manufacturing facility is ready to prove to 
our customers: we have done our very best.
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InnovATIon

Fresh ideas, and 
really useFul.

»Our furniture programme represents living  variety which we continuously 
keep on  moving and expanding by real innovations and groundbreaking 
further developments.«

goal-oriented innovative poWer.
our ideas do not revolve around themselves but around what  
real progress means: top functionality, cutting-edge design and 
novel materials – always in the service of improved usefulness.  
In order to achieve this, we are always at the pulse of our time, 
looking ahead both in terms of technology and aesthetics. So  
that our solutions will live up to the discerning demands of our 
customers – tomorrow like today.
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brunnEr ImProvE!

Continuously  
oPtiMising  
ProCesses.
»Keeping on working to make everything still better is a systematic approach 
for us. We call this programme “Brunner ImProve!”«

engine for improvements.
nothing is so perfect that one couldn’t still improve it. And indeed, 
should improve it. That’s why we continuously put all processes  
to the test. we’re always looking for new ways to save time and 
resources, to reduce strain and stress for our employees, to lower 
costs and to make our furniture even better. And everybody can 
be a part of it. “brunner ImProve!” includes all employees, it’s open 
for every idea and looking forward for each proposal. The result: 
we’re not only convincing in terms of high-quality, innovative 
products, but also by rapid realisation, on-time delivery, fair prices 
and happy customers and employees alike.
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SuSTAInAbIlITY

More than just a 
good intention.

»The early stages of conceiving our products already show how consistently we 
act in the interest of the environment. And this seamlessly continues through 
our choice of materials, our production and the modes of transport used.«

intelligent solutions.
Particularly when seen from a perspective of sustainability, high- 
quality, durable contract furniture is an investment in the future 
that makes eminent sense. All the more so if it is manufactured  
in processes assuring a considerate use of valuable resources. we 
are conscious of this responsibility, that’s why we pay attention to 
environmentally friendly concepts as early as in the development 
phase. And that’s why we believe in creating products that combine 
top design and functionality and which make an environmental 
statement at the same time. A case in point is A-chair: this chair 
made of high-quality re-usable materials can be recycled to nearly 
100% and has received numerous design awards. For us, this 
proves that the perfect combination of business success and 
ecological responsibility will not only be possible in the future, it 
can be realised today.
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sustainable suCCess.
nature is much more than an indispensable supplier of raw materials. 
It is our living environment. reason enough for us to act accordingly. 
That’s why our production processes follow strict ecological rules and 
regulations – and are certified according to dIn En ISo 14001 as a 
matter of course. For the production of our contract furniture, we use 
environmentally friendly and recyclable materials as well as wood 
from domestic and sustainable forestry (PEFc certified). we use foam 
glues without solvents and a water-based, uv hardening lacquer 
system for wood components which works without solvents or 
lacquer wastes. These are just a few examples of how we translate 
sustainable commitment into sustainable success.

Gentle concept and 
gentle production: 
using domestic 
wood from 
sustainable forestry 
and environmen-
tally friendly 
technology, 
exemplary furniture 
comes into being.







»highest quality combined with  
individual added value –  

that’s our formula for success when 
creating perfect contract furniture.«
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dESIGn

PreMiuM  
says it all.

»Concentration on the essentials will reveal the true quality of an idea.  
Showing whether it is a good fit for us. And for our customers.«

aWard-Winning ContraCt furniture.
Top design is the result of the perfect interplay of functionality  
and aesthetics. Everything merges to form one whole – unique, 
distinctive and unmistakable. That’s what we aim at. That’s the 
formal language that’s exciting for us. And apparently also for the 
panels of jurors at the important design competitions. After all, 
they award more and more prizes to our innovations. we admit 
that this makes us a bit proud, and it proves what’s more 
important: each one of these awards shows our customers how 
much passion really goes into developing our chairs and tables.
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funCtional design.
our product portfolio has no room for decorative playthings and frills. 
As a matter of principle. because our understanding of excellent 
design comprises independent interpretations of outstanding 
functionality – always state-of-the-art, and always straightforward and 
clear. That’s why we work with designers who share these principles. 
designers achieving the highest level of design quality by reducing 
their designs to the max. creating a chair or a table in which no 
element is redundant and each detail fulfils its purpose, and which is 
still highly visible.

The lightness of the 
sketch is misleading: only 
when form and function 
really harmonise will the 
idea be turned into a 
prototype true to scale 
which then has to pass 
rigorous tests.





from left to right:
 
Justus Kolberg 
Wolfgang C.R. Mezger 
Prof. Gerhard Reichert 
Archirivolto 
jehs+laub

from left to right:
 
Roland Schmidt, LSS designer 
Prof. Thomas M. Fürst 
Prof. Dr. O.M. Ungers 
Martin Ballendat 
osko+deichmann

first-Class designers.
by working together with renowned designers and architects,  
we create unique contract furniture – characterised by functional 
aesthetics and a straightforward and clear formal language.
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FuncTIonAlITY

soPhistiCated 
doWn to the last 
detail.
»Our furniture is to support people very specifically in what they do.  
Making their job easier. And making them feel at ease. That‘s what we  
understand by functionality.«

outstanding praCtiCal value.
our chairs and tables offer far more than only a seat. They excel  
in exceeding the expectations and requirements of the user and 
the respective area of use. They combine optimal ergonomics, 
convenience and comfort with a top level of longevity, flexibility 
and user-friendliness. In addition, time and again there are efficient 
innovations that are really beneficial. cases in point: ESn, our 
electronic seat numbering system, which makes numbering seats 
in venue halls more flexible, simpler and faster.
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That’s how pivot is tilted into its 
storage position. Lightly pressing 
the lever in a clockwise direction 
below the table top unlatches 
the top.

When placing A-Chairs 
in rows, the armrests 
seamlessly interlock, 
linking the chairs in a 
space-saving way.

The unlatched table top 
can be tilted backwards 
into its vertical position.

Now the lever is moved in a 
counter-clockwise direction until 
it’s parallel to the table top. The 
feet are automatically moved at 
the same time. That’s all: the 
table is in its storage position.

furniture offering added value.
outstanding functionality is often recognised only at second 
glance. For example when the armrests of two adjacent A-chairs 
interlock to firmly link the chairs in rows. or when one lever is  
all that’s needed to tilt stand-up table pivot to its storage position. 
It is these and many more sophisticated details which make  
daily use a pleasure also in the long run and which give our 
furniture the decisive added value.
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vArIETY

alWays the right 
solution.

»Our contract furniture programme is simply second to none.  
Bringing along boundless possibilities for creating individual interior  
designs and combinations.«

simply everything is possible.
A quick glance at our programme is all it takes to open up a sheer 
incredible variety of outstanding contract furniture, variants, 
colours, materials and fabrics. we take these to develop truly 
individual solutions for businesses and hotels, for trade fairs and 
congress centres, and for institutions for health care, education and 
the public sector. In each of these, catering to a great variety of 
deployment areas, e.g. offices, seminar and conference rooms, 
cafeterias, event halls, lounges, and many more.
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Fulfilling the customer’s 
wishes: for Hotel 47° in  
Constance, our fina lounge 
armchair was turned into  
a high-back version.

Company . Variety

exemplary Combinations.
In order to make a model exactly the right one, we offer many 
models in numerous variants and combination options. whether 
with or without armrests, in comfortable leather finish or with a 
hard-wearing fabric cover, made of light or dark coloured wood – 
nearly everything is possible in order to tailor the chair or table of 
choice to precisely fit the respective specific requirements and 
demands.



GrIP HolES

dESIGn cuT-ouTS

STorAGE SYSTEmS

cASTErS

ESn

PoSSIbIlITIES For ElEcTrIFIcATIon

Creativity With a system.
our contract furniture programme has been conceived with regard to  
a great variety that makes sense. because it’s not about creating as large 
as possible a number of models and variants, but it’s about opening  
up unique design possibilities. That’s why everything builds upon each 
other in a systematic way, complementing each other perfectly and 
harmoniously. To make possible creative, independent solutions for 
every building, in every room and for every purpose.

13
TYPE oF GlIdErS
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vArIAnTS In uPHolSTErIES

row connEcTIon

wrITInG TAblETS

InTErmEdIATE ToPS

SEAT numbErInG

row numbErInG

690
conFIGurATIonS

638 
FAbrIc colourS

2
lEATHEr TYPES

 mETAl SurFAcES

3
vEnEEr

61
HPl

9
colour lAcQuEr

30
STAInInG TonES

24
FAbrIcS61

SErIES
13

TYPE oF GlIdErS



office . conference

event



lounge

care

cafeteria

universal
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fast and on time.
Yes, it’s in stock – thanks to our comprehensive programme and 
thanks to our uncommonly large inventory of materials, leather 
and fabrics. right next to our production facility, we are stocking 
nearly all conceivable shapes, colours and designs for our furniture. 
That’s why we can start working on an order immediately after it 
has been placed. Turning the desire for furniture into the desired 
furniture.
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IndIvIduAl SoluTIonS

getting right to 
the Point.

»Starting with the premise of offering the perfect solution for each case,  
we also develop special editions for our customers. Thus fulfilling specific 
demands and individual desires.«

Creating the one-of-a-Kind.
If a table needs to be a few inches longer, if the colour of existing 
cover fabrics doesn’t fit the interior design concept, or if a truly 
special ambiance needs to be created – then we will put all our 
experience and creativity to work in order to develop matching 
special editions based on our programme, one-of-a-kind solutions 
to exactly fit the project at hand. And that’s how, in close coope- 
ration with our clients, something truly special comes about. 
Something that’s one-of-a-kind.





»We create  
endless possibilities thanks to a 

nearly boundless variety.«





universal office . conference event cafeteria lounge care
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ProducTS

taBles
and Chairs

THE morE oF PoSSIbIlITIES 
Filling rooms with specific purpose – both func tionally and aesthetically –  
to give them their very own character: this takes more than just some furniture. 
This takes variety with class. The most diverse series, models and variants.  
A choice of materials, fabrics, colours and pat  terns. To be combined freely,  
with individual finish. In a word: it takes the More of possibilities from our 
programme of award-winning contract furniture for these areas.
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crona . 80 

dress . 90 

butterfly . 94 

A-Chair . 96 

fina . 106 

fina wood . 118 

milanoclassic . 126 

milanoflair . 128 

milanolight . 130 

milanolight comfort . 136 

verona . 140 

prime . 150 

plaza classic . 156 

plaza steel . 158

products

Universal
Chairs

Just rIGHt – WHENEVEr, WHErEVEr 

Whenever chairs are intended to serve as a leitmotif throughout an entire 
building, creating an harmonious picture, or whenever great flexibility is called 
for – then deciding on one of our series of universal chairs is an easy task. For 
they are true all-rounders, offering perfect solutions for a great variety of areas 
and ever changing requirements. Whether it’s in the venue hall, the conference 
room or the bistro. Whether it’s individual chairs, rows of chairs or groups of 
chairs. A holistic design result and prime functionality are guaranteed – always  
and everywhere.
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please also refer to 
the respective brochure

stable lightness.

With its delicate frame, crona makes a visually light and dynamic 
impression. The upholstered shell nearly seems to float. The inlaid 
seat cushion in all crona models is particularly comfortable and 
can be exchanged separately. But crona has also persuading inner 
values. A foam-covered steel cage inside the shell provides stability 
and longevity. The upholstery can be finished in one or two colours 
as well as in a lively mix of materials. For the covers of the fully 
upholstered shell, there’s a choice of selected fabrics from the 
House Collection as well as premium leather. The integrated 
armrests feature a separating seam, setting an interesting accent. 
crona is also available with a central foot with four extensions, made 
of conified steel, making the upholstered chair look particularly 
delicate.

Exciting: A combi- 
nation of fabric and 
leather lends a 
particularly sophisti- 
cated touch to the 
crona upholstered 
chair. In addition,  
the upper part made  
of premium leather 
provides protection 
against wear.

crona 
Design: Archirivolto
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Expressive and varied.

Thanks to the many design options, crona will leave no wish  
unanswered. Whether tone-in-tone in premium grey or in  
a lively mix of colours – crona is always expressive. The models  
of this series can be designed for every design statement. They  
fit a young advertising agency just like a traditional five-star hotel. 
Thanks to the fully upholstered shell, seating is comfortable all 
around. The frame featuring a central foot and four extensions 
can also be finished with universal casters.

crona also strikes  
a good figure during 
meetings. In com- 
bination with fina 
conference tables, 
crona upholstered 
easy chairs provide  
a pleasant conversa- 
tion atmosphere.
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comfortable all around. 

crona is also available with a spherically shaped four-legged frame 
made of beech or, optionally, oak wood, lending the series a warm 
and homelike touch. Combined with matching side tables made  
of laminated wood, crona with a seating height of 46 cm is perfect  
for cafeterias. The upholstered easy chairs convey a sense of 
perfect well-being. The armrests integrated into the fully upholste-
red shell also facilitate getting up again. At the same time, the 
upholstered chair is convincing because it provides great freedom 
of movement and high seating comfort.
With crona, exciting design contrasts are quite possible. Colours 
and materials can be combined in many ways. With an upper 
section made of leather, the upholstered chair seems particularly 
sophisticated. In addition, the upper part made of premium  
leather provides protection against wear, adding to the chair’s long- 
evity. The stable wooden frame gives a particularly homelike 
flair to crona.

Whether as an 
upholstered chair or 
upholstered easy 
chair: crona allows for 
manifold combi- 
nations and matches 
any design concept.



6365/A

6364/A

6375

6374

6378

6363/A 6373

63796361/A 63716367/A

6377

Upholstered easy chair
4-legged steel tube frame
chromed, fully upholstered seat shell, 
with integrated armrest, with inlaid  
seat cushion, different upholstery 
versions, with plastic gliders

Upholstered easy chair  
Sled-base frame
not stackable, solid steel, chromed,  
fully upholstered seat shell with 
integrated armrest, with inlaid  
seat cushion, different upholstery 
versions, without gliders

Upholstered easy chair
Central foot with 4 extensions 
and casters 
conified steel tube, chromed, fully 
upholstered seat shell with integrated 
armrest, with inlaid seat cushion,  
different upholstery versions 
non-swivelling, universal casters, 
non-braked

Upholstered easy chair
Central foot with 4 extensions 
conified steel tube, chromed,  
fully upholstered seat shell with 
integrated armrest, with inlaid seat 
cushion, different upholstery versions, 
swivelling, with plastic gliders

Upholstered chair 
4-legged steel tube frame 
chromed, fully upholstered seat shell, 
without integrated armrest,  
with inlaid seat cushion,  
different upholstery versions,  
with plastic gliders

Upholstered chair  
Sled-base frame 
non-stackable, solid steel, chromed, 
fully upholstered seat shell without 
integrated armrest, with inlaid seat 
cushion, different upholstery versions, 
without gliders

Upholstered chair
Central foot with 4 extensions  
and casters 
conified steel tube, chromed, fully 
upholstered seat shell without 
integrated armrest, with inlaid seat 
cushion, different upholstery versions, 
non-swivelling, universal casters, 
non-braked

Upholstered chair  
Central foot with 4 extensions 
conified steel tube, chromed, fully 
upholstered seat shell without 
integrated armrest, with inlaid seat 
cushion, different upholstery versions, 
swivelling, with plastic gliders

Upholstered chair
4-legged laminated beech  
wood frame 
clear lacquer finish, optionally  
available in laminated oak wood,  
fully upholstered seat shell,  
without integrated armrest,  
with inlaid seat cushion,  
different upholstery versions,  
with plastic gliders 

Upholstered easy chair 
4-legged laminated beech  
wood frame 
clear lacquer finish, optionally  
available in laminated oak wood,  
fully upholstered seat shell,  
with integrated armrest,  
with inlaid seat cushion,  
different upholstery versions,  
with plastic gliders

Bar stool completely upholstered 
Steel tube sled-base frame  
chromed, non-stackable,  
fully upholstered seat shell,  
without integrated armrest,  
with inlaid seat cushion,  
without gliders

Bar stool completely upholstered
Central base frame  
standing column and disc base 
chromed, swivelling, without automatic 
return mechanism, height adjustable,  
base plate chromed, fully upholstered 
seat shell, without integrated armrest,  
with inlaid seat cushion, felt gliders
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6381/A 6387/A

6385/A

6390 63926391

6386/A 6388/A

universal . Chairs . crona

Lounge chair 
Sled-base frame 
steel tube chromed, fully upholstered 
seat shell with integrated armrest,  
with inlaid seat cushion,  
different upholstery versions,  
without gliders

Lounge chair 
Central base frame with  
4 extensions 
conified steel tube chromed, fully 
upholstered seat shell with integrated 
armrest, with inlaid seat cushion, 
different upholstery versions, 
swivelling, with plastic gliders

Lounge sofa with sled-base frame 
steel tube chromed, fully upholstered 
shell with integrated armrest, with 
inlaid seat cushion, different upholstery 
versions, without gliders

Couch table with sled based frame   
Sled based frame in solid steel, 
chromed, table top 20 mm thick, table 
top surface HPL, optional in beech or 
oak veneer stained, without gliders 

Lounge chair
4-legged laminated beech  
wood frame  
clear lacquer finish,  
optionally available in laminated oak 
wood, fully upholstered seat shell  
with integrated armrest,  
with inlaid seat cushion,  
different upholstery versions,  
with plastic gliders

Lounge sofa
4-legged laminated beech  
wood frame 
clear lacquer finish,  
optionally available in laminated  
oak wood, fully upholstered  
seat shell with integrated armrest,  
with inlaid seat cushion,  
different upholstery versions,  
with plastic gliders

Couch tables with 4-legged-frame  
Frame in laminated beech wood,  
clear lacquered or stained,  
optional frame in laminated oak wood 
stained, table top 20 mm thick,  
table top surface HPL, optional in beech 
or oak veneer stained, plastic gliders 



crona . fox . Klingel Versandhaus, Pforzheim, DE . Furnishing concept: Flumdesign, Hamburg, DE
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there’s Movement in the office. 
dress supports active sitting.

Wherever people have to sit for any length of time, dress represents a 
young alternative conducive to health. In offices, cafés, even in the 
reception area, this novel standing aid will support active sitting. It is 
continuously height-adjustable, thus perfectly adaptable for any task 
or tallness. A high-tech fabric hides the stable mechanism and grows 
and shrinks in sync with each adjustment. Here, form truly follows 
function – inviting to try out dress.
Like a stocking, the elastic functional knitted fabric hides the 
height-adjusting mechanism between foot and seat of this standing 
aid. The material is not only highly elastic and non-tiring, but 
moreover it is moisture repellent and flame retardant. At its lower 
end, a circular foot rest protects the functional knitted fabric against 
soiling. Several colours are available for foot and stocking. The 
plastic parts are available in stone or lava.

dress
Design: osko+deichmann

dress takes quite 
some load off the 
spine and the  
feet by effectively 
supporting the 
biggest part of  
the body weight  
via the seat.

Thanks to the circular 
grip which operates 
at any point, the  
seat height can be 
continuously 
adjusted to different 
body heights.

universal . Chairs . dress

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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Complementing  
each other in both 
form and function: 
like the standing  
aid, the table can  
be continuously 
height-adjusted, 
electronically.

universal . Chairs . dress
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the perfect Frame for talks. 
butterfly – the dynamic partition.

butterfly – a zestful way of extending an invitation for spontaneous 
team meetings or confidential conversations. For this purpose,  
this young, dynamic screen, which gives protection against curious 
glances and noise alike, can be placed freely in the lounge or open 
office areas. Thus, this partition – available in two different heights –  
will define clearly delimited areas without ever closing itself 
 completely towards its surroundings.
The butterfly elements follow a right angle without succumbing to its 
geometrical strictness. There are no corners. Everything is round 
and organic. This dynamic shape is made possible by a construction 
made of stable steel tubes stuck together forming a frame covered 
with fabric. The necessary stability is provided by a steel base plate in 
the centre of the element.

butterfly
Design: jehs+laub

universal . Chairs . butterfly
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As awarded by 
the chicago 
Athenaeum: 
Museum of 
Architecture 
and design.

A-Chair
Design: jehs+laub

Variety thanks to modularity – the new  
standard for different areas of application. 

Elegant and unique – these are the main design characteristics  
of A-Chair. Viewed from the side, its silhouette is reminiscent of 
the letter “A”, hence its name. When placed in rows, its slim legs 
seem to melt into each other, considerably calming the overall 
effect. Nothing distracts from architecture. Not even with 1,000 
chairs in the same room. Thanks to its modular construction, 
A-Chair is extremely versatile. For its frame, there’s a choice  
of die-cast aluminium or plastic; the seat shells are made of plastic 
or shaped wood. All frames and seat shells may be combined  
with each other. A-Chair can be stacked vertically and is available  
with and without armrests. Upon request, A-Chair can also be 
equipped with seat liner or through liner. Row linking, seat and 
row numbering are further options.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Watch the product video now on  
www.brunner-group.com

universal . Chairs . A-Chair

The matching tables  
can be found on page 
164 ff.
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With leather 
upholstery, 
A-Chair makes 
a particularly 
elegant 
impression.

Even in a smaller 
setting, A-Chair 
strikes a fine pose. 
The through liner 
upholstery assures 
a high degree of 
seating comfort.

universal . Chairs . A-Chair
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lava RAL 7021

lava RAL 7021

stone RAL 9002

stone RAL 9002

clay RAL 100 50 05

clay RAL 100 50 05

ice Pantone 443 C

ice Pantone 443 C

rust RAL Design 040 40 50

A-Chair is an asset to any cafeteria. Thanks to the many material and 
colour combinations, it will fit practically any design concept. And 
A-Chair is a perfect companion even for outdoor use. With plastic seat 
shell and plastic frame, A-Chair is particularly easy-to-clean and robust.

universal . Chairs . A-Chair

Monochrome plastic shells

Monochrome plastic frames
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A-Chair possesses all the functionalities that a chair for large venues 
requires – even if it may not look it at first sight. A case in point: 
A-Chair is vertically stackable up to 15 chairs high, saving lots of 
space. Optionally available: row linking as well as seat and row 
numbering. For especially high seating comfort, A-Chair is also 
available with armrests. Moreover, different upholstery variants  
can be chosen.

Stacking pads  
protect the frame 
and provide 
longevity.

Also available: row 
and seat numbering 
for professional  
event operation.

Thanks to its optional 
row linking, A-Chair  
is perfectly suited for 
large events.

Space saving row 
linkage: the armrests 
connect to form a 
seamless entity.

Optionally available 
with high-quality 
armrests.

universal . Chairs . A-Chair



A-Chair . Lessing-Gymnasium, Braunschweig-Wenden, DE . Architect: Dohle+Lohse Architekten GmbH, Braunschweig, DE
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Light with many strengths. 
A comfortable chair with a slim moulded 
wooden shell.

An attractive choice for everyday use: fina adds structure to a room 
with ease. Its moulded wooden shell measures just 5 millimetres at 
the sides but 1.5 centimetres in the middle, making this chair both 
graceful and extremely sturdy. It is a range which unites contrasts: 
understated yet comfortable, lightweight yet sporting many strong 
points. The optional upholstery additionally provides exceptional 
seating comfort at a minimal upholstery thickness.

fina 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

The completely 
upholstered  
seat shell knows  
how to convince  
with its mini- 
mal upholstery  
thickness.

universal . Chairs . fina

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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fina is available in different versions that always feature contrasts 
as part of the concept. Just one example: the version with armrests 
combines the slightly curved seat shell with a formally stringent 
frame to form a visually very attractive antithesis. The two-coloured 
seat shell as a non-upholstered version is an eye-catcher as well: 
shown here is an HPL front with real oak veneer back. Moreover, 
there are different upholstery versions, from the seat liner via a 
through liner to the completely upholstered version.

The armrest for the 
four-legged model: made of 
die-cast aluminium featuring 
an integrated wooden insert 
or a leather cover.

universal . Chairs . fina
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An additional variant featuring the slim design: fina with a plastic 
seat shell. This shell is practically made in one run, and thanks  
to the 3-component structure with its glass fibre reinforced core,  
it is perfectly suitable as contract furniture. Add to this the well- 
known advantages of plastic: flexible, colorful, hygienic and easy to 
maintain. The sturdy seat shell can be combined with the different 
frames of the series. The portfolio is completed by the barstool in 
the current colors of the Colour Collection – featuring a sled base 
and a seat made from moulded beech plywood, or completely 
upholstered.

A specialty of the 
plastic shell:  
Thanks to a special 
manufacturing 
process, it can be 
designed in two 
colours – glossy  
on the back, matt  
on the inside.

universal . Chairs . fina
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For use as an office or conference chair, fina is also available as  
a swivel chair with casters. In this mobile version, the model features  
a flat die-cast aluminium frame and a vertical adjustment with 
integrated in-depth suspension. Comfort included: the comfortable, 
pleasant seating sensation is in part the result of the integrated  
spring steel linkage. The perfect complement: fina as a cantilever 
chair, offering numerous options regarding material, finish  
and color.

Slim and light,  
in perfect harmony 
with the fina 
design idea: the 
swivel chair frame 
with casters.
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6408

6408

6408/A

6428/A 6401

6454

6414/A

6424/A

Stacking chairs with or  
without armrests
Sled-base frame, chromed full steel,  
with or without armrests.
Different shell variants:  
one or two-coloured plastic shell; 
moulded beech plywood shell,  
tapered towards its edges,  
beech shell horizontally veneered,  
with an oak face veneer or 
in a mixed material version with an HPL 
front and oak face veneered back,  
without upholstery and with  
concealed screws or with different 
upholstery options

Barstool, stackable
Sled-base frame, chromed full steel, 
seat made from moulded beech 
plywood, naturally lacquered, colour 
varnished with concealed screws or 
upholstered

Stacking chairs with or  
without armrests
Four-legged, chromed,  
round-tube steel frame with or without 
diecast aluminium armrest supports.
Different shell variants:  
one or two-coloured plastic shell;  
moulded beech plywood shell,  
tapered towards its edges, with a beech 
face veneer, with an oak face veneer  
or in a mixed material version with an 
HPL front and oak face veneered back,  
without upholstery and with concealed 
screws or with different upholstery 
options

The models  

are stackable 

up to 5 chairs

Discover more models from the fina family on pages 118 ff, 204 ff, 210 ff, 226 ff, 368 ff, 376 ff and 454 ff.
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6426/A

6494

6492

6492/A

ruby white

citrus white

apple white

petrol white

black

cappucino

white

white

white

stone

lava

Stackable cantilever chair
Round steel tube, chromed, with 
translucent plastic armrests.  
Different shell variants:  
one or two-coloured plastic shell; 
moulded beech plywood shell,  
tapered towards its edges,  
in beech horizontally veneered, with 
oak face veneer or in a mixed material 
version with an HPL front and oak face 
veneered back, without upholstery  
and with concealed screws or  
with different upholstery options

Swivel chair with or without 
armrests
Five-star swivel base,  
polished aluminium, column chromed, 
spring steel linkage, height adjustable, 
powder coated in white aluminium  
RAL RAL 9006F,  with or without diecast 
aluminium armrests, beech arm-caps,  
naturally lacquered. 
Different shell variants:  
one or two-coloured plastic shell; 
moulded beech plywood shell,  
tapered towards its edges, in beech 
horizontally veneered, with oak face 
veneer or in a mixed material version 
with an HPL front and oak face 
veneered back, without upholstery and 
with concealed screws or with different 
upholstery options

Two-coloured 
back side front side

Plastic shells 
One-coloured

universal . Chairs . fina
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fina wood 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

universal . Chairs . fina wood

Exciting and innovative.  
the stacking chair with that special charm.

fina wood combines apparent opposites to form an interesting unity: 
a high-quality plastic seat shell and a shapely oak wood frame. With 
its exciting design, this stacking chair is the perfect complement to 
the fina family. Thanks to its innovative laminated wood technology, 
it appears solid while being lightweight and thus easy to handle. 
Whether with or without armrests, it offers a high degree of seating 
comfort. Moreover, there’s a choice of several upholstery variants 
and even a wooden seat shell.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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the perfect combination of high-quality 
plastic and classy wrought wood.

The particular charm of fina wood consists in its combining the high 
quality fina plastic seat shell with a beautifully shaped oak wood 
frame. Thus fina wood perfectly complements the versatile fina series. 
A further distinctive feature is the innovative laminated wood 
technology with its continuous oak veneer layers, giving the impres- 
sion of solid wood. This technology allows extremely slim cross- 
sections. The shaped wood from domestic forestry is splinter free, 
robust and thanks to its smooth surface easy to clean. The chair is 
lightweight yet sturdy.

Thanks to invisible 
connections, 
nothing disturbs the 
fluent lines of the 
wood frames.

universal . Chairs . fina wood
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6808

6822/A

6832/A 6801

6802

The seat shell is perfectly embedded in the rib frame. This makes 
the chair look good from all sides. The shell is available as a noble 
looking plastic version or made of oak wood, with a finish of 
several matt lacquered stained hues. The seat shell is available in a 
selection of different upholstery variants that provide even more 
seating comfort. With or without armrests – both design versions 
are stackable, even alternatingly.

Different upholstery 
variants make fina 
wood even more 
comfortable.

6802  
with seat 
liner

6802 
through liner

fina wood 
4-legged frame, laminated oak wood,
stained, matt lacquered, with or 
without armrests, different shell 
variants: laminated oak wood shell or 
plastic without upholstery, with seat 
liner or through liner; fully upholstered 
shell, quilted

universal . Chairs . fina wood

Bar stool 
4-legged frame made of laminated  
oak wood, stained, matt lacquered. 
Plastic shell: white, stone or lava, 
without upholstery



fina wood . Adelholzener Alpenquellen, Siegsdorf, DE . Architect: brüderl Architektur GmbH, Traunreut, DE
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In the canteen of the 
LVA (regional insurance 
institution) in Karlsruhe, 
milanoclassic offers 
attractive seating for 
breaks as for well as 
presentations, discus- 
sions or seminars also 
held there.

milanoclassic – the 
table: The longi- 
tudinal struts are on 
the inside, making 
them invisible so to 
speak. For an even 
lighter look.

milanoclassic
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

pure design with formal edges. 
the classic in the milano family. 

Formally close and consistent – milanoclassic, proud to be 
angular. The square profile frame has a puristic look and expands 
the possibilities for an architecturally discerning interior design. 
Form and function are one and the same here because the con- 
struction is responsible for outstanding seating comfort with its 
perfect, ergonomic combination of seat upholstery and back 
shell.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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milanoflair
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

pure design with mesh backs.
the transparent addition to the milano family.

The transparent addition to the milano family: milanoflair is a 
mesh back chair. The fine mesh shapes itself to the contours of  
the back – together with the ergonomically shaped seat, this 
ensures perfect comfort. This stacking chair fits into a wide variety  
of enviroments easily and empathetically.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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pure design: filigree and versatile. 
chair with patented moulded wooden shell.

milanolight – minimalist through and through. Its typical design 
features: the unusually small radius of its seat shell and its  
straight lines. Its design blends into any functional architecture 
and its wooden surfaces add ambience and warmth to a room.
Patented: a specially developed, innovative technology is used  
to mould the wood veneers to such an extreme degree.

milanolight
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Clear-cut and 
reduced – that’s also 
the design principle 
for milanolight tables. 
The round tube 
profile with a matt 
finish creates a 
particularly premium 
appearance.

universal . Chairs . milanolight
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The delicate milano- 
light creates a special 
atmosphere in the 
company restaurant 
of GDF Suez Germany. 
The shaped wood 
seat shell’s visible 
edge is a nice 
contrast to the 
robust HPL coating.





milanolight . Evangelische Hochschule, Freiburg, DE . Architect: Lamott + Lamott Architekten BDA, Stuttgart, DE
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Developed for the 
spectacular Kameha 
Grand Hotel in 
Bonn: milanolight 
comfort provides 
seating for more 
than 1,500 people  
in the restaurant,  
the suites and the 
conference area.

milanolight comfort
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

pure design with extra comfort. 
upholstered chair with closed armrests. 

Here the filigree milanolight design was given additional 
 upholstery and closed, upholstered armrests. Originally produced 
to order for a customer, the comfortable model is a key component 
of our product range today. With its clear lines, this chair fits any 
architecture easily, even the most unusual interior design concepts –  
which makes it the perfect companion for courageous ideas.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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5218

5208/A 5229/A

5228/A

5228

5226/A

5206/A

5206

5201

milanoflair
Round steel tube frame,  
chrome-plated,
with or without armrests,  
back with black or white  
mesh fabric, non-upholstered  
in oak matt lacquered or  
with upholstered seat

milanolight 
Round steel tube frame,  
chrome-plated, beech armrest,  
clear lacquered or stained,  
moulded beech plywood shell,
not upholstered, clear lacquered, 
stained, laminated in HPL,  
oak veneer, not upholstered,  
with seat liner, through liner 
or fully upholstered

milanolight comfort
Round steel tube frame,  
chrome-plated without  
armrests, with wooden or  
upholstered armrests,  
high back, seat with comfort  
upholstery and sidewalls,  
upholstered back 
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5242/A

5241

5237/A

5231/A

5212/A

5222

5212

milanolounge
Round steel tube frame,  
chrome-plated,
with or without upholstered  
armrests, seat with comfort  
upholstery and sidewalls,  
upholstered back 

milanoclassic
Square tube steel frame,  
chrome-plated,  
black plastic arm caps,  
upholstered seat,  
back in different wood  
finishes or fully  
upholstered

Discover more models of the milano family on pages 206 . 207 and 388 . 389

milanosoft
Round steel tube frame, chromed,
as 4-legged chair or cantilever chair,
with or without upholstered armrests,
seat featuring comfort upholstery
and lateral base, back upholstered

universal . Chairs . milano



contemporary styling for all occasions.
chairs and benches with a moulded  
wooden shell.

The verona series is known as a successful extension of the classic 
shell chair: It appears fresh and light, convinces with clear lines –  
and with its many models is perfectly suited for all settings. The 
ergonomic shell can be combined with different frames and up- 
holstered in numerous varieties, either with or without armrests. 
As a cantilever chair, stacking chair, barstool and cross-bar bench.

verona
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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The elegant 
cantilever model  
is perfectly suited  
for conferences.
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verona is extremely versatile and also looks good in the restaurant 
and catering environment. The classic four-legged chair is available 
with or without a choice of two armrest designs. A unique feature  
of all models is the harmonious design of the moulded wooden  
shell with its tapered back. Smooth, closed surfaces emphasise the 
minimalist design. Optionally stained or HPL coated.

universal . Chairs . verona
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verona gives bars a fresh and light look. Depending on the design 
concept and functional requirements, the barstool in this range 
comes in different versions: in two different backrest heights, 
numerous upholstery and colour options and a huge selection  
of materials.

All verona models 
have one thing  
in common:  
the integrated  
knee roll maintains 
unimpeded blood 
flow through the 
legs, thus creating 
more sitting 
comfort.

universal . Chairs . verona
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With the cross-bar bench, verona presents a functional model  
for waiting areas: light, yet robust. Sophisticated, but nevertheless 
affordable. The bench can be designed differently depending on  
the area of application and requirements: with flame-retardant HPL 
decor – for more resilience. With genuine oak veneer – for a  
particularly haptic feel. Upholstered – for extra comfort. Or in high- 
quality leather – for the discerning guest. Also available with plastic 
seat shell.

Further choices:  
the armrest design, 
which intensifies  
the typical verona 
look with the  
tapered round  
steel tube, as well  
as additional  
storage tables.
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5302/AG

5302/A5302

5326/A

5306

Stacking chairs with armrests
Round steel tube frame, chromed, 
two armrest variants, clear 
lacquered, shaped beech plywood 
seat shell, tapered towards the top, 
without upholstery, horizontally 
veneered, clear lacquered, optional 
seat shell with oak face veneer or 
HPL coating, invisible connection,  
or different upholstery versions

Cantilever chair
Stackable, round steel tube frame, 
chromed, with or without armrests, 
shaped beech plywood seat shell, 
tapered towards the top, without 
upholstery, horizontally veneered, 
clear lacquered, optional seat shell 
with oak face veneer or HPL coating, 
invisible connection, or different 
upholstery versions

Stacking chairs without armrests.
Round steel tube frame, chromed, 
without armrests, clear lacquered, 
shaped beech plywood seat shell, 
tapered towards the top, without 
upholstery, horizontally veneered,  
clear lacquered, optional seat shell 
with oak face veneer or HPL coating, 
invisible connection, or different 
upholstery versions
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5303 

5311

5301

5321 

Beam-seating system 
Optionally equipped with outside 
armrests, steel tube feet, chromed, 
steel tube cross brace, powder 
coated in RAL 9006F, shaped beech 
plywood seat shell, tapered towards 
the top, without upholstery, 
horizontally veneered, clear 
lacquered, optional plastic seat shell, 
shell with oak face veneer or HPL 
coating, invisible connection, or 
different upholstery versions

Bar stool 
Round steel tube, chromed, shaped 
beech plywood seat shell, without 
upholstery, horizontally veneered, 
clear lacquered, optional seat shell 
with oak face veneer or HPL coating, 
invisible connection, with seat liner  
or completely upholstered

universal . Chairs . verona
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armrests
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prime
Design: Professor Thomas M. Fürst

The rounded front 
seat allows for 
unimpeded blood 
circulation and 
therefore creates 
additional ergono- 
mic comfort.

Memorable design for large spaces. 
Linear stacking chair.

Light and clear – prime is a stackable chair with an impressive linear 
design. Low-key, but certainly not unremarkable. With its clear-cut 
form, prime works as outstandingly in numbers as it does on its own. 
Furthermore, the unusual texture pressed into the surface of the 
wood is a design feature with a specific benefit, as it provides more 
grip when seated. prime is also a perfect example of a customer-
oriented approach: the model was designed especially for the Ruhr 
University building in Bochum.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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Designed for large spaces: prime is exemplary when linked in 
rows – without any armrests at all or in rows of alternating chairs 
with and without armrests. The extensible linking system is  
easy to handle. prime is equally practically designed for stacking. 
Whether side by side or stacked, this chair will stand steady and 
stable. Even the upholstered versions retain their clear-cut visual 
lines, as the upholstery follows the shape of the seat shell exactly. 
Moreover, the shaped laminated beech wood seat shell is also 
available with an easy-to-clean HPL coating.

prime has a straight- 
forward design, and 
thanks to its HPL 
coating, it is parti- 
cularly resilient. 
Arguments that AHP 
Merkle GmbH in 
Gutach-Bleibach 
found so convincing 
that they selected this 
stacking chair for the 
company restaurant.
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1090/A

1090

1090

1090/A

1090

1096/A

1096

Stacking chairs with or without 
armrests, fully upholstered
Chrome-plated round steel tube,  
fully upholstered seat shell

Stacking chairs with or without 
armrests, shell with stamping
Round steel tube frame, chromed, seat 
shell with invisible connection, shaped 
beech plywood seat shell, horizontally 
veneered, clear lacquered, optionally 
with oak face veneer, stained according 
to oak standard range, matt lacquered, 
seat shell with stamping, without 
upholstery or with seat liner

Stacking chairs with or without
armrests, with seat liner
Round steel tube frame, chromed, seat 
shell with invisible connection, shaped 
beech plywood seat shell, horizontally 
veneered, clear lacquered, optionally with 
oak face veneer, stained according to oak 
standard range, matt lacquered or HPL 
coated, different upholstery variants
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1090/A 1091

1008PM

Stacking chair with or without 
armrests, with HPL coating
Chrome-plated round steel tube frame, 
moulded beech plywood seat shell  
with HPL coating

Writing arm 
3D writing arm with jointed head,  
detachable, folded up or rotated 
backwards 
Grip hole 
(GL5) 
Stack transport trolley 
Stack transport trolley (1008PM)  
to accommodate 10 stacked chairs in  
a lying position. The stack transport 
trolley can be used to move up to ten 
chairs. The chair trolley also serves 
as a storage system

1090 with  
Grip hole (GL 5)

1090 with  
writing arm

Bar stool 
Chromed pillar, base plate coated in 
anthracite-metallic, shaped beech 
plywood seat shell, horizontally 
veneered, clear lacquered, invisible 
connection, without upholstery, 
optionally with seat liner and 
automatic return system

universal . Chairs . prime
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plaza classic
Design: Brunner Design Team

timeless excellence. 
Four-legged chair with wood / steel frame.

plaza classic boasts an aesthetic lightness and a subtle, classic 
design – regardless of the latest trends. Being so versatile it cuts  
a fine figure in any environment. The material: tapered round 
tubular steel for the back legs, laminated wood for the front legs. 
The seat shell, as is typical for this range, is made from ergono- 
mically shaped beech moulded plywood.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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plaza steel
Design: Brunner Design Team

comfortable functionality.
Four-legged chair and cantilever chair  
with steel frame.

plaza steel has a striking profile. It is a bold combination – beech 
arm caps on a fully chrome-plated steel frame. The result is a 
chair that works functional but which is nevertheless wonderfully 
comfortable. Refined, unobtrusive materials: tapered round  
steel tube, chrome-plated or coated. With a seat shell made from 
ergonomically shaped moulded beech plywood. The cantilever 
model is available in two versions: stackable and non-stackable.

The armrests for  
the cantilever 
models are also 
available with 
leather covering 
upon request.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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6048/A

6046/A

6045/A

6058/A
 
6247/A

6249

plaza classic 
Steel/laminated wood combination 
frame tapered chrome-plated steel 
back legs, moulded beech plywood 
seat shell, not upholstered,  
with different upholstery options

plaza steel
Tapered round steel tube frame, 
chrome-plated, beech plywood arm 
caps, clear lacquered or stained, 
moulded beech plywood shell,  
not upholstered or with different 
upholstery options
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6263/A

6262/A
 
6249/A

 
6259/A

plaza steel 
Round steel tube cantilever frame, 
chromed, laminated beech wood arm 
caps clear lacquered or stained, shaped 
beech plywood shell, fully upholstered

universal . Chairs . plaza
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products

universal 
Tables

pErFEct For ANY occAsIoN 

Where there’s a table, people will gather. At very different places, at very different 
occasions. They will stand around it, or sit around it, in order to talk, to work,  
or to eat and drink. And these are  precisely the occasions we have in mind when 
conceiving our universal tables which will fulfil their function reliably – in any 
room and in any situation. As solitaires or grouped together,  during a conference, 
at work or in the course of an event – these tables are the unobtrusively attractive 
meeting points.
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delicate and in perfect shape.

Even at first sight, the A-Table shows true class, thanks to its 
unobstrusive, modern formal language. It makes a clear 
statement for discerning taste and style in any seminar or 
training room. At the same time, the delicate lines cleverly hide 
its functional complexity. For what you really don’t see at 
first glance is that the A-Table is a folding table, easy to operate, 
and stackable. When set up, the frame is flush with the table 
top side, providing more legroom and a more appealing look – 
when any two tables are placed in a row, their legs seem to 
merge. On request the A-Table is also available as conference 
table with in-set table legs.

The bevelled lightweight table  
top and the frame with its 
spherical and crowned tapered 
legs perfectly match the A-Chair 
silhouette.

A-Table
Design: jehs+laub

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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A-Table folding mechanism 
· Low-noise 
· Maintenance- and wear-free 
· Integrated failover of table legs

An unbeatable team.

Not only when placed in rows, but also as an individual ensemble, 
A-Table and A-Chair show that they are just made for each 
other. The table frame repeats the A of the chair frame. And like 
the A-Chair, the table legs are made of die-cast aluminium, 
turned spherical and tapered. This not only combines lightweight 
crowned construction with maximum stability, but also creates 
a harmonious unity of table and chair.

The newly developed stacking 
buffers only unfold under the 
shifting weight during stacking. 
Otherwise, they are tilted flat 
underneath the table top without 
interfering with leg room at all.

universal . Tables . A-Table

The matching chairs can 
be found on page 96 f.





pivot
Design: osko+deichmann

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Watch the product video now on  
www.brunner-group.com
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Functional innovation. the nesting table 
sporting intelligent technology.

Easy to handle and space-saving thanks to its nesting feature – these 
are true pivot characteristics. Its innovative horizontal casters turn it 
into the perfect companion for any event. This functional nesting 
table, available in two heights, features a foldable base and can be 
rolled away when tilted. It thus fits into the smallest space. Practical: 
the table top automatically locks into place when turned upward.

universal . Tables . pivot
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Storing pivot requires 
very little space indeed –  
and thanks to its 
intelligent mechanism,  
it is set up or dismantled 
lightning-fast.



the stable and functional stand-up table.

This bistro table is particularly practical thanks to its innovative 
horizontal rolls. On the one hand, these serve as a table foot.  
On the other hand they enable easy transport. If the table is placed  
horizontally, the horizontal roll rests on the floor: the table is  
in a stable and secure position. But if it is tilted, this folding table  
can be transported on its rolls quite simply and without further 
handling. In order to store it in a space saving way, the foot part  
of the frame can be folded by means of a locking lever, and the  
table top can be turned to a vertical position. Like this, the table  
can be stored taking up only very little space. When it is needed  
again, the table top locks into place automatically when put up.  
The table is available in two heights: 74 or 108 cm.
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If the table top is folded  
and the table itself is  
tilted, it can be easily  
rolled away. With the  
help of the locking lever  
the base frame can  
be folded in. Thus the  
table can be stored  
in a space-saving way. 
Furthermore, the  
table can be tilted even 
when set up and  
can thus be rolled to  
a different spot.

Disengage locking  
lever 
To fold pivot and store  
it in a space-saving  
way, the table top is 
disengaged by exerting 
soft pressure on the 
locking lever.

Fold up table top to a 
vertical position.

Turn locking  
lever – foot frame  
will fold in  
Once the table top  
is in a vertical position, 
the locking lever also 
serves to turn the  
base to its „parking  
position“.

The table and transport  
it on its rolls integrated 
in the base frame 
Once the table is slightly 
tilted, it can be rolled 
away effortlessly.

Space-saving 
storage  
Thanks to the  
staggered storage, 
pivot takes up  
very little space.

universal . Tables . pivot
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trust
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

Lightweight and sturdy.
the four-legged folding table.

trust is a light, universal table line. Very practical – without looking 
practical: thanks to the four-legged look, no one will guess  
that this is a folding table. The range offers a large selection of table  
top sizes and shapes, different frame options and a variety of  
edge designs.

trust provides space for many guests – and remains straight- 
forward at the same time: the table’s one-handed folding mechanism  
means that one person can take trust down and carry it with  
one hand. The legs are slightly offset when folded, ensuring that the 
folded table requires little space for storage. And the practical 
handling can be simplified further: for example, the transport trolley  
that can move and store up to ten tables.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

universal . Tables . trust

The folding me- 
chanism ensures 
the highest level 
of stability and 
the best possible 
ease of use.

Frame on top form: 
rounded off in the 
basic model, classic-
ally with mitre or  
with square tube.



A-Chair . trust . Bildungscampus, Heilbronn, DE . Architect: Glück + Partner GmbH, Stuttgart, DE 
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sleight
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

patented mechanism, easy handling.
the ultimate innovative folding table with 
practical added value.

The innovation among the folding tables. This intelligent design 
cleverly conceals the table’s high degree of functionality and  
its patented mechanism. Its practical added extras only become 
apparent during day-to-day use, when the table is set up, dis- 
mantled and stored: ultra-easy handling, maximum use of space 
and great versatility of application. Ideal for high-calibre seminar 
and training rooms.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

universal . Tables . sleight





sleight ultralight
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

the lightweight among stacking tables.

Considering that things are always changing, sleight ultralight 
has a crucial advantage: it is the world’s lightest folding table. 
Weighing in from just 12 kg and boasting a patented folding 
mechanism, it can easily be set up by only one person – even 
single-handedly if need be. The different table tops offer endless 
possible combinations, while the sturdy, single-pillar aluminium 
frame leaves plenty of legroom on all sides. Less work, more table.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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Automatically 
positioning 
stacking protect- 
ors protect the 
table top  
and provide for  
a secure hold 
thanks to a non- 
slip coating. 

universal . Tables . sleight ultralight

The aluminium 
frame has a  
first class finish 
and is ultra-light.



sleight . fox . Grimmelshausen-Gymnasium, Gelnhausen, DE . Architect: hkr.architekten gmbh, Gelnhausen, DE
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sleight . hero . Robert Bosch GmbH, Leinfelden-Echterdingen, DE . Architect: KOP Klingler, Oberhoff und Partner GmbH; Weinstadt, DE 
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Flexibility through functional design.
A versatile table range.

cross is a table system which can be arranged in many ways.  
From rectangular tables with flat plinths to central-column tables 
with flat steel cross feet or a die-cast base – a complete range  
with a functional design that makes it very flexible. cross also has 
space for lots of diners: the pedestal table can be fitted with  
table tops up to 150 cm in diameter, seating up to eight people.

cross 
Design: Lepper Schmidt Sommerlade designer

universal . Tables . cross
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Lots of variants, lots of legroom.

Whether it’s round or angular, whether for sitting at it or standing 
around it – cross has the right table for every task. Its many different 
table top formats and heights make it the perfect companion for 
bistro, cafeteria and canteen. The central column tables offer lots of 
legroom and are very stable. Visually, the series is convincing thanks 
to its modern, purist design.

universal . Tables . cross
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products

office 
conference

For IdEAL prospEcts oF succEss 

Comfort, functionality, ergonomics and design – thanks to their harmonious 
interplay on the highest level, our office and conference solutions turn into 
essential factors for success. To be prepared for all upcoming challenges,  
state-of-the-art multimedia and communication technology can be integrated 
effortlessly and flexibly. In a word: offices and conference rooms grow into real 
centres of performance. Work gets done faster and easier, long conferences are 
less tiring, and everything is altogether more relaxed and more focussed at the 
same time.
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Fine from all sides.

ray knows how to convince by its clear and delicate language  
of forms which makes it universally deployable. Frame, armrests  
and shell fluidly merge into each other. Everything is invisibly 
connected. No seams or zippers required during manufacturing 
are visible. This makes ray look good when seen from any angle. 
As cover material for the fully upholstered seat surface, selected 
fabrics of the standard range are available, as well as premium 
leather and even a cover fabric made of 100% recycled polyester. 
What is more, at the end of its service life, practically all  
components can be separated as monofractions and recycled.  
In order to provide seating without fatigue even for longer stretches 
at a time, the shell in the seat and back area is to perfectly adapt to 
the human body. That’s why polygonal blades have been integrated 
into the seat and back areas. This flexible frame is coated with 
moulded foam, with the high glass fibre content making it very 
sturdy and durable. The fully upholstered shell and the curved 
armrests provide top seating comfort. The cantilever frame  provides 
additional support for a dynamic sitting position. Still, ray does not 
flaunt its functionality. It always comes across as delicate and 
premium.

ray
Design: jehs+laub

Inner values: With 
its sophisticated 
plastic shell, well 
thought-through 
to the last detail, 
ray sets a bench-
mark in terms of 
ergonomics.

Frame, armrest 
and seat seem 
to merge. Thanks 
to the numerous 
seat cover options, 
a great variety of 
interior decoration 
concepts can be 
realised.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Watch the product video now on  
www.brunner-group.com
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dynamic and clear design. 

ray comes across as slender, clear and dynamic, adding an extra 
premium touch to any office or meeting room. Thanks to the 
sophisticated workmanship, the joints have been diminished to  
a minimum. This makes ray easy to clean. The armrests are made  
of die-cast aluminium and are available in a choice of three options: 
featuring a chromed, polished, or powder-coated surface. Thus,  
this cantilever chair can be designed so that it harmoniously fits any 
ambience. In any event, ray will appear as if made all of a piece.

Whether in harmo-
nious tones or 
featuring striking 
contrasts – ray is 
always convincing 
thanks to its fluid 
transitions and per-
fect workmanship.
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top seating comfort, slender design. 

ray is also available in a stackable version. For this, the floor part of  
the cantilever frame is slightly curved inward, allowing up to four 
chairs to be stacked on top of each other, making it perfectly suitable 
for event or conference areas. Its ergonomically designed, fully 
upholstered shell provides a high level of seating comfort event for 
longer stretches at a time. Still, ray comes across as delicate and 
reduced to a minimum.

Matching the grey 
leather seat cover, 
the armrest is 
finished with a 
leather arm-cap – 
providing a 
particularly noble 
look and a pleasant 
and warm feel.
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robust Variety Just In case.

This table system with its border frame offers multiple combina-
tions and will tackle any task. Its clear concept is just as striking 
as its top quality in terms of material and workmanship. The 
border frame is made of steel, and the corner nodes are made 
of die-cast aluminium. This allows a combination with thinner 
table tops available in different versions and with different edges. 
A special characteristic of these tables: the table top corners are 
optionally rounded according to the shape of the corner nodes.

The system is completed by matching modesty panels made of 
web fabric or wood which can be mounted without using tools.

4last.
Design: Roland Schmidt Design

please also refer to 
the respective brochure



clean slate.

This stackable table system featuring individual legs attached to 
self-supporting table tops goes along with everything and can be 
 extended in all directions without any problem. And 4less grants 
maximum legroom – especially when placed in a row, because the 
brackets for the chromed or powder-coated table legs are mounted 
right underneath the optionally rounded corners. Matching modesty 
panels made of web fabric or wood that can be mounted without 
using tools complement the system’s possibilities.

4less.
Design: Roland Schmidt Design

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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For Everyday use Without Being Quotidian.

The rounded table top corners are real eyecatchers (optional). For 
they take up the form of the legs and continue their design. But 
the self-supporting tables of this linkable system also surprise by 
their outstanding functionality. In daily use, they are simply more 
mobile and more flexible, since the individual legs can be moun-
ted or detached with a single movement. This is made possible 
by the sophisticated construction of the brackets underneath the 
table tops. They hold the legs with a stable bayonet coupling and 
also serve for linking the tables in rows, without using tools. Also, 
no tools are needed when mounting the modesty panels made of 
web fabric or wood, which further increases functionality.

4sure.
Design: Roland Schmidt Design
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A touch of class for Any conference.

The modular conference table programme fina flex is impressive 
thanks to the sophisticated interplay of elegant shapes, delicate 
lightness and convincing stability. With its appearance of indepen-
dent design statement and a high degree of adaptability to the 
respective room or situation. And with its perfectly harmonious 
match with the premium chairs from the finasoft series as well as 
the successful fina conference programme.

Thanks to bevelled CRKL edges, 
the lightweight table top appears 
to be even more delicate.

fina flex
Design : Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Watch the product video now on  
www.brunner-group.com
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Variety is the Watchword.

The modular and comprehensive system allows to design a great 
variety of table configurations – regardless of the number of partici-
pants and the size of the room. For that, the system offers a compre-
hensive variety of table tops featuring different edge variants in 
different shapes and sizes. But regardless of the respective configu-
ration – fina flex always stays light and elegant.
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convincing in Every regard.

Each seminar and conference calls for its very own seating 
arrangement. The timelessly beautiful series fina flex offers  
a great variety of table configurations and thus always the 
right solution. For this, frames and table tops can quickly 
and easily be combined and rearranged, depending on the 
respective design concept and the amount of space needed. 
All the while, the clear, reduced design guarantees that  
fina flex stays a visual entity at all times.

Optional modesty panel 
The panels (height 40 cm)  
are mounted and locked shock- 
proof in an instant, without 
having to use any tools. The 
surfaces can be selected to  
match the table tops.

Vertical cable ducts: 
magnetic aluminium profiles 
conduct the cables along the 
table leg.

Two table tops, but only one leg: 
easy table leg assembly without 
tools, at the same time linking two
table tops.



The connecting element of  
one table leg takes both tops, 
solidly locking each with the 
other. When locked, the fingers  
of the connective elements  
hook into the metal plates set  
into the table tops. Thanks to  
the patented mechanism, two 
table tops may be connected or 
separated without any tools.
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fina conference
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Watch the product video now on  
www.brunner-group.com

Great variety of combinations. 
the high-quality conference table system  
for any occasion.

fina conference is the perfect companion for conferences –  
with its classic design and pronounced versatility. The frame is 
available with a choice of one, two or four columns. The modular 
foot extension is available as a T or Y shape. Even very large table 
formats are possible. Depending on how many people need to  
be accommodated, frames and table tops allow for a great variety 
of combinations. Moreover, fina conference comes equipped  
with everything necessary for ideal media integration, and it is  
a perfect match for the finasoft series.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure



fina conference: 
the high-end conference table.

Each conference is different. With the timelessly beautiful series  
fina conference, the most diverse table configurations can be created. 
Different frames and table tops can be combined to fulfil the respecti-
ve design concept and to provide the required seating space, always 
forming a visual entity – regardless of whether 4 or 40 places are 
required. Even extremely large table formats are possible. 



640 × 180 cm

fina conference 
allows for even 
extremely large  
table formats.
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With fina conference, numerous table formations can be created, 
depending on the requirements: rectangle, soft square or square. 
Even special formats are possible as e.g. plectrum or droplet shape.

Droplet shape  
6944/9

Circle 
6961/1

Ellipsis 
6934/6

Plectrum shape 
6971/9

Soft square 
6965/0

Super ellipsis 
6922/8



Square 
6963/0

Rectangle (2 table tops) 
6910/0

Super ellipsis (3 table tops) 
6924/8

Configurations 
6981

Configurations 
6985

Rectangle 
6910/0





6965/0

6961/1

6963/0
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Thanks to the modular construction of the feet, many different  
frame variants are possible for fina conference: whether with 
T-shaped feet (with or without brace) or with Y-shaped feet (with 
brace).Always convincing: the soft, rounded design, reduced to the 
very essentials.

Perfect  
connection:  
for extra-large  
table tops,  
double or four- 
fold column  
frames are 
available.

The central 
column frame  
is best suited  
for small and 
medium-sized 
table tops.

6910/0 
with T-base

6914/0 
with Y-base and brace

6912/0 
with T-base and 
brace

6914/0 
with Y-base,  
brace and double column

The especially large round 
table top is supported by 
a four column frame 
consisting of polished 
die-cast aluminium feet 
and of chrome-plated 
steel tube columns. They 
make this table 
particularly sturdy 
while offering lots of 
legroom all around.
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Cable lids and channels  
nearly completely hide 
the electrical connections.

Vertical cable ducts 
For each variant, 
there are matching 
accessories to route 
cables along the 
table legs.

Horizontal cable ducts  
Cable ducts mounted 
underneath the table 
top can also hold larger 
numbers of cables.

Open to all sides
This innovative cable 
lid can be operated 
from two sides.



Modern conference technology calls for a high degree of electrifi- 
cation and media integration. That’s why fina conference is optionally 
available with sophisticated cable management. Different horizontal 
and vertical cable duct solutions, firm and flexible, create orderliness 
and safety in the conference room.
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CRK edge 
The beveled edge  
gives the table  
top a delicate look  
and feel.

The principle  
of fina conference is 
the modular frame 
construction.

sophisticated functionality creates room 
for the essentials.

An important characteristic of fina conference: the modular frame 
construction, making the many variants possible in the first place.  
The table tops are also available in different formats – from circular  
to ellipsoid to rectangular. For table top surfaces, there is a choice  
of robust HPL coating or oak or American walnut veneer. The table 
top featuring the beveled CRK edge comes across as particularly 
delicate.
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Where people Like to Meet.

This high-quality standing table is the logical extension to the 
many possibilities offered by the fina conference table programme. 
It offers an ideal spot to hold short meetings while standing. This 
fosters communication at work while improving workplace ergo-
nomics at the same time. Thanks to a choice of several frames, 
table tops or special formats, this standing table is always ready 
to give the right answer to the most diverse spatial requirements. 
With fina conference, it goes without saying that there are 
optimum ways for media integration already in place. As a com-
plement to this table, there are the bar stools, or – for top seating 
comfort – matching fina bar stools with their ergonomically 
shaped wooden seat shell mounted onto a stable 4-legged steel 
tube frame.



fina . fina conference . CFEL Science, Hamburg, DE . Architect: hammeskrause architekten bda, Stuttgart, DE
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finasoft
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

One of many 
comfortable 
possibilities: 
finasoft as high 
backrest version 
with bracket 
armrests.

This series is
a perfect match 
for table systems 
as like fina 
conference, 
torino, state and 
spira.

slim and comfortable. 
High-quality conference chair – 
as swivel chair or cantilever chair.

Extremely slim design, outstanding comfort characteristics:  
that’s finasoft, available as a swivel or cantilever chair. This new 
conference chair now transfers the slim fina design line to the 
conference area – convincing with uncomplicated comfort along 
the way. Even the basic version with its dynamic spring steel 
linkage offers a pleasantly resilient seating sensation. Optionally, 
among other things, a special inclination mechanism supports 
healthy, active sitting. And in its high backrest version, finasoft  
is particularly comfortable.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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Ideal for an attractive performance: the representative look of  
finasoft. The comfortable conference easy chair is available in 
different frame versions and with different functional properties.  
The swivel chair features a high-quality in-place frame made of 
die-cast aluminum, with or without casters, the non-caster version 
providing an automatic retraction mechanism. Further optional 
comfort details: height adjustment, backrest inclination adjustment 
and an individual body weight adjustment for persons between 
approx. 45 and 120 kgs. An addition to the swivel models: the canti- 
lever version – also available with a high backrest.





the Exclusive Alternative. 
finasoft cantilever chair with wide armrests.

The wide, very comfortable and representative armrest with 
its elliptic section makes this high-quality conference chair 
stand out among its peers, the various finasoft cantilever chairs. 
The chromed armrest end cap lends the perfect finishing 
touch to this elegant chair, upholstered with premium leather.
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6722 6732

6722/A 6732/A

6722/AG 6732/AG

finasoft . conference armchair
Spring-steel linkage,  
with elastomer damping,  
column height adjustable, 
without return mechanism, 
base with 4 leg extensions,  
polished aluminium,  
casters, ergonomically shaped  
fully upholstered shell,  
die-cast aluminium armrests,  
arm caps upholstered in leather,  
with closed fully upholstered  
armrests or without armrests

finasoft . conference armchair
Spring-steel linkage with  
elastomer damping, swivel column,  
not height adjustable, with return 
mechanism, base with 4 leg  
extensions, polished aluminium,  
plastic glides, ergonomically shaped 
fully upholstered high-back shell,  
die-cast aluminium armrests, 
arm caps upholstered in leather; 
with closed fully upholstered  
armrests or without armrests

6722/A
with cushion 
upholstery



6724/AG6758/A6754/A

6724/A6756/A6752/A

6724

6734/AG

6734

6734/A
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finasoft . conference armchair
Chrome-plated cantilever frame, 
stackable (up to 4 chairs), 
ergonomically shaped fully  
upholstered shell,  
leather arm-caps

finasoft . conference armchair
Chrome-plated cantilever frame, 
stackable (up to 4 chairs), 
ergonomically shaped fully  
upholstered shell,  
leather arm-caps; with wide armrests

finasoft . conference armchair
Mechanism with weight adjustment, 
base with 4 leg extensions,  
polished aluminium, swivel column,  
not height-adjustable, with return 
mechanism, ergonomically  
shaped fully upholstered shell,  
die-cast aluminium armrests, 
arm caps upholstered in leather; 
with closed fully upholstered 
armrests or without armrests

finasoft . conference armchair
Mechanism with weight adjustment, 
base with 4 leg extensions,  
polished aluminium, swivel column, 
height-adjustable, without return 
mechanism, polished, with caster wheels,  
ergonomically shaped fully upholstered 
high-back shell, die-cast aluminiums,  
arm caps upholstered in leather; 
with closed fully upholstered armrests  
or without armrests



finasoft . fina conference . CIELO, Frankfurt am Main, DE
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pure design with noticeably gentle forms.
the representative model in the milano family.

The development is the constant: milanosoft, upholstered through-
out, is the logical further development and sensibly enriches  
the product family. It combines great seatting comfort and soft 
forms with the typical milano design. For representation and feeling  
comfortable. As cantilever chair or four-legged model.

milanosoft
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

please also refer to 
the respective brochure





milanosoft . Hans-Sachs-Haus, Gelsenkirchen, DE
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torino 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

the versatile and high-quality table  
programme with the clear formal language.
 
torino offers a large range of shapes and sizes and is particularly 
easy to handle. The clear and minimalist formal language means 
that torino can be combined with almost every chair series. 
One design characteristic of the range: the high-quality foot with 
a stable bearing surface – not just a visual benefit but also an 
advantage in terms of added stability. Additional flexibility is 
offered by other elements such as side tables (optionally height 
adjustable and foldable), side trolley, lectern and tea-cart, 
equipped with gliders or casters, depending on the requirement.
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torino creates more freedom, even in the conference segment:  
the nesting and contract tables can be arranged in the most versatile 
configurations. The nesting table impresses with its ingeniously 
simple and stable mechanism – which can easily be operated by just  
one person. Because it can be folded down and transported using 
just one hand.

The table top can 
be brought into  
a vertical position 
intuitively. This 
makes torino so 
narrow that many 
tables can be 
stored in even  
the smallest of 
spaces.

torino in the 
conference rooms  
of Friedrich Ganz 
Insurance Broker 
GmbH in Baden-
Baden – equipped 
with media 
integration. 

The nesting  
tables can also be 
equipped with  
a media module 
which has electri- 
city and video 
signal connections 
for two users per 
table. Network/USB 
integration 
optional.

For answering 
particularly high 
demands, torino 
is also available 
with a KS edge 
with black rubber 
profile.
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Movability Is Its strong point. 
torino – convincing wherever it’s needed.

This nesting table in standing table height further extends the 
large performance portfolio of the successful torino programme. 
It is the attractive centre for informal meetings, or it invites to 
take a quick snack in cafeterias and canteens. While standing or 
sitting on a bar stool. 
Timeless and unobtrusive, this table adapts to any room and any 
task. When placed alternately with tables in standard height, 
this stable standing table allows a loose and varied interior deco-
ration. Moreover, thanks to its lockable casters it can be moved 
about easily and located in its new position just as easily. 
Typically torino: the standing tables can be easily linked in rows 
and be equipped with user-friendly media technology.

Now movability  
is the name of the 
game. The table  
top can be tilted  
into the desired 
position with only 
one hand. Thanks  
to four lockable 
casters, torino is 
quickly moved to 
where it’s needed  
and locked in  
place there.

Close nesting: with 
the table top turned 
vertical, the tables 
can be optimally 
stored using very 
little space.
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The numerous possibilities combination, the optimal media  
integration and the wealth of additional elements mean torino 
can be used very flexibly and comfortably. The height of the torino  
side tables with centre-column, for example, can be progressively 
adjusted – allowing the tables to adapt to different communica-
tion situations. If required, large table tops of up to 260 x 120 cm 
are also available. A particular design feature of the series is the 
high-quality foot end with a stable glider: it is not just a visual 
bonus, but also offers strength and stability.





9471/0

9470/0

9461/1

9411/0

9410/0

9410/0

Nesting table
Steel tube column and beams, 
chromed, die cast zinc end pieces, 
chromed, four lockable casters, 
folding table top, one-handed 
operation, HPL or beech veneer 
surface on table top 

Modesty panel
Free-hanging panel swings away when 
the table top is folded down, white 
acrylic glass or coated on both sides 
with HPL, optionally with decorative 
drilled openings

Contract table
T-shaped stand, made from steel 
tubing, chromed, die cast zinc end 
pieces chromed, chromed adjustable 
gliders, HPL or beech veneer surface 
on table tops

Contract table
T-shaped, twin-column stand made 
from steel tubing, chromed,  
die cast zinc end pieces chromed, 
chromed adjustable gliders, HPL or 
beech veneer surface on table tops

Nesting table
Steel tube double column and beams, 
chromed, die cast zinc end pieces, 
chromed, four lockable casters, 
folding table top, HPL or beech  
veneer surface on table top,  
for big table top dimensions

Contract table
Cross-leg 4-column frame, 
chromed steel tubing, chromed 
die-cast zinc end-pieces, chromed 
adjustable gliders, HPL or beech 
veneer table top surfaces



9412/0

9465/1

9465/1

9464/1

9463/0

9460/0

9462/0

9499

9498/0

9454
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Lectern, side cart and serving cart
Round section steel frame,  
chromed, storage shelves and panels 
in white HPL, edges white,  
side cart and serving cart have 
lockable casters, 
lectern has chromed gliders, 
removable document holder

Nesting table,  
height-adjustable nesting table 
Frame in tube steel, 3-foot base, 
chromed, die cast zinc end pieces, 
adjustable gliders chromed. Model 
9465 height adjustable from 74 to 110 
cm, lockable casters

Nesting standing table
Columns and beams in steel tube, 
chromed, die cast zinc end pieces, 
chromed, four lockable casters, 
folding table top, one-handed 
operation, HPL or beech veneer 
surface on table top

Centre-column table,  
height-adjustable centre-column 
table, standing table
Steel tube frame, 4-foot base, 
chromed, die cast zinc end pieces, 
chromed, adjustable gliders chromed,  
HPL or beech veneer surface on table 
top. Model 9462: height-ajustable and 
with castors
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state 
Design: Brunner Design Team

One more special 
feature: state  
is also available 
with media 
integration.

Versatile, adjustable, electrifiable. 
A modular table concept.

state is more than just a table – it’s a concept. This model boasts 
plenty of practical features, such as ultra simple handling, making  
it quick to set up and dismantle. Then there are the practical and 
aesthetic accessories which keep everything tidy and conceal  
all those trailing wires. It goes without saying that state is made  
from high-quality materials and every care is taken during the 
manufacturing process, ensuring that the table meets the very 
highest standards. A good basis for a long-term cooperation. 

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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With its clear shapes, this table will blend into any modern 
interior. The basic version of state is a smart individual table, but 
the possibilities are virtually endless when you combine table  
tops of different shapes and sizes – suiting any surroundings and 
seating requirements. What sets it apart: one table leg can link  
two table tops.

The table legs are  
not bolted, but 
attached with 
connection fittings –  
allowing for it to  
be converted even 
faster if required.



A-Chair. state . Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung, Berlin, DE . Architect: SHS Architekten, Berlin, DE
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tempus
Design: Martin Ballendat

comfort in top form. 
An imposing conference chair.

Imposing and eye-catching: tempus is striking in a conference 
room and inviting as an executive visitor chair. The comfortable 
deep suspension in the padded seat, the gentle tilting of the  
back shell and the aesthetically integrated, padded armrests offer 
ultimate comfort. This is even maintained when you stand up,  
as a return mechanism gently moves the swivelling seat back into 
its original position.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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spira 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Different table top 
sizes and shapes 
create numerous 
combination 
possibilities.

On request,  
spira is available 
with a media 
module or with 
power connectors.

Variable, timeless, functional. the represen-
tative table for discerning demands.

spira knows how to convince, with its representative, classic 
design and its high-quality materials. It is perfectly suited for the 
discerning design of diverse working environments, being 
variable, timeless and functional. Depending on size, it comes 
with one or several central columns made of chromed steel.  
For table top surfaces, there’s a choice of HPL, oak or beech 
veneer. Optionally equipped with media integration.

The representative, 
classic design is an 
asset for any 
meeting room.



Various options are also 
available for the sturdy 
table bases, which can 
be supplied in black 
granite or coated steel 
to suit your interior 
design concept.
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With its timeless design, the spira central-column table is also 
perfect for many situations. And it can be configured as required, 
as the table tops are available in numerous forms. The bevelled 
edge emphasises the lightweight look in all versions. 

The specialists for 
automation 
technology and 
damping systems, 
Zimmer Group in 
Rheinau-Freistett, 
decided on spira 
equipped with  
a steel baseplate 
coated in black.
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too 
Design: E. Hansen / G. Reichert 

The comfort starts 
with the handling: an 
elegant push-button 
technology controls 
the many functions 
and adjustments, 
without any 
cumbersome levers.

the office chair that adjusts automatically. 
A functional office programme.

Simply take a seat – and let too do the rest: its backrest counter-
pressure automatically adapts to the weight and movement of the 
person sitting on it. The front edge of the seat remains even so 
that no pressure is exerted to the back of the thighs and therefore 
leaves the blood circulation unaffected. The height-adjustable back-
rest and the adjustable seat depth make it possible to adapt too to  
the user with even more precision.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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Exclusivity included: too and too 2.0 convince with outstanding 
value for money – and even the basic model offers high-quality 
features:
– seat depth and height adjustment
– lumbar support
– backrest height adjustment
– back bracket and aluminium swivel base
Also available are numerous extras, for example the continuously 
variable seat angle adjustment, additional air cushions for lumbar 
support, a height- and depth-adjustable neck support as well as  
multi-functional armrests that can be turned and adjusted verti-
cally and horizontally to both front and sides. Offering more 
healthy individuality in the office.

Adjustable head- 
rest or back bracket  
of polished alu- 
minium: too`s  
finish is first class 
throughout.



too 2.0
Design: E. Hansen / G. Reichert 

too 2.0 – available 
as a basic model or 
optionally  
with headrest and 
lumbar support.

the transparent office chair that adjusts.
A functional office programme with  
mesh back.

too 2.0 automatically adapts to user’s weight and movement –  
ensuring all-round comfort and healthy seating. Thanks to its mesh  
back, this chair offers even more comfort than the ergonomic 
model too plus a completely new look. The backrest consists of  
a special knit fabric – its manufacturing process allows for a  
particularly high degree of fit and exactness. The unusual material 
conforms to the back of each individual user, providing support  
and at the same time a pleasantly well-aired feeling on the back.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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The too 2.0 series is complemented by the cantilever visitor chair 
with mesh back and round tube frame. Just like the model too,  
it distinguishes itself by the latest technology, sensitive functiona- 
lity and excellent value for money. 
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too 2.0 visitor chair: 
with upholstered seat, 
back frame with black 
plastic armrest and 
back in black mesh.



156/H
156/M

152

too office swivel chairs
Aluminium base, coated black, white 
aluminium or polished, two armrest 
versions, synchronised tilting 
mechanism with automated weight 
adjustment, upholstered seat and 
back, plastic seat and back shell black,
height- and depth-adjustable neck 
support (models 156/H and 156/M)



158/H 
158/M

154/H 
154/M 258/A
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too 2.0 cantilever chair 
Round steel tube frame, chromed, 
upholstered seat,  
back frame with black plastic armrest 
and black mesh backrest

too 2.0 office swivel chairs 
Aluminium base, coated black, white 
aluminium or polished, two armrest 
versions, synchronised tilting 
mechanism with automated weight 
adjustment, plastic back frame, black,
with black mesh, upholstered seat, 
height- and depth-adjustable neck
support (models 158/H and 158/M)
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drive 
Design: Lepper Schmidt Sommerlade designer

Ergonomic and versatile. 
A high-quality office programme.

The series drive satisfies all aspects of a of high-quality swivel chair 
programme: intelligent ergonomics, sophisticated design and  
ease of use. With its many options and special features, this chair 
never fails to impress on all levels – as a comfortable office chair  
or cantilever chair, or as an imposing executive chair. Awarded 
the innovation prize by AIT, a leading German magazine for 
architecture and interior design.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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The entry-level model 102 is equipped with a comfortable 
synchronised tilting mechanism as standard while the height of  
its backrest can be manually adjusted to six different positions. 
Optional extras include seat depth and angle adjustment mechan- 
isms and multifunctional armrests with adjustable heights,  
depths and widths.



drive creates an orderly, sophisticated-looking overall impression –  
right the way up to the boardroom. This is where drive shows off 
its special features: integrated headrest, high-grade cushion padd- 
ing, and a choice of multifunctional or bow-shaped armrests which  
can also be covered with leather on request. All complemented  
by the striking cantilevered visitor chair with or without a headrest.
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128/A

126/B102/A

102

112/A

122

Office swivel chairs 
Star base of polished aluminium,
synchronised tilting mechanism with 
body weight adjustment,  
safety gas spring with in-depth 
suspension, back frame oval pointed 
profile, chrome-plated, upholstered 
with black fabric, leather or mesh,
progressively adjustable lumbar 
support, seat moulded foam pad,  
armrest height-adjustable,  
progressively adjustable in width  
and movable, bow-shaped armrests 
attached to the back frame,  
height-adjustable

Office swivel chairs 
Star base of black plastic or polished 
aluminium, synchronised tilting 
mechanism with body weight 
adjustment, safety gas spring with 
in-depth suspension, seat and back 
moulded foam pad, backrest with 
plastic cover, armrest height-adjustable, 
progressively adjustable in width 
and movable
 

Office swivel chairs  
Star base of black plastic or polished 
aluminium, synchronised tilting 
mechanism with body weight 
adjustment, safety gas spring with 
in-depth suspension, back frame oval 
pointed profile, covered with cover 
fabric or leather progressively 
adjustable lumbar support, seat 
moulded foam pad,  
armrest height-adjustable,  
progressively adjustable in width  
and movable



 
204/A

202

 
232

132/A

 
272/A

262/A
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Visitor chairs 
Chrome-plated round steel tube  
frame or coated,  
back frame with cover fabric or mesh, 
upholstered seat,  
black plastic armrests

Cantilever visitor chair 
Special oval tube frame,  
chrome-plated, back frame oval 
pointed profile, chrome-plated with 
cover fabric, leather or mesh, 
upholstered seat, beech armrests,  
clear lacquered or stained, or armrests 
with leather padding  

Office swivel chairs 
Star base of polished aluminium,
synchronised tilting mechanism  
with body weight adjustment,
safety gas spring with in-depth 
suspension, back frame oval  
pointed profile, chrome-plated, 
upholstered with fabric or leather, 
progressively adjustable lumbar 
support, seat moulded foam pad,
armrest height-adjustable,
progressively adjustable  
in width and movable,  
bow-shaped and attached to the  
back frame, height-adjustable
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products

event

Just Go ALoNG WItH EVErYtHING 

Efficient to deploy, rearrange and dismantle; being easy to move around, to 
store taking up little space; showing excellent and robust quality; and of course, 
during the event, being most comfortable for the guests. Thus could be described 
the ideal chair, table or folding table for events like concerts, congresses, trade 
shows, lectures or  recitals. And that’s how we conceive our event furniture. In a 
word: It just has to go along with everything. Moreover, it is simply delighting 
to use on a daily basis: thanks to fresh ideas that really make for easier work. 
Cases in point are our delicate folding tables that only need one person to set up 
or stack, or our time-saving electronical row numbering systems.
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hero 
Design: Roland Schmidt Design

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Made for large venues.
High stacker, no high roller. 

hero is a stacking chair in a class of its own, offering everything 
that’s important for large venues. Its innovative multifunctional 
element MFE protects the delicate frame and centres the chairs 
when stacking them. This allows stacks up to 20 chairs high. All 
parts are invisibly connected by bolts, and the three-dimensional 
seat shell offers a high degree of seating comfort. Optionally, 
hero is available with row linking (even in a panic-proof version) 
as well as with row and seat numbering.



4604-604604-61
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the stacking chair of the new generation.

Simple handling and high seating comfort are important require-
ments for event operation. The 4-legged chair hero with its  
innovative multi-functional element MFE is perfectly appropriate  
to meet these requirements. Thanks to MFE, up to 20 chairs can  
be vertically stacked on top of each other, saving lots of space.  
The stacked chairs are centred by this element consisting of high-
quality plastic, and the metal parts of the delicate frame are pro- 
tected. The three-dimensionally shaped seat shell made of shaped 
beech wood is particularly comfortable and allows small radii of  
shell and frame.

Different  
upholstery variants 
Always beautifully 
shaped and even 
more comfortable 
thanks to the 
different upholstery 
variants – that  
is hero.

4604-60
with seat and 
back liner

4604-60 
with seat liner

4624
fully upholstered



4604-61
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Optionally, the multi-functional element can also accommodate  
row numbering as well as seat numbering. A panic proof row linking 
is also possible. A knee roll ensures comfortable sitting even for  
an extended period of time, because this roll supports proper blood 
circulation. The seat shell is available in two silhouettes: straight or 
rounded. For even more seating comfort, there is a choice of different 
upholstery variants. hero moreover knows how to convince by its 
modern and reduced design.

Multi-functional 
element MFE with 
row linking 
The multi-functional 
element MFE can  
also be equipped 
with a panic proof 
row linking device – 
making hero ideal  
for events.

Seat numbering 
Also available:  
seat numbering  
integrated into the 
multifunctional 
element.

Vertically stackable 
up to 20 chairs high.

Row numbering 
The optional row 
numbering is easy  
to attach.

Innovative 
The seat shell made 
of shaped beech 
wood has been 
shaped in all three 
dimensions, allowing 
for small radii of  
shell and frame.



Stacking protection 
and tight stacking 
thanks to the 
multi-functional 
element MFE
The multi-functional 
element MFE  protects 
the frame and centres 
the stacked chairs.  
This allows for parti-
cularly tight vertical 
stacking.



hero . Rotkäppchen-Mumm Sektkellereien, Freyburg/Unstrut, DE
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basic 
Design: Roland Schmidt Design

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Attractive design, functional,  
and featuring many intelligent details.

A folding table should be easy to handle, yet secure and stable  
at the same time. basic passes all challenges with flying colours. 
The innovative stabilisation system STS and the Brunner folding 
mechanism make deploying and dismantling as well as trans-
porting the chairs mere child’s play. Thanks to its durable Air- 
Protect edge APK and the high-quality table top surface, basic  
is particularly long-lasting. Thanks to its straightforward design 
and three frame versions, basic will match any design concept.
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Air-Protect edge 
APK 
The Air-Protect edge 
APK made of elastic 
plastic is particularly 
robust.

Stabilisation 
system STS 
(concept sketch) 
featuring a 
3-point support 
and a diagonal 
brace.

Closed tube  
ends 
The tube ends  
of the frame  
are optionally 
closed. This not 
only looks  
good, it serves  
also as a protec- 
tion against  
vandalism.

Low stacking 
height 
In the standard 
version: 105 mm 
(table tops of 
increased strength 
have a different 
stacking height).

Maximum safety thanks to the stabilisation 
system featuring 3-point support and 
diagonal brace.

basic is equipped with the stabilisation system STS. The folding 
mechanism featuring a diagonal brace and a 3-point support assures 
maximum stand solidity and stability. The mechanism works nearly 
noiselessly and does not need any maintenance, as there is no wear 
and tear. Thanks to the integrated positioning latch holding the 
folded table legs in place, basic can be transported safely. The table  
top surface is made of high quality HPL or real wood veneer.  
Particularly long-lasting: the exceedingly robust Air-Protect edge  
APK made of elastic plastic, featuring an interior air chamber.



Stabilisation  
system STS: folding 
mechanism featuring 
a 3-point support  
and a diagonal brace.
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Visually, basic is convincing thanks to its clear and straight-lined 
design. The great-looking frame made of chrome plated oval tubes is 
available with a single column made of chrome-plated ellipsoid tube, 
or with a double circular tube column. The closed tube ends give a 
noble impression and are vandalism proof. The table row connection 
allows several tables to be combined to form one stable configuration.

Sophisticated:  
the table row 
connection  
is easy to handle 
and combines 
several tables  
to form one stable 
configuration.



As awarded by 
the chicago 
Athenaeum: 
Museum of 
Architecture 
and design.
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alite 
Design: Martin Ballendat

Beautifully lightweight. 
Innovative lightweight stacking chair. 

The new lightweight chair for large venues – setting standards  
in terms of design, handling and sustainability: With its frame 
made entirely from anodised aluminium, this chair weighs only  
5 kg. All parts are screwed together, not welded or glued, so that 
alite can be separated into its components and recycled 100% at  
the end of its long active life. Seat and back surfaces are shaped  
to answer the highest ergonomic demands. The upper edge of the 
backrest bounces back comfortably, and the knee rounding adds 
comfort as well – while seated just like when getting up.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure



All parts are  
screwed rather than 
welded or glued.
This is what makes 
the anodised  
finish possible,  
which in turn does 
away with the  
need for environ- 
mentally harmful 
chrome-plating  
or powder-coating. 
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Thanks to alite, the 
particularly 
lightweight stacking 
chair, Dingolfing 
town hall can be 
adapted to meet very 
different require-
ments – from concert 
to seminar. The knee 
roll assures top 
seating comfort.





alite offers many smart functions, such as the integrable row linking  
system that does not require any additional movements during 
set-up or dismantling. It can be linked with or without armrests, 
even alternating between the two, or armrest-on-armrest. 
The method it uses is called frame-on-frame stacking – using up 
to 15 chairs, this ensures a static, clearly defined stack.
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The variety in the 
Conference Center Casino 
Kursaal Interlaken is 
inspiring. This event 
location for up to 1300 
people is perfectly 
qualified for conferences, 
exhibitions, banquets and 
events. The operator 
selected chairs of the alite 
series with electronic seat 
numbering ESN.
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fox . fox plus 
Design: Brunner Design Team

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

the series of many possibilities.

fox is the timelessly modern series for all-purpose deployment. It 
is a matter of fact, classic, lightweight – and enormously versatile. 
Because fox offers countless versions: different seat shells, different 
frames, many lively colours that can be combined in many 
different ways. So this chair fulfils all demands faced by a big 
venue chair. With its robust row linking device, and with surfaces 
able to withstand all wear and tear so typical for large events, it 
offers the right version for each area of deployment. Whether as a 
stacking chair with four legs or sled base, whether as a swivel chair 
or as a cantilever chair – the frame defines the function, the seat 
shell determines the look and the seating comfort.



white

lava

citrus

black

petrol

cappuccino

ruby

stone

apple

Even more robust  
and particularly 
scratch-resistant:  
the plastic shell (50) 
featuring a matt 
front. In combination 
with the glossy back,  
it offers interesting 
contrast effects.

Colour Collection for plastic 
and wooden shells, single-coloured

The plastic shell is 
available in selected 
colours of the Colour 
Collection. The frame 
is also available in 
different versions.
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Wooden seat shells 
Single-coloured
The wooden shells 
are not only available 
in many forms, but 
also in many colours 
of the Colour 
Collection. All stain 
hues of the house 
collection are 
available as well. 
Simply perfect for 
setting individual 
design accents.

In terms of form, the delicate 4-legged frame is reduced to the 
essentials, coming across as factual and light. Even the optionally 
available armrests perfectly match the overall impression. The 
decisive design element of this chair is its seat shell. The plastic shell 
is available in many trendy colours, setting colourful accents and 
creating the desired atmosphere for any room – from colourful and 
lively to restrained and unobtrusive: every design statement can be 
realised. Nearly all colours of the current Colour Collection are 
available. fox is even available with a wooden seat shell with natural 
lacquer finish or stained – in many different shapes, optionally even 
with elegant design cutouts.
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upholstery for even more seating comfort.

The ergonomically formed shell made from moulded wood  
provides very comfortable seating, and is also available with seat  
and back liner or completely upholstered – providing even more 
comfort when sitting. All fabrics of the house collection can  
be selected. Also available: HPL coating in white, slate, medium  
grey and graphite black. With the row linking device integrated  
into the frame, fox can the linked securely – either in the version 
without armrests or combining one chair with armrests and the  
next chair without armrests, respectively.

fox is the ideal  
chair for event 
deployment. 
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sled-base versatility.

For seminar rooms or cafeterias, fox is also available as a sled-base  
chair featuring a frame made from chromium-plated round steel 
tubes. Thanks to its sophisticated construction, it can be stacked  
safely, and saving space. The ergonomically shaped seat shell made 
of moulded beech plywood is also available with seat liner, with seat 
and back liner or completely upholstered. With a matching wooden 
armrest, fox offers even more seating comfort. For conference 
rooms different folding tables are available. Perfect for good work.

Pretty versatile:  
with fox, there’s  
no need for  
compromises,  
neither in terms  
of design nor 
comfort. This is  
about as good  
as it gets.
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The plastic arm- 
rests are pleasant  
to the touch,  
offering an accent, 
rounding off the 
overall look.

For more seating dynamics.

A chair offering springiness plus support: fox as a cantilever  
chair. It supports a dynamic and tire-free sitting. The frame and 
wood or plastic armrests give the impression of being made  
of one piece, underlining the clear and compact design. For the 
seat shells, plastic, wood and a fully upholstered version are  
there to choose from. This makes fox the perfect chair for pleasant 
and relaxed meetings.

The wooden  
insert of the  
armrest perfectly 
matches the  
curved frame.  
It ideally 
complements  
the wooden  
seat shell.
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Thanks to the  
safety gas spring  
with in-depth  
springiness and the 
ergonomically 
shaped seat shell, 
sitting is parti- 
cularly comfort- 
able – for relaxed 
working.

Keep on moving.

At the desk, flexibility is in high demand – in every direction. 
That’s why the fox family also comprises a swivel chair. Its height 
can be adjusted. So everyone can find their ideal seating position 
and vary it at will. The swivel stand is made of polished alumini-
um and features five casters for safe mobility. The swivel chair  
is available with or without armrests – depending on how much 
freedom of movement and comfort are called for. The seat  
shell is made from moulded beech plywood or plastic. Optionally 
featuring a seat liner, seat and back liner or complete upholstery  
in all fabrics of the Brunner standard collection.





1360/A-50

 
1360/A-135

 
1360-136

1360-35

 
1370/A-136

 
1370/A-135

 
1370-35

1370-35-HPL

1012/A-136

 
1012/A-135

 
1012-136

1012-135

Stacking chairs with or without 
armrests
Tubular steel frame,  
chromium-plated or powder-coated, 
ergonomically shaped moulded  
beech plywood seat shells,  
natural lacquer finish,  
seat shell optionally stained,  
colour varnished, plastic shell,  
shell with HPL coating and  
different upholstery versions

Stacking chairs with or without 
armrests 
Tubular steel frame, chromium-plated, 
with integrated row linking device, 
ergonomically shaped moulded  
beech plywood seat shell,  
natural lacquer finish,  
seat shell optionally stained,  
colour varnished, plastic seat shell,  
shell with HPL coating and  
different upholstery versions 

Stacking chairs with or without 
armrests 
Stackable sled base frame,  
steel, chromium-plated,  
ergonomically shaped moulded  
beech plywood seat shell,  
natural lacquer finish,  
seat shell optionally stained, 
colour varnished,  
different upholstery versions 



1018/A-135

 
1018/A-135

 
1018-136

 
1018-50

190-50

 
190/A-135

 
190-136

190-135
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Stacking chairs with or without 
armrests
Cantilever frame, chromium-plated,  
ergonomically shaped moulded  
beech plywood seat shell,  
natural lacquer finish,  
seat shell optionally stained,  
colour varnished, plastic seat shell,  
different upholstery versions

Swivel chair
Swivel stand made of die-cast 
aluminium, polished, safety gas spring 
with in-depth springiness,  
continuous height adjustment, 
ergonomically shaped moulded  
beech plywood seat shell,  
natural lacquer finish, seat shell 
optionally stained, colour varnished,  
different upholstery versions
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tool 2
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

the lightweight large venue chair with its 
many versions.

Nearly everything can be made still a little bit better. That’s why we 
have extended our successful series for large venues, tool, by 
developing the conclusive next step, tool 2. It offers all advantages 
of its predecessor – plus additional safety benefits. So tool 2 may be 
equipped with a panic-proof row linking connection. The standard 
row linking was further improved as well. This makes tool 2 ideally 
suited for event and seminar rooms. Beside the PUR armrests used 
up to now, there are now affordable metal armrests available as well, 
featuring a choice of wood or plastic overlays. Also available: the 
seat shell as a comfort upholstery version, or completely made of 
plastic.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

With just one 
movement, the  
chairs can be linked 
together – always 
alternating one chair 
with and one chair 
without armrests. 
Especially safe: the 
optionally available 
panic-proof row 
linking. 

Plastic shell with 
optimised surface 
structure: scratch- 
proof front featuring  
a matt structure,  
and glossy back.

Without armrests, 
tool 2 can be 
stacked vertically; 
with armrests,  
up to 15 chairs 
can be stacked on 
top of each other. 
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comfortable in the long-run. 

tool 2 upgrades every seminar room. The delicate frame and the 
back shell tapering off towards the top create a visually light 
impression. Nevertheless, the high back shell provides comfort- 
able support even for longer periods of sitting. Particularly 
comfortable: the version featuring full upholstery with many 
possible fabrics. The armrests, too, which together with the frame 
form one clear and characteristic line, provide seating without 
fatigue. They are available either in hygienic metal or in pleasant- 
to-the-touch PUR. Moreover, there is a choice of plastic or 
wooden arm-caps.

tool 2 is optionally 
available with 
comfortable lateral 
upholstery at the side 
of the seat.  
For this, all fabrics  
of the house 
collection can  
be selected.

There’s the right 
armrest for every 
requirement and 
every ambience.

The wooden shell  
is also available 
with HPL surface, 
making the chair 
particularly robust 
and easy to clean. 



Large venue competence.

tool 2 offers everything an event chair needs. Starting with 
panic-proof row linking all the way to a sophisticated system  
for numbering seats and rows. Thanks to its light weight,  
it is still easy to handle and easy to stack. Matching stacking 
trolleys provide safe and comfortable transport.
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Optional:  
the row number 
display. It is simply 
attached and  
can be dismantled 
again using a 
special tool.

The ESN display  
is easy to read, 
conveniently 
inserted into the 
seat and uses  
no power for 
display.
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Stacking chairs with armrests
Tubular steel frame, chromium-plated or 
coated, with armrests made of black PUR, 
with ergonomically shaped moulded  
beech plywood shell, natural lacquer finish,  
seat shell optionally stained,  
colour varnished, plastic seat shell,  
seat shell with HPL coating and different 
upholstery versions

Stacking chairs with or without  
armrests
Tubular steel frame,  
chromium-plated or coated,  
with or without metal  
armrests without arm-cap,  
with ergonomically shaped  
moulded beech plywood shell,  
natural lacquer finish,  
seat shell optionally stained,  
colour varnished, plastic seat shell,  
seat shell with HPL coating and  
different upholstery versions, 
several armrest versions,  
(Softgrip tube, wooden armrest arm-cap)

Wooden shells, single-coloured 
The wooden shells are not only available 
in many forms, but also in many colours: 
i.e., the colours of the Colour Collection. 
All stain hues of the house collection  
are available as well. Simply perfect for 
setting individual design accents.

 
1330/A-50 
Armrest with Softgrip tube

1330/A-50 
Metal armrest

1330/A-35 
Wooden arm-cap

1332/A-50 
PUR Armrest, black

1332/A-135 
Seat and  
back liner



white

lava

citrus

black

petrol

cappuccino

ruby

stone

apple
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Colour Collection
for plastic seat shells, single-colour

HPL coating

1330-136 
Fully 
upholstered
(comfort 
upholstery)

HPL shell
All tool 2 models are available with a HPL 
laminated shell with structured surface  
in the above indicated colours.

Plastic shell 
All tool 2 models are available with  
a plastic shell in the above indicated 
colours.

Different upholstery options
All tool 2 models are available in 
different upholstery options: 
not upholstered, with seat liner,  
with seat and back liner,  
fully upholstered and fully upholstered 
with comfort upholstery. 
All fabrics of the Brunner house 
collection are suitable.

1330-35 
HPL

 
1332/A-50 
Plastic shell

1330-50 
Plastic shell

1330/A-136 
Fully  
upholstered

white

U 036 medium grey

U 231 slate grey 

U 007 graphite black
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cross.flip 
Design: Lepper Schmidt Sommerlade designer

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Firm and flexible.
the stand-up table that folds and rolls.

The innovative folding table cross.flip is convincing thanks to its firm  
stand and its versatility. And since a good place to stand up is always 
in high demand, cross.flip proves to be particularly flexible: with  
its three staggered legs, it is deployed and dismantled quickly, it takes 
up little storage space and is really easy to handle in daily use. 
Thanks to its roll-away option, even transporting it is convenient.

Plain, elegant and 
flexible – the 
practical stand-up 
table cross.flip with 
its three staggered 
legs strikes a fine 
pose at Orangerie 
Erlangen. And 
thanks to its roller 
caster, it can easily 
be moved.



first class 
Design: Brunner Design Team

New ideas for large rooms: 
stackable row chairs with interlocking frames.

first class is characterised by its clear design, its great ergonomics 
and most of all, its particular handiness. Its outstanding feature:  
it can be invisibly linked at their frames. This assures simplest 
handling while maintaining its sophisticated design. And of course, 
this saves a lot of time during set-up and dismantling. 

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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The red colour of the 
first class chairs lends 
the baroque Water 
Hall in Erlangen’s 
Orangerie, a listed 
landmark, a quite 
particular touch. The 
chairs meet any 
requirement, from 
university sessions to 
festive events.





01 02 03
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An extraordinary  
row: first class 
facilitates even  
faster set-up  
and dismantling –  
without com- 
promising on its  
first-class look.

A perfect fit: 
when linked,  
two frame units 
form a visual  
and functional 
unit.

The innovative first class interlocking system does not require any 
additional fixed or flexible connectors: the lateral frame sections 
are simply lifted on top of each other so that the small crossbars at 
the front slot fit into each other perfectly. They are shaped in such  
a way that they cannot move out of place – so the row will remain  
stable until it is dismantled.



first class . Kurhaus Baden-Baden, DE
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first line 
Design: Brunner Design Team

first line features 
armrests with a 
pleasant-to-the-touch 
plastic liner. The 
ergonomic seat shell  
is available in different 
finishes: stained, 
lacquered, with seat 
liner, with seat and back 
liner, or fully upholste-
red.

New ideas for big venues:
vertically stackable with armrests and  
frame-linking.

An invisible row linking system that works without any additional 
fixed or moving connection elements: that has been an outstanding 
characteristic of all models from the first series. The most recent 
model, first line, features armrests with a plastic liner and is also 
vertically stackable – stable and secure up to 12 chairs high.  
The beech plywood shell has been given a special form, like with  
first place: a small crease at the rear of the seat further improves 
space-saving stackability and ergonomics. first line is available in 
three different upholstery versions.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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New ideas for large rooms:
Vertically stackable with interlocking frames.

first place can be interlinked at the frame like first class, making 
handling just as timesaving and comfortable. Moreover, it offers 
obvious advantages for storage: thanks to its specially designed 
glides, it can be stacked vertically – thus standing firmly and safely 
in columns of up to 15 chairs. The special moulded beech wood 
seat shell moulding also contributes to the space-saving stacking 
characteristics, while at the same time improving ergonomics.  

first place is optionally also available with a robust, low-mainte-
nance and colourful plastic shell.

first place 
Design: Brunner Design Team

The special plastic 
QuickClick glide 
allows secure,  
equal stacking.





first place . Gesellschaftshaus Palmengarten, Frankfurt, DE
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first choice 
Design: Brunner Design Team

Thanks to easiest 
handling, first  
choice is easy and  
fast to link in rows; 
optionally, it may  
be equipped with  
our electronic row 
numbering systems.

Seat and back  
are made of three- 
dimensionally 
shaped oak ply- 
wood and are  
always completely 
upholstered. The 
stable armrests 
feature a steel core 
and a resilient  
plastic coating.

those Who Have the choice Will choose 
the Best. first choice – quality and versatility 
all in one.

This innovative row-linking chair will perfectly serve its purpose.  
It’s simple to handle and stackable and thus a flexible solution 
for any event. Its appealing and clear-cut formal language makes 
it the perfect complement for the first series. The separation of 
seat and back makes rooms seem more transparent and airier – 
even when a very large number of chairs are placed there. 
On top of that, first choice guarantees high ergonomic comfort 
thanks to the integrated lumbar support and the wide and com-
fortable armrests.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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In wood or plastic.
A comfortable chair for large or small rooms.

This is a chair series that has been convincing for some time now, 
thanks to its form and function: linos. This chair offers an  
uncompromisingly high level of seating comfort – thanks to its 
ergonomically developed construction of its seat and backrest,  
a knee roll for better circulation, and no annoying cross-bars 
between the front legs. All this makes it the ideal chair for long 
events. Its comfort is perfectly complemented by its simple 
handling, a wide range of variants and the comprehensive selection 
of accessories. Depending on the design concept, linos can liven  
up the room with its different colours or add a calming touch  
with its functionality. If required, it can be equipped with the  
Electronic Seat Numbering (ESN) system.

linos 
Design: Lepper Schmidt Sommerlade designer

For all sled base 
models, the row 
connection is 
integrated in the 
glides (optional).

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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With or without armrests, upholstered or made from laminated 
wood, arranged as a group around a table or in rows in an audi- 
torium – linos fits many situations, it is individual yet versatile.  
In addition, now the four-legged model is also available in a 
version featuring a higher backrest: This variant offers even more 
seating comfort and is equipped with ergonomically optimized 
plastic armrests.
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The linos allrounder is particularly sturdy, hygienic, easy to main- 
tain and affordable. Also new are the optional plastic armrests  
for this model: they offer added comfort and are also made from 
easy-to-maintain plastic. So now linos even meets the high 
hygienic demands of hospitals – with or without armrests.

In its plastic version, 
linos is also available 
in the colors stone, 
lava, petrol, white and 
black – tones from  
the current Colour 
Collection.



1206

1204

1204/A 1224/A 

1224

Stacking chairs with or without armrests, 
without upholstery or with seat liner
Sled-base frame, stackable,  
made of solid steel, chromed,  
seat and back made of moulded laminated 
beech wood, longitudinal veneer,  
without upholstery, natural lacquer finish, 
invisibly fixed, black plastic arm-caps, 
optional: coated frame, seat and back 
stained or with coloured lacquer finish,  
seat liner, with longitudinal oak face 
veneer, beech wood arm-caps with natural 
lacquer finish or stained, stained oak wood 
arm-caps, writing tablet

Stacking chairs with or without 
armrests, completely upholstered
Sled-base frame, stackable,  
made of solid steel, chromed, seat and 
back made of moulded laminated 
beech wood, completely upholstered, 
black plastic arm-caps,  
optional: coated frame, beech wood 
arm-caps with natural lacquer finish or 
stained, stained oak wood arm-caps,  
writing tablet

Stacking chairs with or without 
armrests, plastic
Sled-base frame, stackable,  
made of solid steel, chromed, seat and 
back made of plastic, polypropylene, 
white, black or in the colours of  
the current Colour Collection,  
without upholstery, optional: seat liner,  
writing tablet, coated frame

 
1204 with  
writing tablet

1214 with  
seat liner



1221

1201

1208/A

1208

1232/A

1222/A

1218

1222
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Bar stool
Sled-base frame, stackable,  
made of solid steel, chromed,  
seat and back made of moulded  
laminated beech wood,  
natural lacquer finish, optional: coated 
frame, seat and back stained, seat liner, 
completely upholstered

Stacking chairs with or without armrests, 
without or with upholstery 
4-legged frame, stackable,  
made of circular steel tubes, chromed,  
seat and back made of moulded laminated 
beech wood, longitudinal veneer, without 
upholstery, with seat liner or fully 
upholstered, natural lacquer finish, invisibly 
fixed, black plastic armrest brackets, 
optional: coated frame, seat and back 
stained, seat liner, completely upholstered

Stacking chairs with or without armrests, 
plastic 
4-legged frame, stackable, made of circular 
steel tubes, chromed, seat and back  
made of plastic, polypropylene, white,  
black or in the colours of the current  
Colour Collection, without upholstery,  
invisibly fixed, black plastic armrest 
brackets, optional: coated frame, seat liner



linos . Hans-Sachs-Haus, Gelsenkirchen, DE
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golf 
Design: Francesco Zaccone 

the comfortable design classic.
stackable row chair.

Elegant, dynamic and comfortable – you can’t miss this sophi- 
sticated chair! Wherever possible, golf likes to be the centre of 
attention. Yet it is suitable for a wide range of applications: From 
largescale seating and waiting areas to casinos and conferences.  
golf is a real character which invites everyone to take a seat.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Conference in front of 
a fantastic backdrop: 
at Campus Hotel 
Hertenstein located at 
the banks of Lake 
Lucerne, dynamically 
designed stacking 
chair golf has been 
deployed, sporting its 
conically tapered legs.
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Optional: An 
extendable –  
almost invisible –  
row linking  
system can be 
integrated  
into the wide 
armrests.
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products

cafeteria

AN AMBIANcE to ENJoY 

Appetite doesn’t come just with eating, it already comes with walking  
into a restaurant, canteen or cafeteria – when the atmosphere is harmonious, 
characterised by stylish, high-quality furniture. Our cafeteria programme offers 
a wide spectrum of comfortable tables, chairs, bar stools and other furniture for 
all kinds of gastronomy. All of them are extra easy to clean and extraordinarily 
robust. And right from the very start, they have an appealing way of bringing 
out the best qualities of a good host.
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please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Fresh design offering lots of comfort. 

The unusually shaped fully upholstered seat shell of the stable bar 
stool brings modern momentum to any café or any bar. crona bar 
is available either with a delicate sled-base frame or resting upon  
a stable, height-adjustable column with circular disc base and foot 
rest. The central foot version offers a swivel seat. With crona bar as 
well, an inlaid seat cushion assures top comfort.

crona bar 
Design: Archirivolto
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due 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

sophisticated and surprising:  
shapely cafeteria series.

due is an entirely new interpretation of classic bistro furniture, 
presenting surprising material combinations. Thanks to sophis-
ticated connection details, the solid beech wood frame and  
the seat and back shell made of easy-to-clean plastic compose  
a felicitous whole. The frame is available in different stain hues. 
For the ergonomically shaped plastic shells, there’s a choice of 
seven colours. A bar stool and tables of matching formal language 
complement this shapely series.
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The distinctive ergonomic shaping of the seat and back provide an 
unique degree of seating comfort at a manageable size. Particularly 
stylish are the organically curved armrests that naturally nestle up to 
the frame structure. The perfect match is the due table, featuring  
an interior steel column encased in laminated wood. The column gets 
wider towards the top, presenting a very special look combining 
dynamics and stability. The tables are available in a round or square 
shape. The powder-coated steel base plate is made to match: either 
circular or square.

due gives a 
completely novel 
interpretation  
of classic bistro 
furniture: featuring 
unusual material
combinations  
and sophisticated 
details.
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No decent bar can do without a bar stool. The due series comprises 
such a classic as well. With a solid beech wood frame and an ergono-
mically shaped plastic seat shell. The rectangular profile foot rest 
successfully carries on with the exciting mix of materials. The frame 
is stained either in a wenge, dark grey, light or natural hue. The 
plastic seat shell is available in three matching colours: white, stone 
and lava.

The shapely bar stool 
sports a convincing 
mix of materials. The 
ergonomically shaped 
plastic seat shell 
provides a high level  
of seating comfort.



Combinations of 
stained hues for the 
frame and different 
colours for plastic 
seat and back as 
recommended by  
the designer.

Colours for plastic parts

Colours for the wood frame

the new interpretation of the classic  
bistro chair.

due is being manufactured using classic cabinet making connection 
techniques. The series is modern, with its contemporary proportions, 
sophisticated details and innovative, surprising material combinations. 
The frame of this four-legged chair is made of solid beech wood and 
the seat and back are made of easy-to-clean plastic. The connective 
element between the plastic back and the wood frame always sports 
the same colour as the back. The solid beech wood frame is available  
in several stained hues. For the seat and back, seven different colours  
are available. Thanks to the different stained hues for the beech wood 
frame and the many possible colours for seat and back, due will fit  
the most versatile design concepts.

The organically 
curved armrests  
are perfectly 
integrated into the 
frame structure.

lava

sulphur

aquamarine

light green

beech, natural B2100

rose

beech, light B2000

mud | clay

beech, dark grey B5400

white

beech, wenge B3500



3808/A

3818/A

3801

3861/0

3808

3818
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Colour examples

Stacking chairs 
Chairs with armrests  
solid beech wood frame, natural 
lacquer finish, plastic seat and 
back, without upholstery or with 
seat liner, optionally beech wood 
frame, stained according to the 
colours of the standard collection.

Single-column table 
Laminated beech wood central column, 
natural lacquer finish, table top with 
HPL coating, beech veneer or oak 
veneer, round or square baseplate, 
made of sheet steel, metal-effect 
anthracite coating, 
optional: beech wood table top and 
edge, stained, beech wood column, 
stained, laminated oak wood column, 
stained, matt lacquered, baseplate 
coated RAL 9016 FS matt white

Bar stool 
solid beech wood frame, natural 
lacquer finish, plastic shell, without 
upholstery,  
optional: beech wood frame, 
stained according to the colours of 
the standard collection.



due . Basler Läckerli Huus, Frenkendorf, CH . Architect: Zimpfer Partner Architekten, Basel, CH
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fina bar 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

the robust and puristic cafeteria complement.

Variety – that’s a hallmark of the fina series. Matching the fina 
models equipped with a plastic seat shell, there’s also a bar stool. Its 
significant design feature is its purist plastic shell. It is easy to clean 
and available in three colours. For the frame, fina bar offers a choice 
of a metal sled-base frame or a 4-legged solid wood frame. That way, 
it will fit a great variety of design concepts. Equipped with a sled  
base frame, this bar stool is even stackable. The 4-legged solid wood 
frame has a noble look, offering an interesting contrast to the robust 
plastic shell. This variant is the perfect companion for fina wood  
and many other wood frame series. In order to provide particularly 
high seating comfort, it is even available fully upholstered.

In the cafeteria of the  
senior citizen’s living 
complex Servior  
Cipa Op der Rhum  
in Luxembourg,  
fina bar provides a 
warm and friendly 
atmosphere.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure





Delicate and reduced 
to the essentials:  
the sled base frame 
made of chrome 
plated round steel  
tubes.



white

stone

lava
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The delicate stackable sled base frame made of chrome plated  
round steel comes across as light and reduced to the bare essentials.  
Less is more: the sled base frame’s purist design lets the seat shell 
seemingly float in mid-air. The shell is made of easy-to-clean plastic 
and available in three colours. Optionally, the seat shell is available 
fully upholstered.

Monochrome plastic shells





6401

6451

6801
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Bar stool with solid oak wood frame 
4-legged solid oak wood frame 
stained, matt lacquered. Plastic shell: 
white, stone or lava, without upholstery

Bar stool with metal frame
sled base frame, chromed,
beech wood seat, natural lacquer 
finish or stained, or plastic shell,  
with invisible connection, without 
upholstery or fully upholstered



fina bar . we_talk . Klingel Versandhaus, Pforzheim, DE . Architect: Flumdesign (interior concept), Hamburg, DE
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fina club 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Elegant and comfortable – the ideal club 
chair for any tasteful ambience.

The fina club chair has an elegant seat shell, fully upholstered 
with fabric or leather. Its solid oak wood legs can optionally  
be stained in different colours. Its puristic design is reduced to 
the essentials. This makes it the ideal club chair to blend into 
any tasteful and modern ambience. Whether it’s in restaurants, 
hotels, cafés or top-class reception areas: the fina club arm-
chair complements any modern interior with its clear design 
language. 

Elegant and inviting –  
this club chair 
emphasizes the 
design concept  
of Hotel 47° in 
Konstanz with its 
warm earth hues.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure



fina club . 47° Hotel, Konstanz, DE . Architect: Bollinger Baugruppe, Konstanz, DE
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In the cafeteria of the 
senior citizen’s living 
complex Servior Cipa 
Op der Rhum in 
Luxembourg, elegant 
fina club chairs with 
solid oak wood legs 
create a cosy 
atmosphere. The fully 
upholstered seat shell 
with its easy-to-clean 
artificial leather cover 
offers high seating 
comfort.
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unique Quality – diverse Forms. 
fina club – the table.

The premium design quality is obvious even at first 
glance. This wooden table excites right away by its shape, 
material and workmanship. The strikingly oblique  
angle of its legs and their slightly conical profile with the 
pronounced outward curvature clearly show the design  
affinity with seating furniture of the fina wood and fina 
club series. The apparent contrast between the stable  
legs and the delicate table top edges deliberately create an 
unusually exciting look. As well as unexpected stability –  
for table top and legs are firmly connected by a special 
metal bracket.

Upon request, the table tops get treated with a special 
nano-technology finish, resulting in an extravagant, matt 
lacquer look. On top of this, such a surface is a guarantor 
of longevity – even when subjected to intense wear and 
tear. For it is not only resistant to abrasion and light, but 
also water repellent and easy to clean.



Characteristic unique feature of this 
table is the specially rounded table  
top edge made of bevelled MDF –  
the fina club edge (FCK). It brings 
about this unmistakable lightness of 
the table tops which – depending on 
the application purpose – are available  
in different formats and sizes.
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hoc 
Design: jehs+laub 

Bar stool licensed by davis, Furniture, usA

As if made all of a piece – straightforward 
design, open all around.

hoc is the furniture family made of perfectly crafted laminated 
wood. This design reduced to the max fits any modern 
ambience – whether with natural lacquer finish, stained, with 
matt or colour varnish. The series’ tables, bar stools, stools and 
benches appear as if they were made all of a piece. hoc is open 
all around, creating an open and informal atmosphere inviting 
communication. Tables and stools are available in two heights. 
Optionally, bar stool and stool are available with a comfortable 
seat liner.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure





A chair like a 
sculpture.  
The metal ring 
underneath the  
seat surface  
creates stability.

The direction  
of the wood veneer 
underlines the  
formal language, 
reduced to a 
minimum and 
straight.

Tables matching the stools, barstools and benches are available in 
two different heights, with the taller model featuring a classy chrome-
plated footrest – just like the matching barstool of this series. 



The fitting material  
in matching colour 
for every ambience:  
a selection of beech 
wood with a natural 
lacquered finish, 
varnished in the 
colours of the  
Colour Collection. 
Also possible:  
stained according to 
the House Collection 
oak hue, matt 
 lacquered.

the sculptural stool – clear design,  
reduced to a minimum.

Three identical parts made of shaped wood combine with an elegant 
sweep to form a seating surface. This is hoc, the modern interpre-
tation of the archetypal stool. Purity reduced to an absolute minimum. 
Rather a sculpture than a piece of seating furniture. Its form, open  
to all sides, allows for flexible seating that strengthens one’s back and 
encourages relaxed communication. With its high-quality manu-
facture and finish, hoc fits into every modern ambience. The stool  
is available in two heights: as a barstool equipped with a circular 
footrest, and in a shorter version – which even is stackable.

A seat liner makes 
hoc particularly 
comfortable. For  
this, all the fabrics  
of the House 
Collection are 
available. Upon 
request, the liner  
can sport a deco- 
rative seam.

hoc his available  
in two different 
heights: as a barstool 
featuring a comfort- 
able circular foot rest 
and as a shorter stool 
without footrest.  
In this version, hoc  
is stackable.

Also possible:  
hoc with a surface  
of easy-to-clean  
and robust HPL.
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hoc is made of threedimensionally shaped laminated wood. The  
face veneer can be oak or white HPL. In this way, islands  
of communication can be created that are beautiful to look at while 
being reduced to the essentials, inviting relaxed conversation. 

As if all of a piece: 
cheek table and 
bench are made of 
three shaped wood 
elements, sporting 
the same dynamic 
momentum.  
The Multiplex edge 
creates an interest- 
ing accent.
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delicate, stable, and open to all sides

Matching the barstool, there’s also a standing table, triangular 
and thus open to all sides, allowing for lively table formations. 
A specifically developed connecting fitting integrated into 
the circular foot rest makes the table stand even more securely. 
The table top offers a choice of HPL or oak. The hexagonal lounge 
stool also offers a variety of design options. It represents the 
compelling expansion of the hoc family, convincing thanks to  
its extraordinary yet clear-cut language of forms. Whether 
completely pure or featuring a three-piece coloured seat liner 
with fabric or leather cover: this is one attractive eye-catcher 
wherever it's placed.





9101

9149

9149 9143 9146

9142

Barstool 
Three shaped plywood elements, 
beech, clear lacquered, with die-cast 
aluminium connective element 
underneath the seat, circular steel foot 
rest, chromed, plastic gliders, not 
stackable. Optionally stained, colour 
lacquered, with oak veneer top layer, 
laminated with white HPL, seat liner 
with or without decorative stitching, 
felt gliders

Stool
Three shaped plywood elements, 
beech, clear lacquered, plastic gliders. 
Optionally stained, colour lacquered, 
with oak veneer top layer, seat liner 
with or without decorative stitching, 
felt gliders
 

Bench
Side panel moulded plywood and 
seating surface beech multiplex, 
laminated with HPL white, edge clear 
lacquered, with reinforcement brace in 
multiplex, completely bonded, plastic 
gliders. Optionally with oak veneer top 
layer, felt gliders

Seating element
Three shaped beech plywood elements, 
laminated with white HPL, edge clear 
lacquered, glued together to a star-
shaped seating element, the footprint  
is an uniform hexagon and therefore 
further elements can be lined up, plastic 
gliders. Optionally with seat liner in 
three parts, with oak veneer top layer, 
felt gliders



9171 9177 9181
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Cheek table
Lateral cheek moulded beech plywood 
and table top made of a blockboard 
top with matching multiplex edge, 
laminated with white HPL, edge clear 
lacquered,  steel tube reinforcement 
brace, powder coated, plastic gliders. 
Optionally with oak veneer top layer, 
felt gliders

Cheek standing table
Lateral cheek moulded beech plywood 
and table top made of a blockboard 
top with matching multiplex edge,
laminated with white HPL, edge clear 
lacquered, steel tube reinforcement 
brace, powder coated, rectangular tube 
foot rest, chromed, plastic gliders. 
Optionally with oak veneer top layer, 
felt gliders

Standing table
Three table legs made of moulded 
beech plywood and a table top made 
of blockboard top with matching 
multiplex edge, laminated with white 
HPL, edge clear lacquered, cross brace 
rectangular tube, chromed, plastic 
gliders. Optionally with oak veneer top 
layer, felt gliders
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twin 
Design: Archirivolto

colorful, lightweight and weather resistant:
sturdy plastic chair for indoor and outdoor use.

Made from one piece, reduced to the essentials – that’s twin, our  
monobloc plastic chair. Sturdy, easy to clean and available in many 
exciting colours. The intensive cooperation between designers,  
tool maker and the Brunner development team has made this 
all-of-a-piece model possible – providing stability on a professional 
level. Thanks to its weather resistant material it is particularly well- 
suited for public spaces and the outer areas of cafés and restaurants. 
And thanks to its good hygienic properties, twin is also suitable for 
hospitals.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Watch the product video now on  
www.brunner-group.com

Dynamic and 
colourful – that’s the 
design concept of 
Duisburg Sportpark 
youth hostel. The 
twin plastic chairs 
convey this message 
even in the outside 
areas.
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Many functions, even more areas of application.

twin is the stable plastic chair. Made of one piece and reduced to the 
essentials. We now offer a row linking system for it, e.g. for outdoor 
events. And for even more seating comfort, twin is also available 
featuring a seat liner.

Equipped with the 
optional row linking, 
the weatherproof 
twin is now also 
ideally suited for big
outdoor events.

With a seat liner,  
twin is particularly 
comfortable. For  
this, all fabrics of the 
House Collection  
are available.





3104/A

3102 3102

3102/A 3102/A

3104

398 . 399 cafeteria . twin

twin is lightweight 
and easily stack- 
able – up to 4 chairs  
high, with or  
without armrests.

This high-quality chair made from glass fibre reinforced 
polypropylene is available in two versions: with closed seating 
shell or with a transparent net structure. In selected colors  
of the current Colour Collection – i.e. citrus, petrol, cappuccino, 
apple, ruby, stone, lava and white. For inside use, it is available 
with a comfortable seat liner – equipped with a choice of fabric 
or leather from the standard collection. 



3104/A

3102

3102



twin . Parliament Brandenburg, Potsdam, DE . Architect: Peter Kulka Architektur Dresden GmbH, Dresden, DE
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New possibilities for spontaneous break-outs. 
table, barstool and bar bench.

we_talk creates space for spontaneous encounters, conversations 
and ad hoc meetings. In other words: for all casual business talks. 
The series includes a barstool, high table and bar bench. The latter 
offers space for two people, but a third person can also take a seat 
for a short conversation.

we_talk 
Design: Justus Kolberg  

New shapes, more 
options – with the 
bar bench that 
offers space for up 
to three people.

Designed for more 
comfort: the 
upholstered back- 
rest of the barstool 
extends beyond the 
seat shell.
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A table with many possible variations.

The beautifully shaped we_meet series creates space for informal 
communication and impromptu meetings. Its minimal design fits 
perfectly into the greatest variety of design concepts. The angled 
edge of the table top supports the delicate language of forms. The 
central column made of chrome-plated round steel tube provides 
great freedom of movement.

we_meet 
Design: Justus Kolberg  

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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spring 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger 

comfort for guests.
Fully upholstered solid wood chair.

spring is for the discerning customer – a fully upholstered chair that 
offers a high level of comfort and shows it. The special, breathable 
mesh back, combined with a tensioned strap in the lumbar region, 
makes this chair particularly comfortable. It encourages comfortable, 
upright sitting and is easy on the back. Available with or without 
armrests, stackable or non-stackable.

spring is  
also used in 
sophisticated 
restaurants. 
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Porsche represents 
the most discerning 
demands in terms  
of quality and design. 
This also holds true 
for “Christophorus”, 
the gourmet restau-
rant housed in the 
Porsche Museum. 
Appropriately clad in 
red Porsche leather, 
spring blends in 
perfectly here.
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lounge

Well-Being at First sight 

Foyer, lounge, lobby – different names for a place where guests and visitors  
will get their first impression of the hospitality and self-image of the respective 
corporate culture. This is the place to wait for each other, to meet and talk with 
each other, or to withdraw for a short while. Our lounge models offer a variety 
of possibilities for designing this space with a discerning and at the same time 
individual ambience. To set characteristic accents or to create architectural 
landscapes. In any case: to feel good right from the very start. Because it’s the 
first impression that counts.



412 . 413
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banc 
Design : jehs+laub

the perfect kit – universal, but always 
unique.

banc is the lounge system that sets the benchmark. Thanks to  
its modular structure, banc can be positioned completely freely  
in the room, as it can be combined into any number of spatially 
structuring formations. Whether for small or large circles, open  
to all sides or cordoned off for confidential conversations.  
The particularly delicate-looking u-shaped supporting frame is 
available in different widths. The comfortable, fully upholstered 
seat and back elements are available in three different heights.  
This makes banc a perfect kit for every architect and planner. 

Design in a square: 
the square is the 
basis for banc. 
Circular table tops 
and armchairs are  
a perfect contrast  
to this. 
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A selection of many 
different fabrics and 
leather is available as 
cover material. With 
these, banc offers a 
wide range of design 
options.

compelling: the transparent and purist 
language of forms.

Clear design reduced to the essentials – that's banc. The starting 
point for this modular lounge furniture system was the archetypal 
bench, after which the series is named. It is transparent and open, 
comprehensible to anyone. Thanks to its puristic design, banc 
strikes a fine figure in any kind of architecture, giving a special 
touch to every waiting area – whether it's in a modern corporate 
building, in a functional library or in a historic architectural 
setting.
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The separating 
seam lends 
structure to the 
medium-high back, 
creating an 
interesting accent.

ground-breaking and sustainable.

banc is a sound investment into the future. Thanks to its 
modularity, this lounge furniture system can be extended at  
will. Offering new formations time and time again, allowing for 
design adaptations whenever called for. If the space situation,  
the requirements or the interior decoration style changes, banc  
will simply change along with them. Moreover, all elements  
can be replaced individually in case one of them should suffer a 
blemish. This makes banc particularly sustainable as well.



416 . 417



creating differentiated and noise-protected 
zones with banc.

In large public spaces, noise is at the order of the day. That's  
why banc is also available with tall-back elements. This allows for 
creating noise-protected areas or niches for working in quiet –  
by oneself or in small groups. So this lounge furniture system 
offers everything to lend a diversified structure to even large 
surfaces. Adding matching side tables in different formats, you 
can create quite different zones as needed.
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In combination  
with a matching  
side table, 
noise-protected 
niches seating up  
to six are created.  
This allows for 
concentrated 
working.



420 . 421
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A well-rounded 
affair: The mobile 
side furniture  
are perfect 
complements to 
this series. Allowing 
for creating casual 
seating landscapes 
or representative 
suites.

The clear and 
puristic language of 
forms can be found 
in all elements of 
this series. A high 
degree of seating 
comfort is also 
guaranteed.

Varied, but following a clear concept.

A lounge furniture system that leaves nothing to be desired:  
mobile side furniture like tables in different heights and formats, 
upholstered easy chairs with low or high back, upholstered stools 
and bar stools are perfect complements to this series. In addition, 
with their circular format, they create a felicitous contrast to the 
square basic surface of the banc upholstered element. banc is 
maximally flexible and variable. Still, the design concept always 
remains clearly discernible.
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The matching bar 
stools feature full 
upholstery made  
of a shaped foam 
piece with  
spring core inlay – 
providing 
maximum seating 
comfort.

efficient: lots of room in a small space.

In public buildings in particular, there's the need to use the 
available space efficiently. For this, banc offers the perfect solution, 
too. In combination with the tall back elements, the frame can be 
extended to form a standing table. Combined with the bar stools of 
this series, additional seats can be created on a very small space 
indeed. So banc offers everything needed for using surfaces in an 
optimum way, while lending each room a clear and differentiated 
structure.
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BC-100 BC-200 BC-300

BC-T00 BC-H00 BC-H40 BC-H70

BC-H100 BC-H40E BC-H70E BC-H100E

Base frame for  
one upholstered element
Aluminium, width: 70 cm

Base frame for  
two upholstered elements
Aluminium, width: 140 cm

Base frame for  
three upholstered elements 
Aluminium, width: 210 cm

Upholstered element
With medium-high back, 
fully upholstered,  
with lower back  
ornamental seam line,  
back height 70 cm

Upholstered element
Corner element 
with high back,  
fully upholstered,  
with lower back 
ornamental seam line, 
back height 100 cm

Table top 
70 × 70 cm,  
HPL surface

Upholstered element
With high back,  
fully upholstered,  
with lower back 
ornamental seam line, 
back height 100 cm

Upholstered element
Without back,  
fully upholstered,  
seat 70 × 70 cm

Upholstered element
Corner element  
with low back,  
fully upholstered,  
back height 40 cm

Upholstered element
With low back, 
fully upholstered,  
back height 40 cm

Upholstered element
Corner element with 
medium-high back, 
fully upholstered,  
with lower back  
ornamental seam line,  
back height 70 cm
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BC-020 BC-060

BC-040 BC-010

BC-080 BC-081

BC-071 BC-082

High-back upholstered easy chair
Fully upholstered,  
made of a PUR shaped foam  
element with inlaid spring core,  
seating height 45 cm, 
powder-coated flat bar  
steel swivel frame

Low-back upholstered easy chair 
Fully upholstered,  
made of a PUR shaped foam  
element with inlaid spring core,  
seating height 45 cm,  
powder-coated flat bar steel  
swivel frame

Upholstered stool
Fully upholstered,  
seating height 45 cm,
powder-coated flat  
bar steel

Bar stool
Fully upholstered seat,  
made of a PUR shaped foam  
element with inlaid spring core,  
seating height 78 cm,  
not height-adjustable,  
circular tube standing column,  
powder-coated flat bar steel frame, 
function without automatic  
return mechanism

Side table
T-frame with bracket, 
made of powder-coated  
flat bar steel, table height 70 cm,  
table top format 130 × 65 cm, 
110× 80 cm, 160× 80cm “soft rectangle”, 
MDF, both sides HPL finish

Side table
Cross-shaped foot frame,  
made of powder-coated  
flat bar steel, table height 70 cm,  
table top format 65 × 65 cm  
“soft square” or table top format round 
diameter 70 cm,  
MDF, both sides HPL finisch

Coffee and side table
Cross-shaped foot frame,  
made of powder-coated  
flat bar steel, table height 50 cm,  
table top format round,  
diameter 70 cm, MDF,  
both sides HPL finish

Side table 
Cross-shaped foot frame,  
made of powder-coated  
flat bar steel, table height 70 cm,  
table top format round,  
diameter 54 cm, MDF,  
both sides HPL finish



banc, hoc . Library Albert-Ludwig-Universität Freiburg, DE . Architect: Heinrich Degelo, Degelo Architekten, Basel, CH
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design to Meet the Most discerning demands.  
collar – self-confidence and style.

It is the exceptional visible frame which makes collar so special and 
which lends any room a very distinctive atmosphere. In a sophisti- 
cated interplay of finest leathers or fabrics, frames made of premium 
solid wood like oak or walnut endow their environment with a warm 
and natural feeling. In contrast, metal frames with glossy chrome  
look speak quite a different, avant-garde language. But regardless of 
the respective combination – thanks to the clear shape, this exclusive 
programme of upholstered furniture for waiting areas will take its 
place anywhere, unobtrusive yet with pronounced self-confidence.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

collar 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger
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Both matching coffee 
tables are available in 
two heights and two 
table top dimensions, 
with oak or steel frame. 
It is the perfect 
complement of this 
programme of 
upholstered furniture 
for waiting areas.
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The high level of seating comfort makes collar a generous haven  
of tranquillity in any edifice. And the series’ harmonious Chester-
field-style formal language distinctively underscores this claim, with  
its great combination of cubic base form and soft curvatures. The 
upholstery seams are cleverly hidden behind the visible frames –  
as an invisible sign of highest perfection.

Like a fitting, the 
distinctive visible 
frames take up  
the cubic shape,  
at the same time 
accentuating it.
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please also refer to 
the respective brochurecrona lounge 

Design: Archirivolto

nicer waiting. 

crona lounge with a seating height of 43 cm is the perfect  
choice for lounge areas. Together with the matching side tables, 
every waiting area can be designed with a welcome flair.  
Thanks to the fully upholstered shell with integrated armrests,  
easy chair and sofa always seem to be all of a piece. One likes  
to relax in the comfortable lounge shell with its additional seat 
cushion. The horizontal separating seam gives the upholstery  
a fine structure, setting an interesting accent. The frame version 
featuring a central foot and four extensions without casters  
even offers a swivel seat.
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Modern series with lots of charm.

crona lounge is also available with a wooden frame made of 
sturdy laminated beech or oak wood. For designing individual 
ensembles, the matching side tables are recommendable – also 
made of sturdy shaped wood. With its fine proportions and 
harmonious colour variations, crona lounge fills any room with 
a positive and inviting atmosphere.



Clever combination: 
premium leather  
and a colourful fabric 
from the House 
Collection. The low 
wooden frame 
perfectly comple-
ments the overall 
impression.
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wellano 
Design: Roland Schmidt design

the modern re-interpretation of the classic 
wingback chair. clear design, yet cosy.

wellano is the perfect armchair to spend relaxed and leisurely 
hours. With its wide and high back, this wingback chair conveys 
cosiness, offering ideal support for shoulders and neck. This 
armchair made of moulded foam is convincing thanks to its soft 
and cosy touch and its modern and clear-cut formal language. The 
feet made of solid beech wood may be stained in different tones.  
As two options, the seat upholstery can be taken out, and the cover 
can be removed. Matching this wingback chair, there is also a 
practical foot stool as well as an armchair.
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This upholstered armchair is the ideal companion for wingback 
chair and ottoman. It continues the soft yet clear formal language 
of this series while being much less expansive because of its 
reduced height. Whether alone or in pairs – the armchair unfolds 
its effect even in small spaces. In combination, wellano makes 
lounge corners cosy and provides a high level of seating comfort 
inviting to linger.
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hoc 
Design: jehs+laub

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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solitaire or modular seating landscape.

Whether all pure or with a coloured fabric or leather seat liner, 
whether as a solitaire or combined to form seating landscapes –  
the hoc lounge stool offers many creative options. It presents itself 
with an extraordinary yet clear language of forms, and lends itself 
to deployment in various areas. Thanks to its many combination 
options, it is an attractive eye-catcher everywhere: in the cafeteria 
and the bistro as in reception and waiting areas. This is a logical 
and consistent expansion of the hoc family.

With their clear 
hexagonal shape,  
these seating ele- 
ments are practically 
predestined for 
realising attractive 
individual solutions – 
conveniently seating 
up to three people.



winner 2013

plot 
Design: osko+deichmann

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Watch the product video now on  
www.brunner-group.com



Even with only one 
colour per unit, plot 
is very impressive – 
here it is covered with 
the high-quality 
fabric Kvadrat Divina. 
Thanks to the many 
different modules, 
the result still offers 
lots of variation.

sitting as you like it – with the modular  
loungescape for contract settings.

Working, relaxing, communicating. Everybody has a different way of 
using their waiting time. The modular loungescape plot offers the 
perfect seating furniture for each of these purposes. It allows perfect 
freedom while sporting inspiring design and high-quality materials. 
Variable seating surfaces on three levels and a square base module 
provide a perfectly new interpretation of armrest and back functionali-
ty. All elements may be flexibly combined, creating boundless design 
possibilities. Numerous exciting colour combinations turn plot into an 
eye-catcher for any lobby.
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PL410 PL420 PL510 PL520 PL600

PL100 PL200 PL300

surprisingly versatile: plot is always  
different and always unique. 

Whether it’s for communicating, for working or simply for relaxing 
– plot can be used in many ways. With a square base module and 
variable seating surfaces on three different levels, a great variety of 
seating landscapes can be created. plot has been conceived so that 
the three upholstered levels can be used as back rest, table, bench  
or seat, respectively. The unconventional design moreover creates 
an open atmosphere inspiring creativity. 

Side table Plant basket Basket

Accessories

Basic modules

plot desk: 
a swivel table mounted  
to the base element  
serves as a surface  
to put down a coffee  
mug, notebook or  
magazine. 



With the optional accessories, plot becomes even more versatile:  
an armrest can very easily be replaced by the practical plant 
basket or a very useful wire basket for personal items. Thanks to 
the electrification box, modern electronic companions like tablet, 
smartphone or mp3 player will never be without power. That way, 
waiting time can be put to good use: for working, communica- 
ting or just passing the time.

plot basket:  
the powder 
coated steel  
wire basket can 
replace an arm- 
rest and provide 
additional space 
to store personal 
items.

plot plant:  
with the optional 
plant basket, the 
loungescape turns 
into a green oasis.

plot electrification box: 
equipped with two 
power sockets and two 
USB connections like in 
this example, it delivers 
power for tablets and 
more. The box is easy to 
mount or to replace and 
is available with two 
different lengths of 
cable.



plot offers seven different colour sets, making this loungescape  
fit any design or colour concept – from the airport VIP lounge  
to the hotel lobby. In addition, plot is also offered in two mono- 
chrome colour combination. Seat and side surfaces can also  
be covered with selected fabrics from the House Collection, e.g.  
with the highquality fabric Kvadrat Divina.



All variants of the 
Brunner plot 
colour schemes 
are perfectly 
matched to each 
other. Here, ocean 
was combined 
with leaves.
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spontaneous inspiration. 
plot – making mobile.

Now there’s movement in the plot loungescape system. Comfortable 
stools complement the seating arrangement or place free colourful 
accents across the room. Lightweight and compact as they are, they 
can be grouped wherever people come together in order to talk and 
work with each other. Quickly added are functional tables on special 
glides, creating practical room for placing items.

Notebooks, magazines or a cup of coffee – everything finds its place 
on the varnished MDF table tops with their rounded edges matching 
plot. The tablet table even offers two levels, accommodating tablets 
at the correct reading angle. Grey steel base plates with anti-scratch 
coating assure a secure stand for the new tables. Thanks to glides,  
the tables can easily be moved across the room to wherever they 
are needed.

The holding 
mechanism of the 
tablet table always 
ensures an ideal 
reading angle for 
tablets and ebooks 
– even from furni- 
ture of normal seat 
height.

Typically plot:  
oblique braces  
form the horizontal 
elements of this 
mobile side table.

The mobile plot stool: 
lightweight, compact, 
and featuring a 
practical carrying 
handle





plot . Kloster Heidberg, Eupen DE . Architect: Altiplan Architects, Brüssel, BE
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fina lounge 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

slim and cushy –  
the easy chair for relaxed waiting.

For the lounge area, too, there is now a slim alternative: fina lounge,  
an easy chair sporting the typically light fina design – surprising with 
extraordinary seating comfort. The fully upholstered shell is wider 
than usual, yet comes across as slim, harmonising excellently with the 
conference chairs of the finasoft series. In order to provide even more 
comfort, the easy chair can optionally be equipped with a retraction 
mechanism. Matching side tables are available, also with an aluminium  
base and round table tops in different versions.

fina lounge  
is optionally 
available with 
completely 
upholstered 
armrests.

Great design 
variety via  
the House 
Collection. 

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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relaxing in complete comfort. 
fina lounge – the high-back version.

When sitting in this slender, comfortable high-back armchair,  
one may well put up with waiting awhile longer. For its high-back 
supports a relaxed sedentary position, and thanks to the foam- 
covered plywood shell, the shell moves ergonomically along even 
without any additional mechanism. This chair is thus an ideal 
solution for taking creative breaks, holding short meetings, or for 
waiting areas and lounge areas of social institutions. It can be 
perfectly combined with other fina lounge variants and allows for 
many individual configurations. Cases in point: for the covers,  
there’s a choice of leather or fabric. An optional cushion upholstery 
still adds to the seating comfort. The armrests are available in two 
versions – as closed, fully upholstered armrest and as an open 
armrest made of die-cast aluminium. Upon request, an automatic 
swivel return mechanism can be integrated. And a matching  
stool serves as a foot rest or as a complementary piece of seating  
furniture in its own right.





fina lounge . DJH Duisburg, DE . Architect: Architekten Allhoch & Hütte GmbH, Cologne, DE
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milanolounge
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

pure design for relaxation.
the comfortable expansion of the 
milano family.

milanolounge is an invitation to take time out and relax – and  
it won’t accept any compromises. Incredibly comfortable,  
the seat with its raised sides is tangibly padded. Its comfortable 
design gives you creative leeway and offers plenty of seating  
space. Available as armchair, two-seater or stool.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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grato 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

comfortable and full of combinations:
flexible waiting furniture programme offering 
many possibilities.

grato opens up new perspectives: this waiting furniture programme 
consists of different individual elements which can be combined 
freely with corner elements – depending on which room situation 
is desired. The modules can be universally deployed and can  
be adapted to the respective spatial situation, in many different 
variations, providing many comfortable seats.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure





One of innumerab-
le combinations –  
shown here in 
leather finish: easy 
chair, 3-seater 
bench with arm- 
rest, plus matching 
side table.

The individual elements also work great as soloists – e.g. in a classic 
reception environment. For this, there are two frame variants:  
the bracket frame of the soloists leads up to the backrest and features  
an invisible back attachment, the sled-base frame for configu- 
rations also serves as a linking element between two individual 
elements each.





The quilting technique for the upholstery and the reduced design 
underscore the classic look-and-feel of grato. And thanks to its  
delicate frame, the body nearly seems to float: the modules come 
across as pleasantly lightweight – even as a combination of several 
elements. This impression is reinforced by the seat inclination 
towards the backrest. This also provides additional comfort, just  
like the multi-zone spring frame support.
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High class finish: 
chrome-plated frame, 
choice of fabric or 
leather for the seat 
upholstery – optio- 
nally with armrests, 
with material and 
colour matching the 
upholstery.



Straight segments and rounded corners – the different elements can  
be combined to form long, free configurations for perfectly structu-
ring rooms. Thanks to the combination with the corner elements, 
nearly unlimited positions can be formed. Also available to comple-
ment this series: side and laptop tables in different versions.
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Combinable individual elements and exemplary configurations.

The programme 
offers different 
individual elements: 
stool, bench, easy 
chair, two- or 
three-seater, 
optionally with or 
without armrests.
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havana 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

a discerning classic. 
the sophisticated upholstery range. 

The first impression is a company’s business card. In this context, 
havana impresses thanks to its consistent, clear lines, its classic 
design and its high quality leather finish. The products of this 
armchair series are not only representative and thus ideally suited 
for foyers and lounges, they also offer a high degree of seating 
comfort. Available as armchair, stool or two-seater sofa.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

In the reception area 
of Oculus Optikgeräte 
GmbH in Wetzlar (DE), 
representative 
havana leather arm- 
chairs turn waiting 
time into pleasant 
time for relaxation.
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care

Knowing what helps 

It’s all about making life easier for people in clinics and health care institutions, 
people in need of care just like care givers. By providing furniture living up to 
and even exceeding the most discerning demands in terms of comfort, hygiene 
and functionality. Our care programme offers a large number of sophisticated 
models, convincing down to the last detail – for instance featuring ergonomic, 
supportive upholstery or easy-to-clean covers for improved hygiene. And quite 
apart from all those functional aspects, we provide another factor so important 
for well-being – the appealing design of our furniture.
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sonato 
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

the elegant combination of comfort and 
functionality.

A high level of seating comfort, a reduced formal language and 
easy handling. Those are characteristics of the sonato series. It 
deftly combines formally strict design elements with soft curves. 
Moreover, sonato is built in such a way that no bolt connections 
are visible. This lends the series an elegant, cosy look and feel. 
Shapely central-column and 4-legged tables in different sizes and 
finishes always combine to form a perfect unity with the chairs. 
The four-legged tables even accommodate wheelchairs. At the 
same time, sonato is particularly hygienic: the seat covers are 
optionally detachable and easy to clean. This makes sonato 
particularly well-suited for deployment in the care and health 
sector. The optional back brackets protect the upholstery against 
stains. A cosy armchair and a fully upholstered bench comple-
ment the series.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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Optionally, the seat can 
be detached, so that 
the seat liner can be 
taken off easily and 
laundered.

sophisticated details.

The sturdy construction of the sonato series conveys a feeling of 
safety and security. This is particularly important for people 
with health restrictions. The optional armrest brackets are made 
of one piece and ergonomically shaped – creating a soft design 
with a pleasant touch. The knob armrests offer extra grip and 
support, facilitating sitting down and getting up again. Thanks 
to grip cut-outs, the chair is also easy to move. The back bracket 
protects the cover from stains. The ergonomically shaped seat 
provides a high level of comfort. sonato is also available as a 
particularly comfortable high-back chair, giving extra support 
to the shoulder area.





Functional and comfortable – 
providing better quality of life.

The sonato series is complemented by a lounge-like easy chair  
that is also available as a cozy bench. Comfortable seat and back 
upholstery and the upholstered armrests create a particularly 
homelike atmosphere. Together with the matching center-column 
tables, perfectly coordinated rooms are the result, rooms inviting  
to stay and spend the time.



The armrest brackets 
are positioned 
protectively above 
the upholstery and 
are easy to clean. This 
provides optimum  
hygienic conditions 
in the care and 
health sector as well 
as in hotels. 



8522/AB

 
8522/A

8512/A

8530/AB

8530/A

 
8522/B

 
8522

 
8512

8502

Stacking chairs with straight  
armrests
Bonded laminated beech wood frame  
with visible underframe,  
natural or stained finish,  
side elements attached with  
concealed screws,
with upholstered seat,  
or with upholstered seat and back,  
with and without back holder, 
optionally with detachable seat cover

High-back chair with straight 
armrests
Bonded laminated beech wood frame  
with visible underframe,  
natural or stained finish,  
side elements attached with  
concealed screws,
with upholstered seat and back,  
with and without back holder, 
optionally with detachable seat cover

Stacking chairs without armrests
Bonded laminated beech wood frame  
with visible underframe,  
natural or stained finish,  
side elements attached with  
concealed screws,
without upholstery, with upholstered seat, 
or with upholstered seat and back,  
with and without back holder, 
optionally with detachable seat cover



8530/ABK

8530/AK

8522/
ABK

8522/AK

8512/AK
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Stacking chair with pommel armrests
Bonded laminated beech wood frame  
with visible underframe,  
natural or stained finish, side elements 
attached with concealed screws,
with upholstered seat,  
or with upholstered seat and back,  
with and without back holder, 
optionally with detachable seat cover

High-back chair with pommel 
armrests
Bonded laminated beech wood frame  
with visible underframe,  
natural or stained finish,  
side elements attached with  
concealed screws,
with upholstered seat and back,  
with and without back holder, 
optionally with detachable seat cover



 
8542/A

8541/A

 
8546/A

8545/A

Easy chair and bench
(low back height) 
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,  
natural or stained finish,
upholstered side panels,
upholstered seat and back, 
optionally with detachable seat cover

Easy chair and bench
(high back height)
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,  
natural or stained finish,
upholstered side panels,
upholstered seat and back, 
optionally with detachable seat cover



8562/0

8560/0

8560/1

 
8580/1

8580/0

 
8570/0

8571/0 

 
8547

8555/V
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Adjustable armchair
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,  
natural or stained finish,
upholstered side panels,
upholstered seat and back, 
optionally with detachable seat cover

Stool
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,  
natural or stained finish,
upholstered

Central column table
Central-column of  
bonded laminated beech wood, 
natural or stained finish,
round or square baseplate made  
from steel plate,
coated in metallic anthracite,
various table top and edge options

Four-legged table, pillar table
Bonded laminated beech wood frame, 
natural or stained finish,
various table top and edge options



sonato . Servior Cipa Op der Rhum, Luxembourg, LU . Architect: Romain Schmiz und Manuel Schumacher Architectes & Urbanistes, Luxembourg, LU
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window consists  
of only three parts: 
the seat and back 
shells and the  
legs combine to  
form a clever,  
self-supporting  
construction  
without frames.

state-of-the-art technology to meet the 
highest standards.  
care series in moulded wood.

window is especially popular wherever people care for other 
people, since this series is comfortable yet easy to maintain and 
handle. As the name suggests, window features a window in  
the back, making it particularly convenient for moving and lifting  
the chair. This is also the reason for the comfortable bouncing  
of the backrest.

please also refer to 
the respective brochurewindow 

Design: Martin Ballendat 
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The window series shows what’s possible: the seat and back shells 
ensure pure seating comfort, while the grips at the end of the  
armrests facilitate getting up. Optimal hygiene: the seat and back 
covers are easily removable and washable; e.g. the back cover only 
needs to be lifted. And the high degree of functionality of course 
also applies to the tables in the series: whether as a four-legged 
model or with central column, these models offer a lot of legroom 
and can accommodate wheelchairs.

A safe grip:  
the ergonomically 
shaped arm- 
rest facilitates  
easy getting up. 
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High seating comfort 
due to the ergonomic-
ally shaped back and  
the special upholstery 
structure, flexibility 
through the removable 
headrest, a handle for 
easy moving.

With the recliner, window provides for particular relaxation:  
you slide into the most comfortable position of your choice, 
progressively adjustable from a seated to a lying position.  
The movement of the back and leg rests is synchronised and  
is supported by a comfortable gas spring. For an overall good  
feeling: a wooden base and closed armrests.
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Sturdy yet lightweight: like all models in the window series,  
the bench and armchair also boast clear forms – their geometrical 
shapes emphasise aspects of modern, light architecture.

All frame versions 
are made of 100% 
beech wood from 
sustainable forestry.
Consistent and 
ecological.



3422/A

3412/A

3422

3412

3433/A

3432/A

3443/A

3442/A

3441/A

Stacking chairs 
Bonded laminated beech wood  
frame, clear lacquered or stained,
bonded laminated beech wood  
armrests, clear lacquered or stained,
upholstered seat, back without  
upholstery or seat and back upholstery, 
optionally with detachable seat cover

High-back chairs
Bonded laminated beech wood  
frame, clear lacquered or stained,
bonded laminated beech wood  
armrests, open or closed,  
upholstered, clear lacquered or 
stained, seat and back upholstery, 
optionally with detachable seat cover

Armchairs and benches 
Bonded laminated beech wood  
frame, clear lacquered or stained,
bonded laminated beech wood  
armrests, clear lacquered or stained,
open or closed, upholstered,
seat and back upholstery, optionally 
with detachable seat cover



3458/V

3456/V

3481/0

3471/0

3460/0
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Recliner  
Bonded laminated beech wood  
frame, bonded laminated beech wood 
armrests clear lacquered or stained, 
open or closed, upholstered,
fully upholstered seat and backrest

Central-column table 
Solid beech wood frame, wood parts 
naturally lacquered or stained,  
sheet steel base plate coated in 
athracite-metallic

4-legged table, sofa end table
Laminated beech wood frame,
wood parts naturally lacquered or 
stained



window . Rehabilitation centre St. Radegund, AT
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taceo
Design: Martin Ballendat 

Brilliant contrast. 
Die-cast parts  
link upholstery  
and armrest.

Functional, ergonomic, homely.
care series for the discerning.

taceo encourages you to adopt an ergonomic sitting position, 
upright with good support for the back. taceo offers comfort  
in every respect, with outstanding padding for greater comfort.  
At the same time, the curved armrests are easy to grip, making 
getting up and sitting down easier. The tables and chairs of this 
series offer plenty of options, but still create a formal whole.  
A typical feature are the rounded foot profiles. And an integrated 
steel element does away with the need for frames. That makes  
the tables freely accessibly for wheelchair users.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure





For harmonious living spaces: taceo combines contemporary 
design with comfortable homeliness. This is possible thanks to  
the clever use of state-of-the-art materials and processing technolo- 
gies such as the innovative mesh upholstery: breathable, flexible  
and very aesthetic. The high-back chair is also available in two 
upholstery designs and two back heights.
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Contemporary materials make the armchairs extraordinarily 
comfortable as well. The innovative mesh fabric is knitted from  
resilient Trevira CS fibre in one piece. It comfortably and flexibly 
adjusts to the user’s back, is breathable, easy to clean and has  
a sophisticated look. Additional ergonomic support: headrest 
and lumbar support. 

Innovative mesh 
back in light beige, 
chestnut brown, 
anthracite grey.
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Adjusts to any requirement: the reclining chair supports the back –  
in any position. It can be progressively adjusted from a seated  
to a recumbent position. The movement of the back and leg rest  
is synchronised and is supported by a gas spring. Making getting  
up and leaning back effortless.

A handle and 
lockable casters 
guarantee effort- 
less moving and 
safe standing.



Maximum user comfort: Whether as armchair or bench – thanks to 
the outstanding upholstery, even long sitting is a pleasure. And later 
on the open armrests make getting up easier.





8312/A

8312

8322/AN

8322/A

8322

8312/AB

8312/B 8337/AN

8339/AN

8331/AN

8333/AN

Stacking chairs 
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
bonded laminated beech wood  
armrests, clear lacquered or stained,
upholstered seat, removable seat,
back without upholstery

Stacking chairs
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
bonded laminated beech wood  
armrests with clear lacquered or 
stained, or walnut armrests with matt 
varnish, upholstered seat, removable 
seat, back fully upholstered

Stacking chairs  
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
bonded laminated beech wood  
armrests, clear lacquered or stained,
upholstered seat, removable seat,
back with handle cut-out and back 
liner

Easy chair and high-back chairs 
Bonded laminated beech wood frame, 
walnut armrests with matt varnish, 
upholstered seat, removable seat, 
back fully upholstered or with mesh, 
light beige, chestnut brown or 
anthracite grey



8351/A

8341/A

8356/V

8362/AN

8361/AN

8381/1

8371/0

8378/1
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Lounge armchair
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
bonded laminated beech wood  
armrests, clear lacquered or stained,
upholstered seat, removable seat,
back with mesh, light beige,
chestnut brown or anthracite grey

Reclining chair
Round steel tube frame with
four lockable casters,
coated frame, bonded laminated 
beech wood armrests,
clear lacquered or stained,
backrest bracket of coated round  
steel tube, fully upholstered  
seat and backrest

Armchairs and benches
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
clear lacquered or stained,
walnut front armrests, matt varnish  
or beech clear lacquered or stained,  
seat, back and armrests fully 
upholstered

Four-legged table
Central-column table 
Coffee table
Bonded laminated beech wood frame,
clear lacquered or stained, HPL table 
top surface, beech veneer with clear 
lacquered or stained or walnut veneer 
with matt varnish
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torras 
Design: Martin Ballendat

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

conclusive comfort and functionality.

torras is a highly functional reclining easy chair, specifically 
designed for the elderly and people with handicaps. Whether in 
day-care, assisted living, care and nursing facilities or at home –  
wherever quality of life and highest care functionality are in 
demand, torras will be found convincing with its very high level 
of comfort and many helpful features. torras is perfect for sitting 
and reclining, thus providing regeneration and well-being. Its 
universal and homelike design makes torras a multi-functional 
product with a high feel-well factor. What is more, it is easy to 
handle, and thanks to its sophisticated functionality it will make 
daily work easier for caregivers and nursing staff.



torras
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torras’ back is 
conveniently sturdy 
even in an upright 
position. That makes 
for comfortable  
sitting also at 
a dinner table.

All leg endings 
are buffered with 
a plastic ring  
so as not to graze 
along walls or 
door frames.

torras is also  
available with big 
caster wheels  
making it easier to 
cross thresholds. 
The extandable 
foot rest requires 
the big caster 
wheels.

patented innovation:
effortless at the push of a button.

Armrests are comfortable when sitting and lying down. When 
moving the patient from the seat, however, they are a hindrance for 
the nursing staff. That is why torras features a patented innovation:  
the armrests can be lowered at the push of a button, safely and 
conveniently. They then form one level with the upper surface of  
the upholstery, opening the chair to the side. This clearly facilitates 
moving a person in need of care from a wheelchair to torras, and  
vice versa. The operating button is directly located in the visible  
area, within easy reach. An anti-pinching distance between frame  
and armrest prevents hurt or injury. The moving mechanism  
is slowed down, so that the armrest’s downward movement takes  
place in a controlled manner.
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In order to 
facilitate the care,  
a pocket can  
be fastened to the 
side panel and to 
the back bracket –  
so medication  
or important 
documents are 
always at hand.

Convenient and 
comfortable: the 
extendable foot 
rest relieves the 
legs and ensures 
relaxed sitting.

When the armrest is 
in top position, a 
serving board may be 
attached to it. Its 
distance can be 
adjusted individually, 
and it is installed 
without any tools 
with the help of two 
safety fittings.

torras can be 
equipped with two 
different height-
adjustable head-rests. 
Top: the normal neck 
cushion. Below: the 
head-rest with lateral 
supporting 
upholstery.

easy movement when sitting and lying down.

In combination with the large castor wheels, an extendable foot- 
rest can be added underneath the seat. So one can place one’s  
feet there for relaxing while sitting upright. Particularly useful: the 
version featuring side panels with integrated cloth pockets. There, 
medication, glasses or a book can be stowed within easy reach of the 
patient, giving him or her a little more independence while making 
things a bit easier for the nursing staff. 





By means of an 
armature with an 
excentric grip, even an 
infusion support can be 
fastened to the frame 
quickly and securely –  
even later.

In a special version, 
the covers for seat, 
leg support and 
back are detachable 
and washable.  
This makes torras 
particularly 
long-lived.

Optionally, the 
armrest can  
be complemented  
by an extra-wide 
upholstered arm 
support. A groove 
securely holds  
the arm. This is 
particularly well- 
suited for stroke 
patients.

A sturdy pushing  
handle makes it  
easier for the nursing 
staff to move the 
reclining easy chair.  
This handle can also  
be easily reached  
when the back is 
completely reclined  
in the lying position.  
For the upholstery
version with deta- 
chable fabric, the grip 
may be taken off  
without any tools.



8000/V
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Reclining easy chair with casters
Laminated beech plywood frame,
seat and back completely upholstered  
all around, adjusting easy chair with 
continuous setting and integrated leg 
support, armrest can be lowered,
wooden parts with natural lacquer or 
stained finish, adjustable caster wheel

The back can  
be adjusted  
continuously:  
from an upright 
sitting position all  
the way down  
to the lying posture. 
The changing seat 
angle optimizes 
seating comfort.

The leg support  
not only folds  
up but also extends  
to the front,  
so that even the  
feet can be fully  
supported.

particularly hygienic.

The health and care sector has very high demands when it comes 
to hygiene. That’s why torras is available in a special edition  
with detachable and washable covers. Depending on the model, 
selected fabrics are available. As a standard, all the fabrics from 
the Brunner house collection may be chosen. Thanks to the 
comprehensive colour choices, a pleasant and cozy atmosphere  
can be created, which increases the feeling of well-being. 

separate functions, synchronous operation.

Thanks to the fact that back and leg support can be adjusted  
separately, torras can be brought into any desired seating and lying 
position. For example, even in an upright sitting position, the legs  
can be conveniently put up – in any knee bending angle between 90° 
and 0°. A completely horizontal lying posture can also be attained. 
Particularly useful: the push buttons located underneath the right  
and left armrests for activating back and leg support, respectively,  
can be used simultaneously. So the optimum position can be found 
quickly and easily and can be varied conveniently at any time.



window, torras . Servior Cipa Op der Rhum, Luxembourg, LU . Architect: Romain Schmiz and Manuel Schumacher Architectes & Urbanistes, Luxembourg, LU
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buena nova
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

buena nova with 
straight armrests and 
optionally with an 
upholstered frame for 
even more comfort.

elegant functionality.
solid wood furniture for living areas and  
cafeterias.

buena nova: simple forms, sophisticated seating. An elegant  
series fit for daily use, with a strict and classic design. Instead it is 
extremely comfortable – with countless possible uses in social 
service scenarios. Outstanding workmanship, appealing materials 
and a linear design – this solid wooden furniture is comfortable 
and durable.

please also refer to 
the respective brochure
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Better grip: the 
formally distinct  
grip – makes  
getting up easier.

buena nova boasts many functional details that make life easier:  
the high armrests with grips provide good support for standing 
up, as does the elevated seating position. The tables can accommo- 
date wheelchairs – and are a natural match for the design line with 
their reduced design.

A good framework: 
the handle simplifies 
the use of the chair 
and makes the covers 
more hygienic.





316

306

326/ABK

326/AB

326/B

336/ABK

336/AB

336/B

Stacking chairs  
Beech solid wood,
clear lacquered or stained,
without upholstery, 
with seat cushion or
optionally with upholstered frame, 
backrest without upholstery, 
invisibly fixed 

Stacking chairs 
Beech solid wood,
clear lacquered or stained,
straight armrests or 
armrests with grips,
with seat cushion or
optionally with upholstered frame, 
upholstered backrest,
with backrest bracket,
invisibly fixed 

High-back chair
Beech solid wood,
clear lacquered or stained,
straight armrests or 
armrests with grips,
with seat cushion or
optionally with upholstered frame, 
upholstered backrest,  
backrest bracket, invisibly fixed

All chairs in the buena nova series can 
be stacked up to five chairs high.



340/AB

340/ABK

341/A 373/0

371/0
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High-back chair 
Beech solid wood,
clear lacquered or stained,
straight armrests or 
armrests with grips,
with seat cushion or
optionally with upholstered frame, 
extra tall upholstered backrest,
backrest bracket,  
backrest invisibly fixed

Four-legged table
Beech solid wood, one side tapered, 
dovetailed butt-joined frame  
(model 373/0),
embedded support plates  
underneath (model 371/0),
table top surface melamine, HPL or 
beech veneer clear lacquered or 
stained

Armchair
Solid beech wood feet,  
clear lacquered or stained,  
upholstered
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products

Technological 
compeTence

No QuestioN remaiNs uNaNswered

Driven by the desire to surpass the demands of our customers,  
and characterised by a deep understanding of furniture, materials and  
production processes, we continually strive to perfect our performance.  
What is more, we possess a number of very special, practical competencies 
and experiences making us an even more versatile contact and partner.  
Cases in point: fire protection, hygiene, or innovation in terms of ground-
breaking new technologies.



everything in sequence. 
numera – it’s time for a new generation.

Now, electronic seat numbering is getting even easier – thanks to 
numera, the consistent development of our tried and tested ESN 
system. The digital display doesn’t need any power supply. It is 
convincing thanks to its easy readability, since it is based on state- 
of-the-art E-Paper technology. It is absolutely maintenance-free  
and protected against damage by robust polycarbonate glass.  
The display is configured by simply transmitting the seat numbers 
via the handheld device, which in turn can be intuitively operated. 
All chairs can be numbered. By dispensing with error-prone 
technologies like radio, inductive or infrared transmission, trans-
mitting the data to the display is done within only a few seconds 
and without any problems.

numera 



528 . 529

The handheld device 
control gets its power 
from the charging 
device (included) or 
by a computer USB 
socket.

Technological competence . numera
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ESN 

comfortable, economical, straightforward: 
the electronic seat numbering system.

This system is absolutely straightforward and requires no previous 
knowledge for its operation: with just one single push of a button 
on a remote control, whole rows of chairs can be numbered – with 
automatically increasing or decreasing numbers. This is not only 
convenient, but also extremely economical, as it only takes 10 per- 
cent of the time usually required.
The module with display is comfortably integrated into the seat 
and displays the seat number in a clearly legible size, optionally  
lit as well. ESN is particularly safe: the signals are transmitted 
through the whole row of chairs using infrared technology, there 
are no cables or contacts, and therefore no elements prone to 
malfunction. Any chair can be used to start the row.

Optional:  
the row number 
display. It is 
simply attached 
and removed 
again using 
special tools.

The ESN display is 
clearly visible, com- 
fortably integrated in 
the seat and not 
requiring electricity 
to operate the display.

 traditional method*:  
 1 chair: 20 seconds ** 
 1,200 chairs = 6.5 hours  
 
 with Brunner ESN: 
 1 push of a button: 1 second 
 1,200 chairs = 0.5 hours*** 
 
 
*  Seat reference as magnetic
 numbers and attachable  
 row numbers
**  For attaching and removing  
 the magnetic numbers
***  Including attaching and  
 removing the electronic  
 seat numbering systemg

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Watch the product video now on  
www.brunner-group.com

Technological competence . ESN
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At the congress 
centre “The Wormser”,  
the electronic seat 
numbering system 
ESN assures fast and 
smooth processes – 
before and during the 
event.





If a 100 kg  
load is placed on 
a chair,
that means  
25 kg of weight
per leg.
If the chair is 
tilted, this may 
increase to up  
to 50 kg of 
pressure on each 
leg.
Damage to the 
floor can be 
prevented with 
the correct 
gliders.
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For any floor and any situation:
glider versions and functions.

Chairs are for sitting – yet constantly in motion. They are pushed, 
stacked and turned, tilted and positioned, they slide, roll and 
glide across the floor. And they should do all of this as safely as 
possible, quietly and without damaging the chair or floor. To make 
this possible in the long term, the furniture needs suitable gliders 
or casters. The right choice depends on various factors including 
not only the design and condition of the ground, but also on funct-
ional requirements, such as tilt protection or integrated row linking 
system. Our team will be happy to advise you on the right choice 
of gliders – perfectly suited to the respective room requirements 
and floor quality.

Gliders and casters

Gliders with special glide surfaces  
 –  POM, PTFE, Teflon or anti-slip 

glide surface

Special feature gliders 
–  Jointed glider 
–  Shell glider
–  Adjustable glider
–  Noise dampening glider
–  Glider with stacking protection
–   Glider with tipping and stacking 

protection
–  Glider with row linking devices

Swivel-chair casters
on the drive model.

Gliders with integrated stacking 
protection
for safe, precise stacking.  
Here in plastic on the first line model.

Gliders with integrated row linking 
system for large spaces  
Easy linking and disconnecting of the 
row linking system integrated in  
the gliders. Here on the linos model with 
metal sled base.

Sound-absorbing gliders
For the first time, undesirable vibrations 
can be absorbed completely – by 
means of an elastic vibration damper 
that is put over the glide insert and 
pushed into the tube.

Table gliders fina conference
Chrome-plated adjustable gliders with 
plastic slip surface, height-adjustable  
by 10 mm.

Technological competence . Gliders and casters



 
1003/RN

 
1003/ST state 1003 

1003/T trust

1003FF fina flex 1007FF fina flex 1003PI pivot

Storage systems Flexible, space-saving, secure. 
storage systems for tables and chairs.

In addition to the table trolley for universal use, there are individual 
versions for special requirements: among others, for large round 
tables, e.g. in the hotel industry. Or for modular conference table 
systems – for the careful storage of table tops and legs. Or a table 
trolley, in particular for the fina flex series – it can be used to trans-
port and store table tops of up to 180 cm in length. The chair 
trolleys for universal use are suitable for all chairs, even for canti-
lever chairs. There is also a trolley for all 4-legged chairs. Individual 
solutions for horizontal storage, taller stacking heights or 
simultaneous storage are available, depending on the model. 
Please refer to the price list for stacking quantities/heights and 
model availability.



 
1008FX2 fox

 
1005

 
1008L1 linos
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Fire protection 

Your safety is our standard: 
materials and functions for events.

Preventive fire protection is comprised of more than just avoid- 
ing fires: it also minimises the potential dangers of all objects  
within a building. We systematically implement this focus on safety 
throughout our product range. For example, by using tested and 
certified flame-retardant materials. And covers that already meet  
the highest fire prevention requirements in their standard version. 
If required, we can achieve even better fire protection and pro- 
vide incombustible furniture according to DIN 4102-A1.Through 
design and function, furniture for use at events can also increase 
safety according to the current venue regulations and beyond.  
We offer tailor-made and flexible solutions – for any type of room 
and risk.

Paper cushion test 
with non-flammable 
fire protection fabrics. 
The upholstery 
compound ULTRA 
used by us com- 
pletely extinguishes 
the fire after 
approximately  
5 minutes.

A maximum of  
safety. The upholstery 
compound ULTRA 
with flame-retardant 
cover fabric and 
non-flammable fire 
protection
fabrics.

Top safety as 
standard:  
the upholstery 
compounds 
STANDARD 
(P-c according to 
DIN 66084) or 
STANDARD Plus  
(P-b according to 
DIN 66084).

Facilities and functions provide 
additional safety in the event 

sector: For example, the 
panic-safe row connection that 

prevents the tumbling down  
of single chairs which may 

become dangerous barriers in 
case of fire.

Technological competence . Fire protection





Design and finish: 
with these and 
many more  
aspects we see  
to it that the staff 
can fulfill the 
hygienic require- 
ments better  
and more easily.
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a clean solution:
hygiene is a top priority in care homes and 
hospitals.

In social institutions such as hospitals and nursing homes, hygiene  
is of key importance: it is where a large number of people live 
together and where many carers work hand in hand, resulting in a 
particularly high risk of infection. This is further aggravated by 
other factors such as incontinence among patients in need of care, 
frequent patient changes and increasingly multi-resistent germs.
Therefore, strict rules apply – in hospitals, for example, daily 
cleaning, or rather wiping disinfection of furniture. That means high 
requirements on the product: the surfaces need to be disinfectant-
resistant, the covers need to be easy to remove and washable  
or wipable in a way that maintains their disinfectant-resistance. 
For this purpose, we use special cover materials with a water-
resistant membrane, such as the malaga or the Spectrum CARE 
collection. But an appropriate design and a high-quality finish 
also contribute to hygiene: fully closed surfaces, for example, repel 
liquids, viruses and bacteria.

Hygiene Tables with  
HPL surfaces are 
particularly robust 
and easy to clean. 
Real wood look 
also available.

Seat and back covers 
can easily be removed 
and cleaned. 
Advantage: the chair 
remains fully 
operational in the 
meantime. A special 
water-resistant layer 
prevents water  
from entering the 
upholstery.

Disinfectant-
resistant surfaces 
with HPL coating, 
PUR or wood 
sealed with water 
varnish.

The frameless 
construction  
has fewer surfaces  
to gather  
dusts, facilitating 
cleaning.

Technological competence . Hygiene





The Brunner Group –
on-SiTe AcroSS europe.

addresses

The 
brunner group

IN eUrOPe ON sITe 



Germany
Brunner GmbH
Im salmenkopf 10  
77866 rheinau
P. +49 78 44. 40 20
F. +49 78 44. 40 28 00
info@brunner-group.com
www.brunner-group.com

united Kingdom
Brunner UK Limited
62-68 rosebery avenue
London . eC1r 4rr . UK
P. +44 20. 73 09 64 00
F. +44 20. 73 09 64 01
sales@brunner-uk.com
www.brunner-group.com

customer orientation without borders. 
Within the european Union, we attach great value to the things we 
have in common. Yet, europe remains a region characterised by 
cultural diversity and national idiosyncrasies. To know and to under-
stand these form the basis to be able to offer our customers indivi-
dually tailored solutions wherever they live. We assure the necessary 
proximity by maintaining a closely-knit distribution network with 
international representations in the United Kingdom, France and 
switzerland, as well as with 18 showrooms in seven european 
countries.

DiSTriBuTion compAnieS compAny heADquArTerS
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Switzerland
sedorama aG
Gewerbestrasse 10
3322 schönbühl 
P. +41 31. 9 32 22 32
F. +41 31. 9 32 22 64
info@sedorama.ch
www.sedorama.ch

France
Brunner
Zone artisanale
16, rue du ried
67720 Weyersheim
P. +33 38 8. 68 13 14
F. +33 38 8. 68 10 56
france@brunner-group.com
www.brunner-group.com



ShowroomS

Showroom Berlin, DE Showroom London, UK

GermAny 
 
Berlin 
Brunner GmbH
schuckert-Höfe, Haus a
am Treptower Park 28-30
12435 Berlin 
berlin@brunner-group.com
P. +49 30 54 33 530
F. +49 30 54 78 21 60 
 
Frankfurt/m. 
Brunner GmbH
Vilbeler Landstraße 45
60388 Frankfurt/M.
frankfurt@brunner-group.com
P. +49 61 09 72 550
F. +49 61 09 72 5555
 
Solingen
Brunner GmbH
Cronenberger straße 147c
42651 solingen
solingen@brunner-group.com
P. +49 21 23 80 80 10
F. +49 21 23 80 80 07
 

 
 
hannover 
Brunner GmbH
Pelikanplatz 25
30177 Hannover
hannover@brunner-group.com
P. +49 511 61 51 218
F. +49 511 61 51 315
 
rheinau-Freistett
Brunner GmbH
Im salmenkopf 10
77866 rheinau-Freistett
info@brunner-group.com
P. +49 78 44 40 20
F. +49 78 44 40 280
 
munich
Brunner GmbH
Kastenbauerstraße 2
81677 Munich
muenchen@brunner-group.com
P. +49 89 45 67 06 69
F. +49 89 46 26 14 42
 
Großbettlingen-Stuttgart 
Brunner GmbH
Gartenstraße 33 
72663 Großbettlingen
esa@brunner-group.com
P. +49 7022 21 39 00
F. +49 7022 21 39 09

FrAnce  
 
weyersheim 
Brunner
Zone artisanale
16, rue du ried
67720 Weyersheim 
france@brunner-group.com
P. +33 38 8. 68 13 14
F. +33 38 8. 68 10 56
 
paris 
Brunner
182, rue La Fayette
75010 Paris
france@brunner-group.com
P. +33 14 03 78 687
F. +33 14 03 78 181 
 
Lyon
Brunner
116, rue Cuvier
69006 Lyon
france@brunner-group.com
P. +33 4 78 84 38 88
F. +33 4 78 84 55 01

nantes
Brunner
rue du Moulin de la rousselière
44800 saint Herblain
P. +33 6 32 99 26 74
sur r.V. 

uniTeD KinGDom 
 
London 
Brunner UK Limited
62-68 rosebery avenue
London . eC1r 4rr . UK
sales@brunner-uk.com
P. +44 20. 73 09 64 00
F. +44 20. 73 09 64 01
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Showroom Munich, DE Showroom Schönbühl, CH

SwiTzerLAnD 
 
Schönbühl 
sedorama aG
Gewerbestrasse 10
3322 schönbühl 
info@sedorama.ch
P. +41 31. 9 32 22 32
F. +41 31. 9 32 22 64
www.sedorama.ch
 
winterthur
sedorama aG
rudolf diesel-strasse 5
8404 Winterthur
info@sedorama.ch
P. +41 52 243 38 00
F. +41 52 243 38 01
 
Bussigny
sedorama aG
rue de l'Industrie 58
1030 Bussigny
P. +41 21 702 20 00
F. +41 21 702 20 05

The neTherLAnDS  
 
Goirle  
Brunner Projektmeubelen
Postbus 31
5050 aa Goirle 
info@brunner.nl
P. +31 135 34 91 67
F. +31 135 34 01 65
www.brunner.nl 

AuSTriA  
 
Köstendorf  
selmer GmbH
Brunner General Importer
Wenger straße 3
5203 Köstendorf
info@selmer.at
P. +43 621 62 02 10
F. +43 621 62 02 10 60
www.selmer.at 
 
Vienna 
selmer GmbH
Brunner General Importer
subsidiary Vienna –  
in der Heumühle
Heumühlgasse 9 / 69
1040 Vienna
heumuehle@selmer.at
P. +43 15 85 15 25
F. +43 15 85 15 25 60
heumuehle@selmer.at 
 
 
 

DenmArK 
 
copenhAGen  
Contract+ aps.
sankt Jorgens Gaard
sankt Jorgens allé 5C
1615 Copenhagen V
info@contractplus.dk
P. +45 24 23 24 72
F. +45 63 90 00 67
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please note

Please consult the current price list for details, prices and terms  
of business. Technical modifications, errors and colour variations 
reserved. Some models are depicted as special editions that are 
subject to an extra charge. 

Wood is a natural product. For our furniture series we use only 
high-quality wood from sustainable forest management.  
Despite carefully selecting the wood, colour variations may occur. 
Differences in colour and structure are not a valid return reason 
but an expression of the individual character of wooden furniture. 
For the real wood table tops of beech veneer tables, so-called sliced 
veneers are used that are generally of a different colour than solid 
wood, which is used for the table legs. We therefore recommend 
stained table tops, edges and legs.



Imprint

Product design:
Archirivolto Design
Brunner Werksdesign
E. Hansen, G. Reichert
Francesco Zaccone 
jehs+laub
Justus Kolberg 
LSS designer
Martin Ballendat 
osko+deichmann
Prof. Dr. O.M. Ungers
Prof. Thomas M. Fürst 
Roland Schmidt Design
Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

Photography:
Architekturfotografie Klemens Ortmeyer, Gütersloh, DE 
BIM GmbH / Eckel, Berkin, DE 
Axel Bleyer, Ohlsbach, DE 
Beat Brechbühl, Luzern, CH
bildhübsche fotografie . Andreas Körner, Stuttgart, DE 
bild_raum Stephan Baumann, Karlsruhe, DE 
Gotthart A. Eichhorn, Geiselbach, DE 
Werner Huthmacher, Berlin, DE 
Uli Niedersteiner, Altenmarkt, DE
Christian Nielinger, Essen, DE
Christian Schaulin, Hamburg, DE  
Elke Röbken Fotografie, Darmstadt, DE 
Gerd Ulherr, Würzburg, DE 
Georges De Kinder, Brüssel, BE 
Walter Luttenberger, Gratkorn, AT 
Jan Mastnik, Petr Linhart, Prag, CZ
Jürgen Mai, Darmstadt, DE
Jürgen Schmidt, Köln, DE
Kameha Grand Hotel, Bonn, DE
Marcus Ebener, Berlin, DE 
niko design . Nikolay Kazakov, Karlsruhe, DE 
Paul Riddle, London, UK  
Peter Schumacher, Stuttgart, DE  
Rainer Stratmann, Hofheim am Taunus, DE
Roger Frei, Zürich, CH 
Roland Halbe, Stuttgart, DE  
Ruedi Walti, Basel, CH 
Stefan Marquardt Fotografie, Oberursel, DE
Thorsten Arendt, Münster, DE
Werbefoto Robold, Villingen-Schwenningen, DE 
Werner Berthold, Reisbach, DE
Werner Huthmacher Fotografie, Berlin, DE 
Zooey Braun, Stuttgart, DE

Text:
Alexandra Dankert, Darmstadt, DE
Karin Hartmann, Darmstadt, DE 
petra blank text, Darmstadt, DE 
Thomas Hobein, hobeins.net, Darmstadt, DE

Design:
antes und merkle . büro für gestaltung, Darmstadt, DE

Picture editing:
Yellow 4media GmbH, Darmstadt, DE
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